




Welcome to Atlanta! 
We’re Louis & Angie McClure, General Chairman of the 68th National Square 

Dance Convention®.  We are happy to 
Welcome all Y’all to Atlanta, the GSI Caller 
School and the 68th NSDC! 

Each year Grand Square International (GSI) 
and the National Convention co-host a tuition-
free Caller School to anyone interested in 
calling, regardless of their experience level. 
Tony Oxendine strives to provide the 
participants the very best training possible by 

recruiting an outstanding staff of CALLERLAB accredited coaches.  We think 
you’ll agree that this year the staff is a truly outstanding group! 

This year’s school has the largest attendance that GSI has had!  We’ve worked 
with Tony to provide additional rooms and coaches so that individual class 
numbers remain small, allowing for more coaching time per student. 

We’ve arranged with the Renaissance Waverly Hotel staff to have convenient food 
and beverage service based upon the school schedule.  We hope you’ll take 
advantage of this opportunity.  If you want to get out and try something else, 
there’s approximately 350 restaurants within 2 miles of the Waverly.  You 
shouldn’t go hungry this week!  Check-out the free shuttle service the hotel 
provides for guests.   

During the Convention, our Program staff has scheduled sessions for those who 
have been calling 5 years or less.  Look in your Daily Program books for the times 
these sessions are scheduled and drop by and take a turn calling a singer or patter. 

We hope you have a great caller school and National Convention experience, and 
again, Welcome to Atlanta and the 68th NSDC!   

All Our Best… 

Louis & Angie McClure 



GSI/68th NSDC CALLER SCHOOL – 68TH NSDC, Atlanta, GA 
June 23-26, 2019 

 

Habersham Ballroom, Wilton Room, Chancellor I & II, Galleria Room, Stanhope Meeting Room 

SUNDAY       Coach 
 
Noon - 1:00 School Overview & Introductions  Tony 
1:00 - 2:00  Mechanics & Basic Traffic Patterns  Scott 
2:00 - 4:30  Calling / Critique  
4:30 - 5:30  Methods – Modules   Walt        
5:30 - 7:00  Dinner 
7:00 - 9:00  Calling / Critique 
9:00 – 10:00  Leadership / History   Al     
 
MONDAY      Coach 
 
9:00 - 10:00 Methods - Relationship   Jerry   
10:00 - Noon Calling / Critique 
Noon - 1:30 Lunch 
1:30 - 2:30 Voice     Lisa         
2:30 - 5:00  Calling / Critique 
5:00 - 6:30  Dinner 
6:30 - 7:30  Timing/Smooth Dancing & Body Flow Tony    
7:30 - 9:00  Calling / Critique 
9:00 - 10:00 Teaching     Barry 
 
TUESDAY      Coach 
 
9:00 - 10:00  Methods - Sight     Jack 
10:00 - Noon Calling / Critique 
Noon - 1:30  Lunch 
1:30 - 2:30  Music     Ted         
2:30 - 5:00  Calling / Critique 
5:00 - 6:30  Dinner 
6:30 - 7:30  Programming    Brad        
7:30 - 9:00 Calling / Critique  
9:00 –10:00  Showmanship    Charlie     
 
WEDNESDAY      Coach 
 
9:00 – 9:30 Ethics     Dee Dee 

  9:30 – 10:30 SqView     Jack 
10:30 - 12:30  Calling / Critique 
12:30 - 1:30  Wrap-Up / Certificate Awards  Tony 
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GRAND SQUARE, INC. 
Grand Square, Inc. (GSI) is a United States federally-approved 501(c)3 non-profit foundation. This 
certification is very difficult to achieve and the recipients of this status are required by law to uphold 
their mission.  The GSI mission is as follows: 

To enhance the general public’s perception of square dancing. 
To keep the square dance and general public informed of all newsworthy square dance issues and 

events. 
To promote the health benefits of square dancing to both the general public and to the square 

dance population. 
To be a communication vehicle for all square dancers and to increase the popularity of square 

dancing worldwide. 

The following is a brief synopsis of GSI’s development and accomplishments: 

• 1999 - Grand Square, Inc. (GSI) applied for and was granted 501(c) 3 non profit US tax
exempt status.

• Established through CALLERLAB a $10,000 scholarship fund to be dispersed through the
CALLERLAB Foundation for use by callers and dancers worldwide for education

• Was a recipient of the CALLERLAB Foundation’s Directors Award and is one of the
Foundation’s largest donors.

• Sponsored the “Passing of the Torch” after party at the 2003 National Square Dance
Convention in Oklahoma City, USA. Attended by more than 3000 dancers.

• GSI held the first annual World Square Dance in Dachau, Germany in 2003 with a free
callers’ school.

• GSI has sponsored free week-long callers schools in Germany, Sweden, and England -
bringing in Accredited Caller Coaches from Germany, the US, and Great Britain. In 2009
GSI sponsored its’ first school in Japan.

• Since 1999 GSI has purchased large blocks of radio advertisement in the Charlotte, NC area
to promote the area’s square dance classes.

• Purchased and provides a portable dance floor (capable of dancing 100 squares) that square
dancers may use.

• Sponsored a “New Concept Dance” in Las Vegas, NV that integrates current dancers and
non-dancers in a “fun” atmosphere giving the non-dancers a very positive view of square
dancing.

• Is the executive publisher for Square Dancing  Today magazine – the world’s largest square
dance magazine. It is now being distributed online.

• Has donated money to help purchase radio advertisement in several states to be used to
promote square dancing.

• GSI is working very hard to get square dancing back on the curriculum in US public
schools. In 2004, GSI helped conduct a seven week “Introduction to Square Dancing” at
one of Charlotte, NC’s middle schools.

• Plans are in place to host dancer leadership conferences worldwide.
• Sponsors cook-out for local Charlotte dancers
• Sponsored the “Queen City Ball” square dance weekend in Charlotte, NC. The “Queen City

Ball” was the largest square dance in North Carolina, and one of the largest dances in the
country.
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• Distributes the monies collected from the “Paul Place Scholarship Fund”. Used exclusively
for grants and scholarships to Callers’ Schools.

• Works in conjunction with various square dance clubs and associations to help promote
dance related events.

• Sponsored lessons for a new “Hip To Be Square” square dance club in Charlotte. This club
is to be the prototype for a new entry level square dance club.

• Hosts a city wide barbeque for the city of Charlotte – Bringing in local business leaders and
exposing them to the square dance activity.

• Works in conjunction with the Charlotte YMCA presenting square dancing to youth and
their parents.

• Hosts square dance parties with local Charlotte politicians.
• Is in the process of establishing a similar non-profit foundation in Europe to be used for

dancer and caller education.
• Sponsors the following dance weekends.  Any profits from these events are used to continue

promoting the square dance activity:
a. Daytona Beach Ball – Daytona Beach, FL
b. Florida Winter Festival – Lakeland, FL
c. Grand Strand Weekend – Myrtle Beach, SC
d. Sequoia Stampede – Turlock, CA

• Donated $1000 to assist in the construction of Levine Senior Center in Charlotte, NC. Plans
are in place to use the Levine Center as a prototype for working with senior citizens
introducing them to the square dance activity.

• In 2006 helped spearhead Square Dancers for Katrina Fund, a fundraising drive that raised
more than $125,000.00 to be used to help the victims of hurricane Katrina.

• In 2006, GSI established a square dance fund in Florida to be used in the recruiting and
retention of new dancers.  Plans are in place to establish similar funds in various areas of the
US.

• In 2007, GSI, along with the 56th NSDC co-sponsored the First Annual National
Convention Callers School.

• In 2008 GSI and the 57th NSDC co-sponsored the Second Annual National Convention
Callers School in Wichita, KS.

• In 2009 GSI and the 58th NSDC co-sponsored the Third Annual National Convention
Callers School in Long Beach, CA.

• In 2010 GSI and the 59th NSDC co-sponsored the Fourth Annual National Convention
Callers School in Louisville, KY.

• In 2011 GSI and the 60th NSDC co-sponsored the Fifth Annual National Convention
Callers School in Detroit, MI

• In 2012 GSI and the 61st NSDC co-sponsored the Sixth Annual National Convention
Callers School in Spokane, WA

• In 2013 GSI and the 62nd NSDC co-sponsored the Seventh Annual National Convention
Callers School in Oklahoma City, OK.

• In 2011, GSI spearheaded the Square Dancers for Japan Fund to help victims of the 2011
tsunami in Japan. More than $60,000.00 has been sent to the JSDA to distribute to the
needy square dancers in Japan.
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GRAND SQUARE INC. 
2520 Sardis Road North 

SUITE 100 
CHARLOTTE, NC 28204 

(704) 377-5554 

WHAT IS GSI? 

Grand Square Inc. is a 501 (c) (3) nonprofit foundation registered with the US Internal Revenue 
Service. This certification is very hard to obtain, and any monies donated are tax deductible. GSI 
is dedicated to the promotion and preservation of square dancing as an American art form. GSI 
was founded by The Curlee Family in 1999 in Charlotte, North Carolina. GSI along with the 
endless support from Tony Oxendine is currently focusing its efforts on educational seminars 
(particularly the health benefits of square dancing), public service announcements, free caller 
schools worldwide, our youth and senior square dance programs, and the publication of our 
worldwide distributed magazine, Square Dancing  Today.  Square Dancing  Today is our 
best tool to promote and teach others about this great activity. 

How Are Funds Obtained? 

Grand Square, Inc. operates through private contributions, grants, and donations. Goals and 
objectives can only be met when funds are made available through these sources. 

How can you help? 

Your contribution to this (501)(c) (3), will be most appreciated. We accept cash, check, 
MasterCard and Visa. We recognize our sponsors and contributors by printing their logos and 
acknowledge of sponsorships on Grand Square, Inc. printed materials and on our website – 
www.gsiinternational.org. 

GSI Website – www.gsiinternational.org 

Questions – info@www.gsiinternational.org 

http://www.gsiinternational.org/
http://www.gsiinternational.org/
http://www.gsiinternational.org/
mailto:info@www.gsiinternational.org
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Scott Bennett is from Oklahoma and began calling in 1984. He calls for beginners thru A-2.  He has called 
festivals and specials throughout the United States.  He takes pride in his enthusiastic presentation, 
choreographic creativity, musical variety, high-energy/up-beat dance delivery, sense of humor, and vocal style. 
 
Scott believes in caller education and enjoys teaching the many aspects of calling to newer callers. 
Scott is a CALLERLAB Accredited Caller, member of the CALLERLAB Quarter Century Club, and is involved 
with many local area caller associations as well. 
 
Scott has recorded Square Dance Music on Dance Ranch Records, and for Hi-Hat Records.  In 2013 Scott 
started two of his own Square Dance music labels Crest and Acme Recordings.  He was a finalist in the first 
ever international Square Dance Callers Awards "The Ozzie's".  He is honored to have been nominated and 
proud to make the finals in four categories in a worldwide caller competition.  Whether it is a club dance or the 
National Square Dance Convention, you can find Scott doing what he loves best……Entertaining! 
 
Walt Burr started Square Dancing in 1976 in Germany. His calling career began in 1980. He has called in 29 
states and 13 countries. He joined CALLERLAB in 2001 and became an accredited Caller Coach in 2014. In 
2010 he moved to Germany and started calling full time.  
 
Walt calls Basic-A2 in the Munich area. He's on the staff of A&S records. He has been involved in Grand 
Square International since 2003 and is the current GS-Europe representative. He played a key role in founding 
the GS-UK team and under his leadership GS-Europe has grown from 2 teams (GS-UK and GS-Sweden) to 6 
teams including GS-Germany, GS-Czech & Slovak Republics, GS-Netherlands and GS-Serbia. Walt believes 
in good quality on-going training for callers and has been a staff member at GSI schools in the USA and 
Europe. He and his wife run the New Horizons caller school in Munich, Germany. 
 
Brad Caldwell began taking square dance lessons in 1985 and immediately decided he had an interest in 
becoming a caller. By 1987 he learned to dance through Advanced began training as a caller. He was asked in 
January of 1988 to become the club caller for the Capitol Solos of Austin, Texas. For the next several years he 
attended every national square dance convention and every CALLERLAB convention. Simultaneously, he 
began to travel to nationally to caller club specials and weekend festivals.  
 
In 1997 he was contacted and asked if he would be interested in being a club caller for the new forming club in 
Sun City, TX. After 22 years he is still club caller for the Sundancers. Additionally, he calls for Diamondmasters 
in Austin, Shirts N Skirts in Georgetown, and teaches for Waterloo Squares in Austin.  2019 will mark his 
twelfth year on staff with Fun Valley Resort in Colorado and is a featured caller at several weekend festivals in 
Texas. He served various offices of the Texas State Callers Association and the now defunct Capitol Area 
Callers Association. He has been a CALLERLAB member his entire career and currently serve on the 
Basic/MS, Plus, and Advanced Committees. 
 
Brad met the love of his life, Paula Ferguson, in 1998 and they were married in 1999. They have three children, 
all boys and all grown.  They are avid round dancers and look forward to learning more during travels, as well 
as from our home instructors and friends Jerry and Lucy Pate. 

Dee Dee Dougherty started Square Dancing at the age of 3 and was clogging in an exhibition square dance 
team by the age of 6.  She’s been Calling and Teaching for over 30 years full time travelling nationally and 
internationally.    

She lives in Minneapolis, MN from May through November, traveling and calling through the summer on the 
road.  For the winter months she works a full program, November through May in AZ, and continues to fly out 
for weekend festivals and conventions. Dee Dee has called in all 50 states, Denmark, Japan, England, Sweden 
and Germany, and at over 30 National Conventions.  She is featured at many state conventions, festivals, 
weekends, and Square Dance Resorts.   

Dee Dee received an Ozzie Award for Most Entertaining Caller, Best Female Patter Caller, and Best Female 
Vocal on a Recorded Singing Call.  She also assisted on the CALLERLAB Foundation's Project Recording of 
God Bless the USA.  She is a member of CALLERLAB having served on the Board of Governors for six years, 
the Minnesota Square Dance Callers Association, and National Teacher Association for Country Western 
Dance.  She is BMI/ASCAP licensed and presently a Recording Artist with Rhythm Records. 

Al Hipkins calls and teaches modern square dancing, line dancing, and round dancing.  He started square 
dancing in 1972 with Susquehanna Swingers of Havre de Grace, Maryland. He began calling in 2006 and 
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began cueing in 2014.  Al currently calls and cues for the club he started, Twin City Spinners in Lewiston, 
Maine, and guest calls and cues for clubs throughout New England. Al is founding member of the Four Corners 
Association (2013) - a caller association whose first mission is the recruitment and mentoring of new callers.  Al 
is also a member of CALLERLAB, Round-a-Lab, Northeast Callers and Teachers Association, and Maine 
Teachers of Round Dance Association. 
 
Barry Johnson began calling in 2004 and attended his first GSI caller school in 2007.  His main focus has 
been on teaching new dancers, often presenting beginner lessons three nights each week in three different 
locations.  With more than 160 nights calling in 2016, he is one of the busiest callers in the Chicago area. 
 
Barry and his wife Anita first danced in the late 70’s and early 80’s, then returned to the activity in 1999 after a 
hiatus for children and careers.  They have served several terms as presidents of their local club, association- 
and state-level organizations, were chairmen of the 2005 Illinois State Convention, Business Chairmen for the 
2016 National Convention in Des Moines, and were inducted into the Illinois Square Dance Hall of Fame in 
2011. 
 
Barry is currently the president of the Illinois Square Dance Caller’s Association. He has authored an acclaimed 
book on leveraging dancer relationships while managing choreography, is a frequent presenter at the annual 
CALLERLAB conventions, and has received the CALLERLAB Award of Excellence for technical projects 
assisting the Home Office. 
 
Lisa Lincoln has been a vocal coach since 1999 after studying numerous vocal pedagogies including the 
esteemed Estill Vocal Method, Alexander Technique and receiving a BA from University of California, San 
Diego. She has trained 1000’s of adults and teens in various vocal styles including musical theater, pop, and 
classical in group classes and privately. Lisa comes from a voice and musical theater background. She fell in 
love with musical theater at the age of 15 and started taking voice and acting lessons in the Los Angeles area. 
She went on to perform in over 40 musicals and sing on many radio jingles before she started teaching and 
directing. She eventually started her own Children and Teen Musical Theatre Company doing large scale 
musicals with professional orchestras in Santa Fe, New Mexico called Eldorado Children’s Theatre.  Lisa 
directed all the musicals, as well as taught the students healthy singing and acting techniques.  
 
She is currently on the faculty at Desert Academy in Santa Fe teaching music, voice, choir, acting and public 
speaking, as well as coaching their award-winning speech and debate team. Lisa is also a private vocal coach, 
professional singer and square dance caller in New Mexico. She is the caller for the Depot Dancers (Santa Fe), 
and the Hot Chile Steppers (Albuquerque). She calls and teaches Mainstream and Plus level dancing. She is a 
member of CALLERLAB, New Mexico Square and Round Dance Association, and the Central District of New 
Mexico. Lisa is the female recording artist for Arrowhead Recordings doing lead vocals and backup harmonies. 
 
Ted Lizotte and his wife Shelly make their home in Manchester, New Hampshire and began calling in 1988. 
He calls beginner through C1 and for the past 20 years has been the club caller for Tech Squares of MIT.  Ted 
has been featured at festivals from California to Florida as well as Canada and Europe. He is well known for his 
smooth choreography while utilizing extended applications and his timing. 
 
Ted is a member and past president of Tri-State Callers Association of New England and belongs to 
CALLERLAB where he is part of the MS/Plus Definition Committee. He has presented on numerous topics 
from Choreography and Extended Applications to Alternative Music. He has called at every New England 
Convention since 1988 and has called at five National Conventions and was the co-Keynote Speaker at the 
2015 Convention in Springfield, Massachusetts. He records for EGO Recordings. 
 
Ted is a recurring staff member of the Northeast Regional Callers School and the GSI School.  As a recent 
empty nester himself, he is looking forward to further dedicating more of his time and energy to teaching 
dancers and callers alike, as well as a deeper involvement in CALLERLAB. 
 
Tony Oxendine One of the most popular callers in the world, Tony began calling in 1974 and fresh out of 
college became a full-time caller in 1980.  He has called in all 50 states and over a dozen foreign countries.  He 
has been the featured caller at festivals and conventions worldwide.   
 
In 1976, Tony recorded his first square dance record on Ranch House Records.  In 1986, he and Jerry Story 
founded Royal Records.  Royal Records quickly became one of the largest record companies in the square 
dance field.  Royal Records continues to be a pioneer in the field of square dance music.  Tony has received 
two Gold Records for outstanding sales – “Pretty Woman” on Ranch House Records and “The Square Dance 
Is On” on Lou Mac Records.    
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Tony has been an accredited member of CALLERLAB since 1978.  He has served on and chaired numerous 
committees.  He has served on the Board of Governors and on the Executive Board of Governors of 
CALLERLAB.  He was Chairman of the Board of CALLERLAB from 1994 - 1996.  In 2000, Tony was presented 
with the Milestone Award – CALLERLAB’S highest honor.   
 
Tony became an accredited Caller Coach in 1996.  Since that time, he has conducted or taught in several 
schools each year and presents at weekend and one day seminars in his travels.  
  
Tony has developed skills in the presentation of singing calls and showmanship that is unmatched.  Your 
presentations can surely benefit from Tony’s experience. 
 
Jack Pladdys began calling in 1982 while serving as a member of the US Air Force. Now he and his wife, 
Sherry, spend the week managing a very busy home program calling and teaching for two Plus clubs, an A2, 
and a C1 group. Jack has taught beginner lessons every year since he started calling.  He believes the 
existence of Square Dancing is dependent upon all callers staying passionate about the activity and dedicated 
to always teaching new dancers every year.  He is a CALLERLAB Accredited Caller Coach, the Central US 
Leader for Grand Square International, Inc., runs the Midwest Caller College, and is a staff coach of the NSDC 
GSI Caller schools.  
 
Jack is the Purchasing & Logistics Manager for Pioneer Automotive Technologies of Springboro, Ohio. 
Collectively, he & Sherry have six children and twelve grandchildren. 
 
Jack has been on staff of many festivals throughout the US, Canada, and Europe over the years.  He currently 
records on Royal Records and has recorded with Chicago Country Records, Desert Recordings, and Gold 
Rush. He is a member of the Miami Valley Callers Association and an Accredited Member of CALLERLAB.  He 
has presented on education panels at many CALLERLAB conventions, National Conventions, numerous state 
conventions, and has conducted many Caller and Club Leadership training seminars and clinics in his travels.  
 
Charlie Robertson began his calling career at the ripe old age of 12 in Southern California. He mentioned to 
his mother that he wanted to learn how to call. Charlie's mom contacted a local square dance caller and 
arranged lessons. Square dancing and square dance calling soon became a huge part of Charlie's life.   
 
Over the last 40 years Charlie has been privileged to travel the world calling dances. Charlie enjoys calling all 
levels from Basic through C2. He is known for his energetic style and creative choreography.  He has been a 
featured recording artist on several square dance record labels, for Lou-Mac Records, and recorded several 
songs he is very proud of including the first and only true “Square Dance Rap” song.  In 2004 Charlie signed a 
recording contract with KMA Records in Nashville and completed his first CD. The CD includes all original 
country songs.   
 
Charlie and his wife Kristi make their home in Sulphur, Oklahoma. 
 
Jerry Story began calling in 1969 at the age of fourteen in Fairfield, IA.  During the early 1970s he taught 
many classes and traveled throughout the Tri-State area of Iowa, Illinois, and Missouri.  In 1976, he married his 
high school sweetheart, Kristy, who was in his second beginner class.  Two children, Joshua and Jacob soon 
followed, and his career picked up momentum.  He found himself touring full time calling dances and festivals 
coast to coast and in a dozen different countries. 
 
He has been co-owner of Royal Records since 1985 and has numerous hit records to his credit.  His gospel 
CD “Wings of a Dove”, recorded in Nashville has sold thousands of copies worldwide.   
 
Jerry operated a very successful square-dancing program at the Peppermint Palace in El Valle Del Sol RV 
Park since 1983.  There he held classes, workshops, and dances from beginners through C-1.  He was 
instrumental in founding the McAllen Callers’ Association and promoting McAllen, TX as the Square Dance 
Capital of the World by holding the “World’s Largest Beginner Classes”.  There have been as many as 80 
squares go through lessons at one time!  He has also served as a Board of Governors’ member in 
CALLERLAB and is dedicated to the preservation of Modern Western Square Dancing. 
 
You can find Jerry and Kristy at many weekends and festivals around the World, or visit them November 
through March at the Peppermint Palace in Mission, Texas and April through October at Pride RV Resort in 
Maggie Valley, NC for the “Vacation of a Lifetime” 
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MECHANICS OF CHOREOGRAPHY 
In order to understand the structure and flow of square dance choreography, a caller must learn how 
to: 

 
1. Tell the difference between SYMMETRIC and UNSYMMETRIC choreography, and 

 
2. Immediately  recognize  the  state  or  condition  of  the  set  in  terms  of  four  basic 

choreographic elements: 
 
FORMATION, ARRANGEMENT, SEQUENCE AND RELATIONSHIP (FASR) 
The principle of symmetry states: In a symmetric set a line drawn from any dancer through the 
flagpole center of the set will also intersect that dancer’s diagonal opposite, or mirror image dancer. 
Also, any symmetric call or choreography, will always direct opposites to do corresponding and equal 
movements. An additional characteristic of symmetric choreography is balance. In squares that are 
symmetric there will always be exactly four dancers (two boys and two girls) in any half of the set. 
The other half of the set will only contain the diagonal opposite counterparts of these four and each 
group of four will be positioned in EXACTLY the same way. Any set that lacks this balance is 
asymmetric. Although almost all of our choreography today is symmetric it is important that a caller 
be able to recognize if the set gets asymmetric, whether deliberately or by accident. 

 
FORMATION 
Formations are the backbone of the anatomy of choreography. CALLERLAB has named over 75 
different formations. (See the Formation Charts) There is in effect no limitation to the number of 
formations. Each has the two distinct characteristics of GEOMETRY and FACING DIRECTION. 

 
1. GEOMETRY: This is the term that describes the shape or design of the set as it is 

formed by the physical location of the dancers.  The geometry of the square set is clear - it is square. 
A 2 by 4 rectangular shape is formed by several popular formations such as facing lines, 8 Chain 
Thru, parallel waves and columns. Diamonds and 1/4 Tag formations have similar geometry. More 
exotic shapes include: O, Butterfly, Galaxy, Hourglass, etc. 

 
2. FACING DIRECTION: This characteristic of a formation is critical. For example, 

many formations are created from a 2 by 4 rectangle by simply changing the direction the dancers are 
facing. From facing lines simple facing commands can establish: waves, 8 Chain Thru, Two Faced 
Lines, Columns, Trade By, Double Pass Thru, etc. For many right handed formations there is a 
corresponding left handed formation. These are different formations - not just different 
arrangements within a formation. 

 
The term POSITION refers to a particular position within a formation. Typically, formations have 
these types of positions: Ends, Centers, Leaders, Trailers, Beaus, Belles, Outsides, Insides, Points, 
In-Facers, Out-Facers, etc. 

 
The term SET-UP refers to a specific dancer/set configuration at a snapshot in time. To be complete 
a SET-UP specification must include the four FASR elements. Examples of named SET-UPS for 
which callers commonly understand the full FASR include: Corner Box, Partner Line, Right Hand 
Lady Box Out, Lead Right Box. 
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ARRANGEMENT 
This term defines the six different boy-girl placements that are possible in any symmetric formation. 
CALLERLAB has, to make communication easier, numbered these different arrangements that can 
occur in the ten most popular formations. (These are shown in the Arrangement Chart in the 
Appendix). 

 
It is important for the caller to know and understand the differences between these different 
arrangements and the effect they could and do have on their choreography. Some figures can be 
done from a specific formation and arrangement but not from the same formation and a different 
arrangement. An example: From an 8 Chain Thru formation with a zero boy-girl arrangement 
(normal couples) a right and left thru is possible. From an 8 Chain Thru formation with any other 
arrangement a Right and Left Thru cannot be done. 

 
SEQUENCE 
In symmetric choreography, the four men and the four women will always be aligned (separately) in a 
1-2-3-4 or a 4-3-2-1 sequence or rotation. Each 1-2-3-4 sequence can proceed either clockwise or 
counter-clockwise around the set. With the possibility of the men being in or out of sequence and 
the women being in or out, four sequence states are possible. In a squared set, all at home with 
partners, we have the boys and girls in a 1-2-3-4 state counter-clockwise around the set. The four 
states are: 

 

 MEN WOMEN 
1. CCW CCW 
2. CW CW 
3. CCW CW 
4. CW CCW 

 

Sequence is the most difficult of the four elements for the caller to identify. Typically, sight callers 
determine sequence by checking the relative position of a key (sometimes called primary) man and 
his corner. Mental Image callers continually track sequence. However, it should be understood that 
sequence is only important at the time of, or in the process of, resolution or for determining the total 
FASR state of the set in a snapshot situation. 

 
RELATIONSHIP 
As with Sequence, Relationship is difficult to recognize simply from cursory observation. However, 
there are often clues to relationship that the caller can exploit. Many callers, for example, identify 
partner by noting similarity of dress or by observing badge identification. This makes recognizing 
Relationship easier than recognizing Sequence. Such clues, however, cover only one (original partner) 
of the four possible relationships that may exist (Partner, Corner, Opposite Lady, Right- hand 
Lady). From the standpoint of identifying the total FASR of a setup, relationships other than 
“paired-with-original-partners” must be covered. Recognition of relationships other than original 
partner is also critical to many snapshot get-outs. Most callers exploit a relationship awareness that is 
limited to a sort of sub-state in which the only options are with-partner or not-with-partner. For 
example, “right ends of facing lines paired with partners, left ends paired with not-partners 
(opposites) all facing corners” describes a setup from which one can call “Touch ¼ , Boys shake left 
hands, Pull By, R & L Grand”. 

 
In an FASR description in which four Sequence states are used, there are four Relationship states. 
The concept of Relationship in the FASR context is based on a reference pair. In the facing line 
formation this has been resolved and the left-hand couple is recognized by most as the reference 
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pair. In other formations the reference pair has not been universally agreed upon. For the facing 
line formation the four Relationship states are: 

 
p.   Left-hand man paired with original partner 
r. Left-hand man paired with original right-hand lady 
o.   Left-hand man paired with original opposite 
c. Left-hand man paired with original corner 

 
Note in the above that when the sequence state is 1 or 2, the right-side man is paired with the same 
(relative) partner as the left-hand man. However in sequence states 3 and 4, the right-side man is 
paired with the opposite (relative) lady from that of the left-hand man. Thus, in sequence state 3 and 
Relationship state c above, the left-hand man would have his original corner and the right-side man 
would have his original right-hand lady. 

 
THE TOTAL FASR STATE 
It should be clear at this point that the total set-up of a square can be described via the FASR route 
at any given snapshot point in a routine. Note that the effect on the FASR state will be the same if 
either the sides of the heads were originally active. Even though the dancers are physically in a 
different location the FASR state is the same. Example: Heads square thru versus Sides square thru. 

 
NEW FASR NAMING (Updated in 2017) 
 

P = Partner 
C = Corner 
O = Opposite 
R = Right Hand Lady 
PL = Partner Line 
CL = Corner Line 
OL = Opposite Line 
RL = Right Hand Lady Line 
PLO = Partner Line Out of Sequence 
CLO = Corner Lady Line Out of Sequence 
OLO = Opposite Lady Line Out of Sequence 
RLO = Right Hand Lady Out of Sequence 

 
a. Change Zero Line (ZL) to Partner Line (PL) 
b. Change Zero Box (ZB) to Corner Box (CB) 
c. Change Zero Box Out of Sequence (ZBOS) to Corner Box Out (CBO) 
d. Change Across the Street Box (XB) to Right hand Lady Box Out (RBO) 
e. Establish Across the Street Box + Right & Left Thru as “Right Hand Lady Box (RB)” 
f. Change Lead To The Right Box (LRB) to “Lead Right Box” which would match the acronym 

 
SUMMARY 
To recap, FASR is primarily a communication tool. It is useful not only between callers but for any 
caller who wishes to have a short hand method of classifying choreography for himself at a future 
date. Familiarity with the four major parts of square dance set-ups improves choreographic 
understanding and analysis for any caller, new or experienced. The important skill of Formation and 
Arrangement management can be much more easily taught and understood with a good background 
in the details of FASR. An understanding of the FASR tools also enhances the ability of classify, use 
and even create get-out routines with a wide variety. 
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BASIC SYSTEMS OF CALLING 
There are five basic systems of calling: 

 
1. READING 
2. MEMORY 
3. MENTAL IMAGE 
4. MODULE 
5. SIGHT  (EXTEMPRORANEOUS) 

 
1. READING 

Reading is defined as a system in which the presentation of the square dance calls is delivered by 
reading a prepared “script” of choreography. While not recommended by most caller-coaches, it is a 
recognized system of calling that may be necessary for some callers. 

 
2. MEMORY 

A “Memory Caller” is defined as a caller who memorizes a total dance routine from home to home. 
He then constructs a patter tip by combining various complete dance routines to create the dance 
experience. While this technique of calling was once common, total memory callers are now quite 
rare.  This technique is not recommended by most caller-coaches. 

 
3. MENTAL IMAGE 

A system where-by the caller follows the dancers in his mind, and resolves the square as desired. In 
actual practice, the caller basically follows one key dancer in the square. Mental Image techniques 
then make it possible for a caller to resolve the square by knowing where (what position) to move the 
key dancer at the appropriate time. There is a specific order in learning this system. It would be wise 
to secure a book, (Don Beck’s “Out Of Sight” is excellent) or specific instruction in this method, if 
interested. 

 
 

#1 
4 Ladies Chain 
Heads Star Thru 
Pass Thru 
Right and Left Thru 

#2 
4 Ladies Chain ¾ 
Heads Star Thru 
Pass Thru 
Right and Left Thru 
Pass Thru 

#3 
Heads Star Thru 
Pass Thru 
Right and Left Thru 
Pass Thru 
Trade By 

#4 
4 Ladies Chain ¼ 
Heads Star Thru 
Pass Thru 
Right and Left Thru 
Pass Thru 
Trade By 
Pass Thru 
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4. MODULE CALLING 

"Modules" are defined as a series of one or more calls that take the dancers from one known FASR 
State to some other known FASR State. To use the Modular Method of Choreographic Control, a 
caller memorizes a number of such modules and calls them, one after the other in building block 
fashion. Since the caller knows the FASR State that exists at both the beginning and the end of each 
of the modules that he or she has memorized, the caller is always "in control". When one module is 
finished, another is simply selected that begins at the same FASR State that the dancers have after the 
preceding module. When it is time to resolve the square, the caller simply selects a module that will 
bring the dancers back to home.  Modules are broken down into the following category: 

 
1. GET-IN: This is a series of one or more calls that take the dancers from their Home positions 
to a particular FASR State. "Heads Square Thru" is therefore a "Get-In" module because the caller 
knows that it takes the dancers from Home to a Zero-Box. 

 
2. GET-OUT: This is a series of one or more calls that takes the dancers from a particular FASR 
State back to Home. From a Zero-Line, "Slide Thru, Square Thru 3/4, Allemande Left, Promenade 
Home" is a "Get-Out" module because it takes the dancers from a Zero-Line to Home positions. 

 
3. CONVERSION: This a series of one or more calls that take the dancers from one known FASR 
State to some other FASR State also known by the caller. The two most useful conversion modules 
are known as the "Magic Modules" They are as follows: 

 
• To convert a Partner Line to a Corner Box 

o Touch ¼ - All Eight Circulate – Boys Run 
• To Convert a Corner Box to a Partner Line 

o Swing Thru – Girls Circulate – Boys Trade – Boys Run – Bend the Line 
 
 
 

4. EQUIVALENT: This is a series of one or more calls that achieves the choreographic equivalent 
of some other call (or series of calls). The series "Heads Star Thru, California Twirl" is equivalent to 
"Heads Square Thru" or Heads Flutterwheel, Sweep !/4, Pass Thru" since each of these brings the 
dancers from their Home position (known FASR State) to a Zero-Box (another known FASR State). 

 
5. ZERO: This is a series of one or more calls that takes the dancers from a known FASR State to 
the SAME FASR State, thereby producing a "zero" choreographic effect. Zeros are sometimes 
regarded as a special form of Equivalent module. Zeros fall into several different categories which 
are listed below. It is important if using Zeros to understand the difference between these and 
which ones are being used and their effect on the dancers. 

 
a. GEOGRAPHIC ZERO: If the zero being used brings the dancers back to their original 

foot prints, it is considered to be a geographic zero. The series "Heads Right and Left Thru, Star 
Thru, Slide Thru" would be a geographic zero because the dancers are returned to their original 
footprints. 

 
b. TRUE ZERO: A series of calls that returns the dancers to the same FASR State without 

effecting the ending position of the original actives (Heads or Sides). While every Geographic Zero is 
a True Zero, not all True Zeros are Geographic Zeros. It is not necessary for every True Zero to 
return the dancers to their original footprints. Eight Chain Four is an example of a True Zero which 
rotates the dancers 180 degrees. 
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c. FRACTIONAL ZERO: A series of calls which must be called two or more times in 
order to return the dancers to the same FASR. The following series from Facing Lines is a good 
example: - Pass Thru, Wheel and Deal, Double Pass Thru, Center In, Cast Off 3/4 -. This series of 
calls must be called three times in order to bring the dancers back to the same FASR and thus this 
series of calls is called a 1/3 Zero. From an Eight Chain Thru Formation, the calls - Square Thru 
3/4, Trade By -becomes a 1/2 zero since this series of calls must be called twice to return the 
dancers to the same FASR. The following fractional zero categories have been identified: 1/4, 1/2, 
1/3, 1/6, 1/12. 

 
- TECHNICAL ZERO: A series of calls which brings the dancers back to the same 
FASR but also interchanges the ending position of the original Heads and Sides. Technical Zeros are 
often referred to a "Sometimes Zeros" since they only produce a zero effect in two of the four 
possible sequence states. (See chapter on Mechanics) If a series of calls zeros out from a set-up in 
which the Sequence of both boys and girls is either clockwise or counter-clockwise, the same series 
of calls will NOT zero out in the other two Sequence states and vice versa. From a Corner Box 
or from a Right Hand Lady Box Out, the series - Star Thru, Pass Thru, Bend the Line, Star Thru - 
produces a zero effect. The same combination from a Lead Right Box does not produce a zero 
effect but rather a four ladies chain effect.  Similarly, from a Lead Right Box a - Pass Thru, Trade By 
produces a zero effect. It produces a Four Ladies Chain effect when called from a Corner Box or a 
Right Hand Lady Box Out. With that in mind then, a Technical Zero is a series of calls which 
does several things to the square: 

 
1. It always interchanges the position of the Heads and Sides, 
2. It usually (but not always) changes the ends and centers, or 
3. It often (but not always) changes the in-facers and out-facers, 
4. In the two sequence states when a Technical Zero does not zero out, it accomplishes a four 

ladies chain effect. 
5. If a series of calls that make a technical zero is called twice, the combination is a true zero. 

 
The most common Technical Zero is the Invert and Rotate Module.  It starts from any Corner Box 
and is as follows: 

 
• Star Thru – Pass Thru – Bend the Line – Star Thru 

 
 

USING THE MODULE METHOD (CHICKEN PLUCKER) 
The most effective way to use the techniques of modular choreography is to insert one or more of 
the above described modules into a memorized set-piece dance routine. The most often used for 
this purpose is called "CHICKEN PLUCKER" and is shown below: 

 
HEADS SQUARE THRU - RIGHT AND LEFT THRU 
PASS THRU – TRADE BY - RIGHT AND LEFT THRU 
PASS THRU – TRADE BY - LEFT ALLEMANDE 
RIGHT AND LEFT GRAND - PROMENADE HOME 

 
A caller can begin to substitute Equivalents for just about every call in the routine or insert zeros 
combinations at any point in the routine. They are generally used after the initial heads square thru 
or after the right and left thru, dive thru, pass thru. At these points it is easy to insert a get-out 
routine to return to an allemande left or to home. 
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The primary advantage of the Module Method is that since the modules are effectively 
interchangeable, they may be used to achieve choreographic variety without loss of caller "control". 
Each of the modules may be designed to achieve a particular choreographic effect (call applications, 
formation/arrangement variations, choreographic "gimmicks", etc.) and they thus facilitate a caller’s 
programming operations. A major disadvantage of the modular method is that the caller must rely 
on sequences that must be totally memorized and this is a limiting factor. It is, nonetheless, the 
fastest way for a new caller to learn to call patter calls in a controlled way and it is recommended that 
beginning callers learn this method before progressing into sight calling. 

 
5. SIGHT CALLING 

 
GENERAL 
Sight calling is generally recognized as the most versatile and flexible of all the calling methods. It 
provides the ability to create extemporaneously the particular kind of choreography that a caller 
might need for any and all calling assignments. If the ability or preferences of the dancers require an 
adjustment of the caller's program or a change in the degree of difficulty that is built into the dance 
patterns, such alterations can be made instantly without putting at risk the successful resolution of 
the square. Sight callers are also able to incorporate new calls or new ideas into their programs 
quickly and easily. 

 
While this staff urges every student caller to learn how to sight call, it is a good idea to undertake the 
study of sight calling only after the student thoroughly understands the mechanics of square dance 
choreography (described in a previous section of this syllabus) and only after the student is able to 
practice effectively the basic skills of modular calling (Chicken Plucker). It should also be noted that 
the effective practice of sight calling techniques can only be accomplished by a caller who has a 
complete and thorough knowledge of the square dance calls s/he is using. 

 
The sight calling process consists of two essential procedures - RESOLUTION and 
EXTEMPORANEOUS CALLING. They are equally important. In a typical routine, a sight caller 
improvises a series of calls designed to accomplish or contribute to some portion of the caller's 
program objectives (Extemporaneous calling). When that is completed, the caller returns the dancers 
back to their original home positions (Resolution). 

 
SIGHT RESOLUTION 
Resolution is the easiest part of the sight calling process because it only requires a caller to learn and 
apply a simple resolution recipe or formula. Students should learn resolution techniques first so that, 
when they subsequently study the far more difficult techniques of extemporaneous calling, they will 
be secure in the knowledge that no matter what happens while they experiment with improvised 
choreography, they will always be able to accomplish a successful resolution. 

 
PILOT SQUARES AND KEY DANCERS 
Sight callers accomplish a successful resolution by monitoring the relative positions of four key 
dancers in one or more pilot squares. Modern square dancing is almost totally symmetric; i.e. the 
actions that occur in one half of the square are identically danced in the other half. This characteristic 
enables a sight caller to track only four dancers in order to control the actions of all eight effectively. 
This means that when, at the conclusion of a routine, a sight caller has successfully maneuvered the 
four key dancers back to their original home positions, s/he will have also brought the other four 
dancers back to their home spots. 

 
The first step in any resolution process is the careful selection of pilot squares and the equally careful 
selection of four key dancers in each of the pilot squares. The following guidelines are useful: 
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1. Choose only those squares with the most competent dancers. Any square containing a
known weak dancer should be avoided.

2. Whenever possible, select more than one pilot square in case the first pilot square breaks
down.

3. Select pilot squares in various locations in the hall - not only those that are up front in
the hall.

4. Guidelines for the selection of the four key dancers insure that a sight caller is provided
with all of the information that is necessary to accomplish a successful resolution. To
exploit the symmetry of the set, the four key dancers must be adjacent (not opposites),
to assure proper pairings, they should have original partners and to assure correct
sequence, two of the key dancers must be original corners. Choosing two adjacent
(side-by-side) couples in a squared-up set satisfies all of these requirements.

5. It is helpful for a sight caller to identify the selected couples not simply as couples 1 and
4 (1 & 2, or 2 & 3 or 3 & 4) but also a particular key man and his corner plus their
respective partners. This focuses the caller's attention on the all-important corner
relationship of the two key couples.

6. Whenever possible, selection of the four key dancers should be based on the caller's
prior awareness of partner relationships. Avoid squares in which known partners are not
dancing together. It is easier to remember that the key couples are the Smiths and the
Browns than it is to recall that Mary Smith is paired with Sam Brown and that Sue Jones
is paired with Tom Green.

7. In situations where the caller is unable to identify prior partner relationships, it is often
possible to determine such relationships by selecting couples with matching costumes,
identical badges or similar physical characteristics (tall, short, heavy, thin etc).

8. To guard against a lapse of memory, it is always a good idea for a caller to place a slip of
paper on the table with the amplifier upon which to record, at the beginning of the tip
before s/he starts to call, the identities of the selected key dancers.

9. There will, on occasion, be times when a sight caller is unable to identify one or more
"safe" squares to use as pilots. In such cases, it is a good idea for a sight caller to have
some other method of control to fall back on (Modules, Mental image etc).

RESOLUTIONS TECHNIQUES 
When, after calling extemporaneously, a sight caller is ready to resolve the square, typically s/he will 
use a clearly defined resolution procedure to move the dancer’s home. Numerous formulas have 
been developed to accomplish this goal and most of them have been published in various magazine 
articles, callers' note services, calling textbooks and other training literature. These formulas typically 
fall into one of three categories as shown below: 

1. One Couple Sight: The CALLERLAB approved name of this technique describes its primary
advantage - it allows the caller to create a limited amount of improvised choreography for all
eight dancers while tracking only the actions of a single couple. To use this technique, a caller
establishes a beginning FASR Set-Up from which it is possible to call an accurate Allemande
Left (usually a Corner Box or a Partner Line) or from which the caller “owns" a
memorized Get-Out module. After noting the precise physical location (footprints) of one
key couple in either half of the set, the caller can create any improvised combination of calls
as long as none of the dancers are moved out of their geographic half of the square. The
caller may then resolve the set by simply moving the key couple back to its beginning FASR
footprints. With the key dancers back in their footprints, the other six will also be in theirs
and the caller will have, in effect, improvised a geographic zero module. This one couple
technique was first described by Jack Lasry. He called it the "Burnt Image Method" because
it requires a caller to burn the image of the key couple's footprints onto the floor.
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2. Two Couple Sight: This CALLERLAB approved term defines a simple extension of the one
couple method noted above. It differs from the One Couple technique in only two respects:
the caller must monitor two couples and, instead of requiring a caller to keep each of the
dancers in his/her original geographic half of the set, s/he is permitted to move the dancers
all around the square providing only that the two key couples always remain in the same
foursome. It is as though the two key couples were confined inside a large, loose rubber band.
When ready to resolve, the caller simply realigns the four rubber band dancers into a
configuration that is identical to the one that existed at the beginning of the FASR state. Jack
Lasry named this technique "Isolated Sight" and is sometimes also noted as the "Rubber Band
Method”. Because these two methods exclude the use of calls that move the dancers out of
their original foursomes, (Circulates, Spin Chain Thru, etc.) few callers use either method as
their primary means of choreographic control. These systems, however, may serve as valuable
transition exercises to facilitate a modular caller's progression into totally unrestricted sight
calling techniques.

3. Unrestricted Sight Calling (Four Couple Sight): This resolution technique provides a
caller with the freedom to create or improvise symmetric choreography without limitations. It
places no restrictions on the allowable calls. Because of this freedom, CALLERLAB has
identified this system as "Four Couple Sight". In point of fact, however, a caller is still only
required to keep track of the actions of two key couples in the pilot square. After selecting the
key dancers and after calling extemporaneously, this resolution process will typically involve
four successive steps:

a. Establish Zero 2-Faced Lines: The first step in the process is for the caller, when
ready to resolve, to move the dancers into one of several "O"(zero or "normal"
formation arrangements. While Facing Lines or Parallel Ocean Waves are sometimes
suggested for this purpose, the staff of SUPERSCHOOL feels that the use of "0" Right
Hand 2 Faced Lines provides the beginning sight callers with the easiest introduction to
the unrestricted sight calling method. An excellent homework assignment exercise for
the student sight caller is to study, via dolls or checkers, the many ways in which "0"
2-Faced Lines may be achieved from a random variety of other formation/arrangements.
It is an important skill that is critical to the success of every sight caller.

b. Pair Up One or Both Key Couples: When "0" 2-Faced Lines are formed, one of three
conditions will exist: 1) both key couples are paired with original partners (in which case
proceed directly to the next step), 2) only one of the key couples is paired (in which case
proceed directly to the next step) or 3) none of the key couples is paired with original
partners. If the third condition exists, the caller is required to pair up at least one of the
key couples. This is why 2-Faced Lines are recommended - they facilitate the pairing
process. The fact is that from this formation/arrangement, no dancer is ever more than
two Circulates or one Trade away from his/her original partner.

c. Determine the Get-Out Strategy: With at least one of the key couples paired, the caller
is ready to decide which of two FASR states - a Partner Line or a Corner Box, s/he will
use to affect the final resolution. This decision is based upon whether or not the other
key couple is also paired. If the other key couple is paired, symmetry dictates that all
four of the couples are paired which means that a Bend the Line will produce "0" lines
which are either IN or OUT of sequence. A quick check of the key dancer corner
relationship will determine whether the sequence is IN or OUT. If they are OUT, a
Right and Left Thru will change the sequence to IN. If on the other hand, the other
key couple was not paired and the paired couple is facing out of the 2-Faced Lines (if
they are not facing out, call Couples Circulate and they will be), the caller calls a Ferris
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Wheel, after which a Pass Thru or a Square Thru 3/4 will achieve the correct corner 
(Corner Box) resolution. Some student callers regularly call a Right and Left Thru 
immediately after the Ferris Wheel. This provides six beats for the caller to check the 
locations of the key corners- who will still be either a Pass Thru or a Square Thru 3/4 
away from a Corner Box. 

d. Use a Modular Get-Out: While it is possible to call an accurate Allemande Left when
the dancers are in a Corner Box or Partner Line, most successful sight callers prefer,
instead, to call a previously planned (memorized Get-Out Module that serves either to
support their program goals or to add a touch of showmanship to their choreography.

EXTEMPORANEOUS CALLING/FORMATION MANAGEMENT 
It is not enough to know how to resolve the set accurately. A caller must also know how to 
improvise effectively the choreography that is called before the resolution process begins. A primary 
skill of every sight caller is the ability to create extemporaneously a dance that not only flows 
smoothly but which also achieves the choreographic goals of the caller's pre-planned programs. 
These techniques are directly contingent upon a sight caller's knowledge and understanding of how 
calls formations and arrangements interact with one another. These techniques have lately come to 
be known as the techniques of FORMATION MANAGEMENT and they involve the following 
considerations: 

1. Knowledge of calls: Once again, students are urged to study square dance calls and to
complete the "Analyzing a Call" Sheets for each call in their repertoires, This entails
memorizing call definitions, starting and ending formations and arrangements, as well as
studying each call's timing and flow requirements.

2. Knowledge of Formations and Arrangements: Sight callers need the ability to establish
quickly, easily and without guesswork - any and all formation/arrangements their
choreographic game plan requires. They also need to know as many call options as possible
when the dancers are in those particular FASRs. An effective sight caller is never surprised by
the formation/arrangement consequences of any call s/he might use and always knows at least
one call that is legal and comfortable from any given dancer FASR. The following suggestions
will facilitate the study of formation/arrangements and how to manage them:

a. Formation Awareness: Students should study the pictograms in the Formation Charts
in the Appendix. A caller cannot manage formations until and unless s/he knows
precisely how they are constructed and in what arrangements they occur.

b. Creating Formations and Arrangements: To acquire this skill, students work first
with dolls and checkers. In the beginning, learning how to establish formations and
arrangements will generally involve the memorization of various modules that serve to
produce the desired formation/arrangements from various other
formations/arrangements. It is suggested that students concentrate on one formation at
a time - many begin with Facing Lines of Four. When a student caller has learned how to
set up all six arrangements in Facing Lines, s/he is then only a Touch 1/4 away from all
six Right Hand Column arrangements. Similar modular constructions may then be
developed to produce the six arrangements in any other desired formation. While
experienced sight callers are generally able to identify each formation/arrangement as it
emerges, and while they can also see how to create any given formation/arrangement,
from any point in an improvised routine, they typically learned how to do this by first
memorizing a variety of modular formation set-up routines.
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c. Knowledge of Call Options: Closely related to the ability to predict and identify
formation/arrangements in an on-going routine is the ability to identify quickly not only
the calls that are allowable in each emerging formation/arrangement but also those that
are most likely to support or enhance a caller's program goals. A useful exercise for the
student caller is to make a list of the calls that can be called from each of the  pictograms
- preferably with some comments about each call's timing, flow, degree of difficulty and
the theme or program support potential.

d. Conversion/Normalization: Formation Management skills are also used to facilitate a
sight caller's resolution process. Every resolution formula requires at least one step in
which it is necessary, from whatever FASR set-up a caller's improvised choreography
may have created, for a caller to place the dancers into some "0" or normal
formation/arrangement. This means that a sight caller needs the ability not only to
establish a wide range of formations in all of their possible arrangements, but also the
ability to convert them, in a controlled and knowledgeable manner, into a "0" (normal)
arrangement whenever the need arises.

Extemporaneous calling and formation management skills are much harder to learn than the step-
by-step formulas for sight resolution. While the components and tools of formation 
management may be studied at home, an acceptable proficiency in the actual practice of this skill 
can only be achieved with "on-mike" practice and repetition. Effective choreographic improvisation 
encompasses such hard-to-define qualities as creativity, originality, choreographic showmanship and 
the ability to invent (or remember) vast amounts of choreographic variety. Acquiring these abilities is 
a formidable task but while their acquisition must obviously take a considerable amount of time and 
effort, the process is not at all difficult and the results are well worth the effort. 

SUMMARY 
The ability to improvise choreography instantly is one of sight calling's greatest assets. It can 
sometimes also be a serious liability. An ability to create choreography and an easy ability to resolve 
the square does not eliminate the requirement for callers to pre-plan carefully (program their dances) 
for each and every dance they call. Every dance needs an overall game plan and every tip and every 
routine within that tip should, in one way or another, contribute to it. Sight callers must always keep 
that in mind. 

BEFORE SIGHT RESOLUTION IS POSSIBLE THE CALLER MUST KNOW TWO 
ADJACENT COUPLES: 

The primary man and his partner 
Secondary man and his partner. This is the primary man’s corner & her partner. 

SIGHT RESOLUTION FROM LINES 
1. Get primary man & his partner together.
2. Put them on the left end of a line.
3. Look across from primary couple to see which situation exists.

a. Both secondary’s across.  (This is a Partner Line).
1. Allemande Left or any Partner Line get out.

b. No secondary couples across (this is an out of sequence line).
1. Star Thru - Pass Thru – Allemande Left.

c. Secondary girl (corner) across.
1. Pass Thru - Wheel & Deal - Centers   Pass Thru – Allemande Left.

d. Secondary man (corner’s partner) across.
1. Pass Thru - Wheel & Deal - Centers Square Thru 3 – Allemande Left.
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SIGHT RESOLUTION FROM PARALLEL TWO - FACED LINES. 

1. Pair up the primary couple using Circulates and Trades.
2. Look to see if the secondary couple is also paired up.

(If they are, put the square into lines facing)

At this point you will have one of the following two situations: 
1. A Partner Line.
2. An out of sequence line.

At this point, you may do the get out of your choice. 

If only one of the secondary dancers is with the paired up couple, then get the square into an 8 
chain thru formation with the primary couple on the outside. The following will exist at this point: 

1. A Corner Box.
A. Do a get out at this point. 

2. A Right Hand Lady Box Out.
A. Do half of Chicken Plucker to a Corner Box. 
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TIMING 
Timing is the relationship between Key Words of the square dance command and the dancing 
action, m e a s u r ed  in beats of music. Timing has three separate parts: 

COMMAND TIME - The number of beats it takes to deliver the Command 

LEAD TIME - The number of beats elapsing between the Command and dancer reaction 

EXECUTION TIME - The number of beats it takes to execute the Command 

Timing is concerned with how these parts interrelate, and how the interaction between them and the 
music affects the experience of square dancing. The goal of timing is to allow the dancers to start 
moving with the first beat of a musical phrase and then to move smoothly and without interruption 
until the d a n c i n g  action has been completed. 

The one thing that can make for a smooth and enjoyable dance is when all the dancers are moving 
together and all taking a step to the musical beat. When this happens the caller can adjust his or her 
delivery to match the dancers’ movements. When the dancers are not all moving together to the 
musical beat it is not possible to have proper timing. Several factors may come into play that affects a 
well timed dance: 

1. TEMPO: Tempo means the speed of the music and therefore the speed at which dancers are
taking steps. It is measured in beats per minute. The tempo of the music has a strong effect on
the feeling of the dancing. Even more important is the interaction between tempo and timing.
They are not the same thing at all but, together, they determine whether the dancing feels rushed.
Adjustment of the timing can make fast music seem slow or slow music seem fast. The range of
tempos in common use for square dancing is from 124-130 beats per minute.

2. CHOREOGRAPHIC FAMILIARITY, HABIT AND ANTICIPATION: When the dance
routines are very familiar, the delivery of the Key Words may be completed only 1 or 2 beats
(steps) before the dancers are expected to start the action. When the dance routine includes
unfamiliar formations or arrangements for many of the dancers, however, callers must complete
the Key Words of the commands 2 or 3 beats sooner. The extra time allows dancers to understand
what is expected of them even though it may be less familiar.

3. POSSIBLE ENVIRONMENTAL INFLUENCE: Several other factors may affect the
number of beats before the start of the action that a command should be given (lead time.)
These include the acoustic environment, a sticky floor, uncomfortable weather or mental fatigue
of the dancers.

4. HAND & BODY POSITION: The square dance choreographer (caller) should try to arrange
the movements of the dance so that the position of the dancers' bodies and the availability of
their hands at the end of one dance movement makes the transition into the following dance
movement comfortable and smooth. The degree to which this goal is achieved will have a strong
bearing on the timing of the call.
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5. CLIPPED TIMING: A calling error sometimes misunderstood as early delivery occurs when
callers fail to allow sufficient time (beats) for execution of the call. This error is called
"clipped timing" and creates a situation in which the dancers' apprehensions are realized.
Clipped timing is different from giving the call too soon. Rather, it is consistently "clipping" a
beat or more from the number of beats (steps) required for comfortable execution of the
action. When this happens the dancers must "shortcut" the actions so that proper execution and
any feeling of dancing disappear. Clipped timing usually results in scrambling, dancer failure and
frustration.

6. EFFECT OF UNFAMILIAR MATERIAL WORKSHOP / SURPRISES: Not only does
lead time change when the dance material is unfamiliar, but so does the execution time. The
caller must accommodate a "less than ideal" execution of the pattern by adjusting the timing.

7. DANCER TRAINING: Callers are expected to teach dancers the proper way to execute each
square dance action. Nevertheless, there are some who take more or fewer steps than are
shown on the Timing chart. Sometimes these variations will be widespread enough to require
timing adjustments if breakdowns are to be avoided.

(Editors Note) The following two articles, while having some duplication, are both excellent 
presentations. So, at the risk of this duplication, we are including both.  The first is from the syllabus 
of Super School (staffed by Jim Mayo, John Kaltenthaler, Bill Peters, and Herb Egender) and the 
next is a presentation authored by Paul Bristow. 
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VOICE / VOCALS 
The average club caller will spend hours learning material, trying to obtain the best equipment, 
learning all about teaching methods, but never ever take the time to learn about their most valuable 
and irreplaceable asset, their voice. 

WHAT IS YOUR VOICE 
What is that thing in your throat that allows us all to communicate? The technical name is Larynx. 
The Larynx or vocal cords are made of muscles and ligaments, one on each side of the exit of the 
Trachea (windpipe). They are like two heavy rubber bands attached to the sides of the windpipe. 
When we desire to communicate we cause these muscles to tighten and then, by exhaling in a 
controlled manner we cause the muscles to vibrate, which results in a vibrating column of air coming 
out of the mouth and nose. We use our tongue, mouth and nasal passages to shape this column of air 
into words or pleasing musical sounds. Like a violin, the tighter we stretch the vocal cords the higher 
the sound becomes - in other words we change the pitch. The sound is made louder by causing the 
vocal cords to vibrate with greater amplitude by passing a greater volume of air over them in a given 
time. 

What causes people to sound different? Women sound different than men because they are usually 
of a slighter build, that is, muscles and bone structure are not as heavy as a man's, therefore the vocal 
cords are lighter in structure. If we examine a violin we note that the high notes are derived from the 
thin wires, while the low notes are obtained by a heavy double or even triple wound wire. Every cord 
or wire has a resonant frequency, which is determined by its tension, length and diameter, and it is 
the length, diameter and natural tension of the vocal cords that determine what sound our voice will 
have. The resonant cavities found in our head and chest produces other sound differences. The 
unevenness or difference in shape of individual vocal cords causes secondary frequencies to be 
imposed on the main frequency. This results in a harmony (in most cases) of sounds being emitted. 
This combined sound is recognized as a specific individual's voice. The voice pattern is so 
characteristic of each person that law enforcement agencies can use it as reliably as fingerprints for 
identification purposes. 

CARE OF YOUR VOICE 
Your voice is comparable to a musical instrument similar to the Stradivarius violin and is just as 
temperamental if it is not treated properly. 
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Callers often use styles of calling that can be very detrimental if used too often, the rasping, clouding, 
imitating of others, and going above or below your normal comfortable range. These can all result in 
strain, over extension and undue tension on the vocal cords. I like to look upon these things as 
showmanship and as such should be used sparingly and only when your voice is fully warmed up. 

Many callers smoke - of all the habits, smoking is the worst thing a person can do to their vocal 
cords. Not only does smoking harm the vocal cords but it will cut down on your lung capacity and 
breath control. Smoking will, over a period of time cause the Cilia in the lungs to die or lose the 
ability to clear phlegm from the lungs, which will result in other lung problems. 

I used to smoke 2 to 3 packs a day. After quitting, and recovering from the effects of smoking, I 
found that I had gained a half octave in range, twenty pounds in weight, and did not suffer from a 
sore or dry throat as frequently. 

One thing that is in Square dancing's favor is the swing to the non - smoking society. This has had a 
favorable impact on square dancing for both the caller and the dancer. 

The practice of drinking hot or cold liquids during a dance can also cause problems. You never see 
an athlete putting cold or hot compresses on a muscle until after damage is done. Heat causes a 
muscle to relax and encourages the blood to circulate right to the surface while cold will cause the 
muscle to contract or stiffen and the blood to flow slower and further down from the surface. 
Preferably you should drink water at room temperature or slightly higher. You should stay away from 
food and sweet liquids during a calling session unless you have an adequate break so as to enable 
your vocal cords to recover. Like an athlete you should warm up your vocal cords before you call a 
dance by running up and down the scale a few times before you call. This can be done on the way to 
a dance. 

In the early years of square dancing, halls were dusty and most of our seasoned callers learned, thru 
necessity, to breathe through their nose so as to prevent the dust from clogging the vocal cords and 
lungs. The fine hair in the nasal passages make a very good filter and it is advisable to learn to breathe 
through one's nose if at all possible. Other forms of pollution are hard to avoid. Some people have 
allergies; this may cause many different problems. 

VOCAL CORD DAMAGE 
Every once in a while you hear of callers developing nodes on their vocal cords - these are like 
calluses on your hands - and they are caused by the same thing. When you irritate your body 
continually in one spot it will develop calluses. Nodes are the mark of stress on your vocal cords. 
They can be bad enough that you could lose your singing voice permanently. Nodes can be removed 
by laser surgery but it is better to stop what is causing the irritation and let them heal naturally. If you 
think you have this problem, see a specialist. 

Laryngitis is another common result of over use of the vocal cords (it can also be caused by 
infection). When you over extend a rubber band it either breaks or loses its elasticity. The same thing 
can happen to your vocal cords. They seldom break but they can lose their ability to regain their 
shape. When this happens it takes a long time for them to heal. Be careful how loud you shout at the 
wife, the children or the dancers - not necessarily in that order. The use of a good microphone and 
good equipment will enable you to call and not damage your voice. Talking in a noisy group of 
people can cause more damage to your vocal chords than an evening of calling. 

LEARNING TO USE YOUR VOICE 
Many good callers are not great singers but then very few great singers are good callers. The best 
place to learn to sing is from a qualified voice teacher. These lessons will pay for themselves many 
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times over in your calling career. Try, if you have the time, to join a choir or choral group of some 
sort. This will not only help you learn to use you voice, but may give you a potential source of new 
dancers. 

Listen to the callers you enjoy dancing to. Try to use the things you like about his/her voice style and 
presentation. 

We all have four voices we use. 
1. The Emotional Voice
2. The Talking Voice.
3. The Singing Voice.
4. The Body Voice.

The Emotional voice breaks down into many sub groups some of which are: 
1. The happy voice
2. The sad or unhappy voice.
3. The commanding or domineering voice.
4. The pleading voice.
5. The sexy voice.
6. The angry voice.

The emotional voice is used in all the other voices and is probable the most effective mood setting 
device a caller can use. Your personal mood comes thru to the dancer as soon as you start to move, 
talk or sing. So callers should be able to project the mood they want the dancer to feel during one 
song or the whole evening by the use of the Talking Voice, The Singing Voice and the Body Voice. 
The best place to learn about these voices is in a little theater or drama group. Public speaking groups 
also teach you about the proper use of your voice. 

Try taping your voice, then listen to it. Does it portray the emotion you wish to express? Watch the 
television greats. How do they portray the emotions they desire? These things come under the 
classification of showmanship but they are your voice to the dancer. The proper use of these voices 
tells the dancers how you are enjoying their participation of your evening with them. 

CALLING 
We have talked about voices in general. Now we should talk about the things in calling that you need, 
to make use of these voices. 

Calling requires clarity, good diction and projection of your voice. Singing does not always require 
that the words be precise and fully clear. The singer will often "milk" the good notes that occur at the 
end of a musical or verbal phrase, these are often vowels and this results in long eeeeeeee's, 
oooooooo's, aaaaaaa's and sometimes uuuuuuu's. This may cause loss of the musical phrasing and 
breath control. 

The dictionary defines clarity as the quality or state of being clear, and diction as the art of 
enunciating correctly and effectively. The caller must sound both the consonants and vowels clearly 
and precisely. Consonants usually are used as starters, ends or middle dividers in the words of the 
English language. The vowels are used to give the English language its roundness of sound. 

The sounds bee, bay, bah, boe, boo, tee, tay, tah, toe, too, gee, gah, gay, goo, goe should be practiced 
until, when taped, they can be distinguished easily. Try saying them backwards as well. You should 
also practice square dance terms such as thar/star/square, square thru/star thru, left/lets, circle 
right/circulate/circle eight, end/in, dopaso and dosado. 
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Practice reading into a microphone, tape it and play it back. Does it sound clear? Does it display 
feeling? Does it sound as if you are talking directly to one person? Try the same reading with a piece 
of patter music. Can you be understood, even with the musical background? Try reading a call, but 
use the music as a timing device. Try to pitch your voice with the music. 

You can see that clarity and diction run together. 

Vocal projection means to put your voice out to your audience clearly and distinctly with sufficient 
volume to be understood. The volume comes from your microphone and amplifier. However if you 
do not allow your voice to exit from your mouth or chest, no one will hear it. Men as a rule like to 
feel that deep rumbling voice way down in the chest, while women put more of their voice up into 
the nasal passages. Both the chest and the nasal passages are essential to a full-bodied voice. To be 
heard and understood the voice must come out of the mouth and nose. The so-called nasal sound is 
actually a lack of sound issuing from your nose. 

The practice of humming is a good way to get your voice to rise out of your chest. When you hum 
you should feel the resonance in your head not in your chest. The best way to project your voice 
when calling is to think about talking or singing to someone about six feet away and having them 
fully understand what you are saying. Let your microphone and amplifier do the rest. 

BREATHING 
Correct breathing is essential to calling. If you breathe too shallow, you may find yourself gasping for 
breath at the end of each musical phrase. The proper method of breathing is best observed in a small 
baby. They do what is called tummy or belly breathing. We normally try to breathe the way we were 
taught in school, stand straight, tummy in and chest out. When we use just our chest to breath we 
only use the upper portion of our lungs. When we allow our tummy to expand when we take in a 
breath, we can increase our lung capacity about 2 1/2 times. 

SOUND SYSTEMS 
Many firms are making sound systems for callers. These are specialized units designed by experts for 
the calling trade. We all have our favorite systems and most of them have these desired attributes. 

1. High quality sound reproduction.
2. Good variable speed turntables.
3. Adequate power.
4. Two microphone inputs with independent volume, bass and treble control on each

input.
5. Independent bass and treble controls on the music input.
6. Portability.
7. Ease of setting up.

Some other desirable features are: built-in monitor or monitor drivers, VU meters, taping facilities, 
record resets and anti skating devices on the tone arm. 

The microphone you use should match your voice. Each type of microphone has a different 
frequency response curve and output. You should if possible, try several, until you find the one that is 
the best suited to your voice and your sound system. 
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Vocals for Square Dance Callers 
By Lisa Lincoln, Vocal Coach and SD Caller 

BASIC TIPS: 
• Pick songs that you feel good singing and you like.
• Find a key that works for you on the low and high notes in the song.
• Find the “sweet spot” in your voice (close to your speaking voice) when picking the key for

your song.
• Always warm up, even if you have to do it in the car or in the bathroom before singing.

LISA’S QUICKIE WARM UPS: 
a. Breath: 1) panting like a dog with diaphragm breath; 2) deep breath in thru the nose and fill

the diaphragm until you have a big belly and then quickly exhale thru the mouth with force. 
b. Sirens up and down the scale with lip trills or on “eeee” or hum.
c. Do some breathy scales on ha or ho.  The scales don’t have to be perfect; they are just to give

your range some elasticity work.
d. Sing the word “Zing” with a big belly breath using high to low notes.
e. Chew and “moo.”
f. Do some tongue twisters to get your lips/mouth warmed up.  Do them on one pitch and then

try to do them on different pitches.  Try “the lips, the teeth, the tip of the tongue.”  Or try
“Red leather, yellow leather.”

g. Sing “Pick a Little” from “Music Man” fast and slow, choppy and smooth (staccato and
legato).  Make the sound nasal and articulate.

SINGING YOUR SINGING CALLS: 
• Practice singing your songs with breath control before you perform them. Use big belly

breaths. Nerves can affect your breath during performances.  But, if you practice often, good 
breathing will become second nature. 

• Open your mouth and enunciate your consonants and words.
• Sing with pure vowels, nice and open sounds-aaa, eee, ah, oh, uh.
• Try not to stress the ending “r” in words.  “R” is the ugliest sound in English to sing when it

is at the ends of words.
• Use strong posture!  Stand with both feet firmly on the ground, back straight and head right

on top of your neck (no jutting out your neck).  If you have posture problems, study
Alexander Technique, Feldenkrais Method, or other postural techniques.  Your voice relies on
the whole body to produce sound!  Remember: “sighing, smiling dinosaur with a ponytail.”

• Understand the text of your song and try to portray the emotion or fun in the text of the song.
• If notes are too high or low in the song, it is ok to speak those words.  This can give

emotional oomph too. If you keep practicing with sirens and scales (see vocal warm ups), your
range will grow.

• Have fun singing your song!
CARE OF YOUR VOICE: 

• Protect your voice:
a) Avoid smoky places and do not smoke.
b) Avoid talking over loud noise (crowds of people, traffic, loud music, car engines).
c) Drink lots of water (lukewarm is best)
d) Don’t scream or yell.
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e) Never push your voice where you are uncomfortable.
f) Try not to talk or sing if you are hoarse.

• If you feel pain, scratchy, or are hoarse after calling a dance or doing a song(s), you are using
your voice wrong and could cause long term damage.

• Avoid singing and talking when you are physically ill.  If you must talk or sing when you are
sick:
a) Do NOT use antihistamines unless absolutely necessary
b) Do NOT use lozenges that contain menthol or alcohol, as they will dry out the throat

and vocal chords.
c) DO use lozenges that are glycerin based for throat lubrication (Pastilles, Pine Brothers)

or use Throat Coat Tea.
d) Drink a lot of water!

• Things that will affect your vocal sound: milk, chocolate, dairy products, hormones alcohol,
smoking.

You only have one voice, so take good care of it! 

Your voice is a marvelous instrument, learn to use it, don’t abuse it, and it will last you a 
lifetime 
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SINGING CALLS 
Since the early 1970's there has been a generally accepted format for square dance recordings that 
follows a simple pattern, this being; INTRO (4, 8 or 16 beats), seven by 64 beat MODULES and the 
TAG or "OUTRO" (4, 8 or 16 beats). The MODULE elements of the recording are usually 
arranged as: a non-partner changing OPENER, two partner changing (either corner or right hand 
lady progressive) FIGURES, non-partner changing MIDDLE BREAK, two more partner changing 
FIGURES and then the non-partner changing CLOSER. 

Prior to 1970 this arrangement was not uncommon but was by no means the standard. The other 
types of arrangements were many and diverse and paid much closer attention to the original 
arrangement of the song in question. Some examples of these would be four by 80 beat figures, four 
by 96 beat figures, four by 80 beat figures with a 64 beat middle break and a 72 beat closer etc. etc. 
Indeed any and every combination was acceptable provided that it comprised 8 beat phrases, ran 
between 2½ to 4½ minutes (approximately) and provided four partner changes such that all the boys 
could dance with all the girls but end up with their own partner. 

OPENERS, MIDDLE BREAKS AND CLOSERS 
While there are no defined rules, of which I am aware, for the composition of the Opener/Middle 
Break/Closer module, I am going to suggest a few guidelines that would seem to be applicable, based 
upon common practices. These would be: 

1. Either all eight dancers or four of the same sex should usually be working at the same time.
E.g. Circle Left (involving everybody) or Four Ladies Chain or Four Boys Promenade.

2. You should try to make use of the "longer" calls to allow large portions of the original song
to be "sung" by the caller. e.g. Weave the Ring or Right and Left Grand.

3. The sequence should allow a full 16 beat promenade so that the last two bars of the verse or
chorus can be sung in their entirety.

4. Where practical the choreography should be chosen to compliment and fit the structure of
the music and not compete (or "fight") with the tune.

By following these guidelines it is possible to establish a "comfortable", "easily achieved" routine that 
provides little or no challenge for the dancers but instead offers the chance to relax and enjoy the 
music. 

However, with a little bit of thought and imagination it is certainly possible to extend the range of 
choreographic patterns used, to avoid repetition and over-use of the more mundane combinations. 
Bear in mind, however, that there are only a few calls that lend themselves to effective use of the 
original lyrics of the song; if you wish to sing-a-long! 

COMMON OPENERS/MIDDLE BREAKS/CLOSERS 
As you will no doubt be aware, there are very few unusual "Breaks" used on modern singing calls. 
This is, I feel, a shame. Indeed, if you were to look at the majority of records produced in the last 
few years they would provide you with a fairly small repertoire of modules. 

Of this small number there are a few which appear to have become the standard, perhaps with the 
intention that the "choreographic meat" would be in the figures ... But if you look at the figures 
carefully, these quite often don't appear to include much more than the standard "trusted and tried" 
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choreographic material. Although, out of fairness, a few producers/artists do seem to make the effort 
and offer a bit of innovative and therefore interesting (while achievable and enjoyable) choreographic 
material. 

A few examples of "standard" breaks would be: 

Grand Square (reverse) 
Four Ladies Chain (and back) 
Promenade 

Grand Square (reverse) 
Allemande Left 
and  Weave the Ring 
(or Right and Left Grand) 
Swing and Promenade 

Grand Square (reverse) 
Four Ladies/Men Promenade 
Swing and Promenade 

Four Ladies Chain 
Rollaway & Circle Left 
Rollaway & Circle Left 
Allemande Left 
and  Weave the Ring 
(or Right and Left Grand) 
Swing and Promenade 

Four Ladies Chain 
(and back) 
Circle Left 
Allemande Left 
and  Weave the Ring 
(or Right and Left Grand) 
Swing and Promenade 

Four Ladies/Men Promenade 
Swing 
Circle Left 
Allemande Left 
and  Weave the Ring 
(or Right and Left Grand) 
Swing and Promenade 

And the most common of all, the standard "Circle Left" break:- 

Compare this with the following: 

While this break does not allow the "weave the ring" part of the song to be used it does time out 
correctly and it is quite easy to deliver the calls more musically by aligning them to the structure of 
the music. Although, in general, it is not wise to "sing" the calls - but rather to "chant" them - i.e. 
deliver them in a clear direct manner such that they are obviously instructions, rather than the lyrics 
of the song. 

The common breaks, mentioned above, do represent the "safe" and "comfortable" route and it is fair 
to say that for some groups or in certain situations these are the most appropriate. 

Circle Left 
Allemande Left 
Do Sa Do 
four Men Star by the Left 
Turn Thru 
Allemande Left 
Swing and Promenade 

This figure allows a full promenade. 

The circle left is a full circuit, allemande left/do sa do does not move dancers away from 
their home position, Men Star Left will bring the dancers back to their point of origin, 
Turn Thru/Allemande Left does not change this location, Swing does not affect location 
either, thus the dancers now have a full promenade to get back home! 

Circle Left 
Allemande Left 
Do Sa Do 
(or Turn Partner Right) 
Allemande Left 
and  Weave the Ring 
(or Right and Left Grand) 
Swing and Promenade 

This particular figure always intrigues me. While I have to be honest and 
admit that I use it quite often, I wonder how many people, especially callers, 
realize that it doesn't work! If you time it out you will see that it only 
provides an 8 beat promenade and thus the whole figure only runs for 56 
beats. 

The circle left is a full circuit, allemande left/do sa do/allemande left does not move dancers 
away from their home position, weave the ring will mean that they meet on the opposite 
side, swing does not change this, thus they only have to promenade half to get home! 
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STANDARD CIRCLE LEFT BREAK 
The standard "Circle Left" break is one of the most common used by callers.  Some callers do make 
a special point of not using it because it is technically incorrect. However, it is one of those 
anomalies that occur from time to time within the square dance activity; like certain "poor" body 
flow combinations, it has become acceptable because of its constant use. Dancers, as a rule, are 
prepared to "make use of" the spare time available and modify the execution of the calls (or add extra 
calls e.g. a swing or whirl) to make the choreography "dance" effectively. This is what happens; 
whether or not it is a good thing - is another consideration entirely. It raises the question as to 
whether we should take steps to try and discourage this break from being used. 

My opinion would be to "leave well alone" and continue using the figure, as to try to implement such 
a fundamental change to our normal practices would meet with considerable resistance, from both 
dancers and callers. You still have the right to choose not to use this module if you wish. 

It is also worth noting that the use of Do Sa Do after the Weave the Ring, before the Swing - creates 
an uncomfortable "flow" combination; this used to be quite common on some of the  earlier 
"standard format break" singing calls - thus "Swing and Promenade" has become the normal 
combination 

Examples of a few less common but quite frequently used breaks are: 

Walk Around  Your Corner 
Do Pa So 
Allemande Thar 
Slip the Clutch 
Allemande Left 
and  Weave the Ring 
(or Right and Left Grand) 
Swing and Promenade 

Allemande left - Alamo Style 
Swing Thru X 2 
Turn the Partner Right 
(not Turn Thru!) 
Allemande Left 
and  Weave the Ring 
(or Right and Left Grand) 
Swing and Promenade 

Four Ladies Chain ¾ 
Four Ladies Chain across 
Sides Face Grand Square 
- just eight steps 
Allemande Left 
and  Weave the Ring 
(or Right and Left Grand) 
Swing and Promenade 

Four Ladies Chain ¾ 
Rollaway 
Circle Left (sing for 8 beats!) 
Allemande Left 
and  Weave the Ring 
(or Right and Left Grand) 
Swing and Promenade 

Allemande left 
- to an Allemande Thar 
Shoot the Star 
- to an Allemande 
Thar Shoot the Star 
Right and left Grand 
Swing and Promenade 

Allemande left 
- to an Allemande Thar 
Shoot the Star - full turn 
right to the Partner - pull by 
Allemande Left 
Right and left Grand 
Swing and Promenade 

I would expect that if you looked at a fair selection of singing calls, you would find these breaks on 
about one out of every twenty records. These take a little more work to use effectively with the song 
structure and certainly fit some records more effectively than others. However, they are well worth 
considering. If you continue to look at current releases you will, no doubt, discover the occasional 
original and innovative break, unfortunately these tend to be few and far between. 

So - assuming that you want to - how can you make the breaks more interesting? You might decide 
to listen to some of the older singing calls, either in your own collection or from the local caller 
association's library or perhaps in the company of your calling friends. There are many ingenious 
ideas to be "researched" by this method. Take care, however, to check figures from older recordings; 
ensure that they flow well and time out correctly and if they involve unusual choreographic 
combinations - it might be an idea to forewarn and possibly even workshop these with your group 
rather than just calling them "cold" 

Some breaks that you might discover, on older records - for example - could include: 
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Allemande Left 
Ladies Star Right 
Men Single File Promenade 
Allemande Left 
Men Star Right 
Ladies Single File Promenade 
Allemande Left 
Turn Partner by the Right Arm 
Allemande Left 
Right and Left Grand 
Do Sa Do 
Swing and Promenade 

Face your Corner 
Star Thru 
Circle Left 
Do Pa So 
Allemande Thar 
Shoot the Star 
Do Sa Do 
Box the Gnat 
Right Pull By 
Allemande Left 
Promenade 

The first of these breaks is the "Triple 
Allemande" figure that was quite popular as 
both a singing call and a Patter call opener - it 
will require a little care if you decide to use it; 
it would help if you remind the dancers on 
each Allemande Left that they should use the 
same Corner. 

The second break is from Tommy 
Cavanagh's recording of "Roll Out The 
Barrel". If you wish to use this you will have 
to practice carefully to fit the calls to the 
musical structure; it will work better with 
some tunes than others 

Allemande Left 
Right and Left Grand 
Do Sa Do 
Promenade 
Grand Square (reverse) 

This break is so simple it is quite ingenious. It allows the full second 32 
beats of the song to be sung without a break. This provides a framework 
for the callers, who have the habit of ignoring the "Swing and Promenade" 
calls from the Weave The Ring figures, to be able to sing through the 
second 32 beats without upsetting anybody! Of course if we want to be 
really pedantic, then we should be telling the dancers to "reverse" after the 
first 16 steps of the Grand Square - but how often do you hear that these 
days ...? 

I am afraid to admit it but I feel that the reason that we tend to use the simple, uninspired breaks is 
due almost entirely to "laziness" on our part. It is true to say that most record companies do nothing 
to encourage us to be inventive, which is unfortunate. It could be argued that the singing call has 
become less and less an important part of the program; certainly we seem to have longer patter calls 
in which we amuse, test and provide challenge to the dancers and it may be that as a consequence of 
this the singing call has become devalued. 

Many callers do not use singing calls at all in any program above Plus, which is - I feel - a shame. 
You can certainly provide interesting singing call choreography at any program, if you are prepared to 
put in the effort; the choice is yours. I am aware that dancers do not seem to favor the idea of 
singing call tips, in fact some of those for whom I call on a regular basis would feel cheated if they 
did not have a patter portion in every tip! 

However, once you have decided that the standard break modules are monotonous and need to be 
reworked, then you could simply sit down and write some more inspired modules - bearing in mind 
the general principles mentioned at 1, 2, 3 and 4 above. Perhaps then, with more interesting breaks 
(and figures), dancers may be asking for more singing calls - perhaps at the expense of shorter 
patters! 

"SINGING THROUGH" AND IGNORING CALLS 
There is a habit that has become quite common; to sing the last four lines of the song i.e. from the 
start of the "weave the ring" through to the end - without providing any further calls, thus expecting 
the dancers to automatically carry out the "swing" and "promenade"; I know some people abhor this 
habit. 

Out of fairness, this habit is not limited to the "circle left" figure; it often gets used following any 
"weave the ring" call.  I have mixed feelings about this idea and would certainly not use it if I felt it 
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might cause offence. However, it is quite often possible to call along these lines and still "squeeze" in 
the missing calls - but it does take practice! 

FIGURES 
When it comes to the choreographic content of singing call figures the potential for original and 
innovative material is far greater. In essence, singing call figures are simple choreographic modules 
such as you may create during the patter part of the tip. The only difference being that these 
modules have to achieve certain dancer changes, are time bounded and must be geographically 
correct - to allow the full 16 beat promenade. As mentioned above - with the breaks - I am going to 
suggest a few guidelines that would seem to be applicable, based upon common practices. These 
would be: 

1. Usually the figure will commence with opposite couples working i.e. Heads or Sides, in much
the same manner as a patter call; as soon as possible all the dancers will be involved in the
action.

2. The choreography will allow either a corner or a right hand lady progression. Be careful not to
unintentionally mix these - as you will find that the dancers will notice and the singing call
might end up with people with the wrong partner!

3. The sequence should allow a full 16 beat promenade so that the last two bars of the verse or
chorus can be sung in their entirety (this requires that the "swing" and "promenade" takes place
in the gentleman's home quadrant).

4. Where practical the choreography should be chosen to compliment and fit the structure of the
music and not compete (or "fight") with the tune.

Singing call figures can be as exciting or as simple as you wish, they can feature particular calls 
(including unusual uses) and provide a more structured time bounded framework for the execution 
of calls. 

There are really no limits to the potential of singing call figures, within the constraints mentioned 
above. I would recommend that initially you write and memorize figures but that you should not be 
afraid to "hash" the choreography i.e. sight call the figures; this is a skill that will take time to develop 
but can provide tremendous freedom to the caller and help to enhance all aspects of the individual's 
performance. Don't be afraid to consider the use of "One Couple sight", "Two Couple Sight" etc. 
patter calling techniques as a means of expanding your singing calling skills. 
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MUSIC AS USED BY CALLERS 
Music may be the single most important item in the caller's repertoire. It is an essential part of the 
music, dancer, and caller triad. Music is the reason we dance. It is a major part of everything we do, 
from teaching, to a full-scale stage show at a festival. Music enables the dancers to move 
comfortably from one figure to another, and gives the dancers that euphoric feeling of moving with 
grace and style. Music should be a major consideration in providing variety in every caller’s program. 
Music adds variety and zest to the dance. 

When we talk about music, we are not suggesting that a caller needs to be a music major. But, every 
caller does need to know and understand the basic structure of music.  It is the caller’s responsibility 
to bring the music and dancers together. Without music, even the best caller cannot create dancing. 
Basic knowledge of music structure better enables a caller to have more effective control of all the 
elements necessary to accomplish this goal. Learn how to use music to suit your own particular 
talents. Most callers can feel the beat of music, and many instinctively call on the musical phrase. 
However, each of us has observed a caller who does not call with the music. This makes for a long 
evening, as the music and dancers cannot synchronize with each other. 

The structure of music consists of three elements - RHYTHM, MELODY and HARMONY. 
These elements are closely related, or interlocked with each other. Each of these elements contains 
important sub-elements. Variety is achieved in the way these elements are combined to create a 
mood, or tone for the evening. Listed below are some elements to consider in the way music is 
structured. A general knowledge of these elements can greatly enhance a caller’s ability to choose 
and effectively use music. 

STRUCTURE OF MUSIC---Three basic elements. 
• RHYTHM
• MELODY
• HARMONY

RELATIONSHIP OF MUSIC TO DANCING 
• RHYTHM AND THE DANCER
• DOWNBEAT/UPBEAT
• PRHASE
• TEMPO

HOW A CALLER USES MUSIC 
• METERING/RHYTHM
• KEY
• PITCH
• HARMONY
• PHRASING

RECORD SELECTION 

RHYTHM   The first basic element of music is rhythm.  Rhythm is expressed as a measure of time. 
It can be said that it is a function of time between beats. The word refers literally refers to the 
duration of musical sound, or the duration of the interval between musical sounds. The recurring 
musical pulse is known as the “beat.” It is the foundation of all rhythm.  Musicians identify rhythm 
in terms of a fraction, known as a time signature. The upper portion identifies the number of beats 
in each measure, while the lower portion defines what kind of note gets one beat. ( 1/4, 1/2, 1/8) 
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2/4 Time - The bulk of our music is written in the time signature. It is often referred to as 
Boom/Chuck music. Technically it says that there are two beats of music to each measure and that a 
1/4  note gets one beat. 

4/4 Time - This time signature is generally referred to as March Music and is characterized by a 
heavy Boom Boom type style. The 4/4 music gives a different feel to its rhythm and is often hard to 
identify other than by feel. Some hoedowns use this time signature, (Rubber Dolly, SIO) but more 
often you will find 4/4 in singing calls. Summer Sounds on MacGregor is a popular 4/4 piece. 

2/2 Time - This is referred to as cut time and feels much the same as 4/4 time. It is very difficult to 
tell the difference as a caller from these two time signatures. 

6/8 Time - This is referred to a Jig Time and gives an entirely different feel to the music. It can be 
counted and used by the caller in the same fashion as other rhythms, but it can also give a Rat-ta-ta, 
Rat-ta-ta beat in which we, as callers, use the Rat count to give us the beat. Some examples of this 
music are most often found in Contras or Quadrilles.  This is not a common rhythm in singing calls. 

All square dance music must have a recognizable downbeat to enable us to deliver the call on the 
musical phrase. That is the heavy beat of the music. It is recognized by a bass type of instrument in 
the orchestration. There may be other beats that you can hear, but the bass beat is what gives the 
dancer and the caller the feel to dance and call to. 

TEMPO is one sub-element of rhythm, and can best be described as the number of beats per 
minute. It is expressed in terms of Beats per Minute. (BPM) It is the number of steps that dancers 
take in a given period of time. Generally speaking, a dance tempo is comfortable when set at 128 to 
132 beats per minute. Slower that this will give a “draggy” feeling, while faster than this will lead to 
rough dancing. Increasing the tempo is not synonymous with higher level dancing. 

A second sub-element of rhythm is the musical PHRASE. The musical PHRASE is the unit that 
divides the whole of a musical composition into smaller time units. A phrase has both melody and 
rhythm, and for our purposes, consists of a short sequence of tones that covers 8 beats of music. 
The dance experience is greatly enhanced when callers can develop dance patterns and their calling to 
match these 8 beat phrases. In conjunction with calling on phrase, is metering. Metering is the 
process of matching the rhythm of the caller’s word syllables to the rhythm of the musical phrase. 

The second element of music is MELODY. This is generally considered to be the tune that we 
recognize. Melody consists of a succession of tones forming a musical line or theme. It is what gives 
us a song we can sing to. 

Melody consists of TONES put together in a pattern that creates an enjoyable and pleasurable 
sensation. A TONE is a single sound made when a piano key is struck, or a guitar string is plucked. 
A TONE is the basic element of Melody, just as the Beat is the basic element of Rhythm. 

A group of TONES put together form a tune. We can all sing many different tunes. It is the 
variations of tones that create the tunes or melodies we recognize. If we played a scale of eight 
different tones, we would know this as the Do-Re-Mi-Fa-So-La-Ti-Do. The Do tone at the 
beginning and end is identical in tone and varies only in pitch. Technically the two have a frequency 
of a two to one ratio. That is to say that the Do on the first part is 1/2 the frequency of the Do at 
the last part. This frequency difference is also referred to as an octave. If we added the black keys to 
the piano scale, we add the half tones and thus obtain the full 12-tone chromatic scale that 
encompasses all tones used in any music. 
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The next element of music that we need to recognize is the KEY. This is what determines the 
comfort zones of tones we use to deliver calls. The key gives us a comfort range for the music we 
select. The chords used in any piece of music provide the allowable tones to use without being off- 
key. Different hoedowns will be recorded in different keys. Keys will provide a certain feel for the 
music. The Key of "A" will seem to be higher than the Key of “G", and refers to the structure of the 
scale to play music written in that key. 

Key and Pitch are also used to reflect the degree of accuracy with which a person sings a particular 
note. If a caller is slightly off-key or off-pitch, we refer to that person as "sour", or "flat". Callers 
can elect to talk a call, rather than attempt to deliver the call with a singing tone, and avoid being off- 
pitch. If a note is too high to reach comfortably, use a variation of delivery style in order to avoid 
singing off key. 

HARMONY   The last element of music that we are concerned with is harmony.   Harmony refers 
to combinations of tones that, when played together, yield a pleasurable mix. If two tones are played 
con-currently that are too close to one another in tone, they are said to be in dissonance, or discord. 
Generally, harmony occurs when two tones are played concurrently, and are separated by at least one 
other complete tone. 

Chords are combinations of tones. On a standard scale the 1st, 3rd, 5th and 7th notes of a scale 
comprise the major chord. Minor chords, seventh chords, and augmented chords are other 
variations of tonal arrangements. Generally, you need not concern yourself with these in order to be 
an effective caller. However, you must be able to recognize chord progressions, in order to deliver 
the calls on key. 

To be effective, a caller must deliver calls three ways: 1.  ON RHYTHM,  2.  ON PITCH, and 3. 
ON PHRASE. Today's choreography doesn't always allow us to deliver each call on the musical 
phrase, but when we do, we will provide the dancer with a more enjoyable dance. Furthermore, they 
will find the dance to be physically less tiring. 

Calling on Phrase is sometimes referred to as metering the call to the music. This is most often 
talked about in singing calls but is a technique we use in patter calling, as well. Since music is often 
written in 4 or 8 beat musical phrases, we should try to deliver our calls in phrase to the music. 
When we get a call that only requires two beats, then we will have several calls in a musical phrase. If 
you examine the timing list published by CALLERLAB, you will see that most of them are in 
multiples of 4 or 8 beats. With very few exceptions, they are in even counts. Thus, if we combine 
our calls to come up with a series that add up to 64 beats or steps, we will have a combination that 
fits the music story or melody. 

Hoedowns are generally written with a four or eight beat phrase that is repeated to yield a 32 beat 
paragraph. Then a different paragraph is played using the same philosophy for another 32 beats and 
this comprises the story the composer wished to tell. As you listen to various types of music, you 
should begin to develop this understanding of the music. Remember, you don't have to be able to 
sing well to be a good caller, but you do have to be able to use music effectively. Music is the 
foundation of our calling, and if we fail to use music effectively, we are dooming ourselves to failure. 
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PROGRAMMING 
Programming is part of the "art" of calling square dances. There are two aspects to calling. Part of 
the job is technical dealing with choreographic resolution, timing, rhythm and teaching accuracy. 
Another part of the caller's task is artistic dealing with showmanship, musical style and choreographic 
creativity. Programming, which is the decisions about what to call and when to call it, falls more into 
the artistic side of things than into the technical side. As with most art, however, the successful 
presentation depends on technical mastery. Before a caller can exercise control over the dance 
program s/he must be able to manage the technical tasks almost without thinking about them. One 
of the goals of good programming is to offer a dance experience that is satisfying to the people on 
the floor. We have a variety of tools to work with in reaching this goal and how the tools are used 
will depend to a large extent on the attitude or dance philosophy of the caller. Usually we have a full 
evening in which to achieve the goal but programming shorter or longer times must also be 
considered. These shorter or longer times include the single tip performance at a festival and the 
season-long program that club callers provide for groups they call to regularly. There is even the very 
short programming interval that we call "microprogramming." This refers to the steady flow of 
decisions that the caller makes about each call that is used. 

Since the attitude of the caller affects how all the programming tools will be used let's consider that 
topic first. The issues underlying the caller's attitude have to do with how the caller understands the 
needs and interests of the dancers. This understanding varies widely among successful callers. Some 
believe the dancers want to be challenged, to be kept on the brink of failure most of the time. They 
believe that the excitement of "solving the puzzle" by getting to their corner successfully for the left 
allemande is a necessary element of the square dance experience. Other, equally successful callers 
believe that the most important component of the square dance experience is the movement, as a 
team; in time with the music through flowing dance actions and that the complexity of the dance 
pattern matters little if the action "feels" good. Still other callers put their faith in the importance of 
sociability. These callers believe square dancing to be a means of bringing people together so they 
can enjoy each other’s company and that the dancing should not intrude on the sociability. It is likely 
that all of these attitudes are correct for some groups of people. It is certain that no one dance 
program can be perfect for all of these dancers. The caller must decide what "degree of difficulty" to 
offer in the dance program - what will be the balance of challenge, dancing and sociability. To some 
extent these elements are in conflict with each other. When the puzzle is tough the timing has to 
"give" and when people take their dancing "seriously" there isn't as much time for socializing. 

The tools of programming can be divided into two types. There are the choreographic tools which 
include the CALLERLAB program, the degree of difficulty of the dance patterns, how much variety 
to offer and how many choreographic surprises to provide. There are also presentation tools such as 
singing vs. patter, workshop vs. dancing, delivery style and music selection. The choreographic tools 
are easier to describe than the presentation tools because they seem to be more technical whereas the 
presentation is really showmanship and much more personal. In making choreographic decisions the 
caller must know whether the dance is to be mainstream or plus or some other program. Even 
though a particular group of dancers may know how to do all of the calls on the mainstream list, 
there will be some groups and some individuals who can do the calls with ease from a variety of 
formations and others who can do them only in the particular way that their teacher uses the calls. 
This difference will have a major impact on what choreography the caller will use. For the group 
with only limited call mastery, nearly every pattern will be a surprise and the caller will have no 
difficulty providing choreographic variety. For a very experienced group the only variety will come 
from a constantly changing dance pattern and surprises will be hard to provide. 
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For some dancers the choreographic content of a program is less important than the presentation of 
it. Some callers get away with calling almost totally repetitive dance patterns because they are 
presented so well. There are, in the ranks of callers, some very good singers who can "sell" a song so 
well you hardly notice the figures. Some callers don't sing too well but they are great teachers and 
make the learning of something new so much fun that their customers don't notice they haven't been 
dancing. When a program is identified as a "workshop" the dancers expect to stop dancing while the 
caller explains the action. At dances the expectation is, usually, that the caller will use dance patterns 
that most people can execute without additional instruction. Another part of the presentation is the 
music. There is a wide range of musical styles available to callers for both patter and singing calls. 
Many callers give little thought to the music they use other than to pick what they like. That 
approach may lead to a program with too little variety.  Another point to consider in selecting music 
is the tastes of the dancers. A group of teens are likely to have very different musical preferences 
from those at the retirement trailer village. 

We have identified, thus far, the things to consider and the tools available to us for programming. 
The "bottom line", however, is how to use these tools. It's possible to pick up the mike and start 
calling without any plan for what to call - and many callers do just that. Some even get away with it 
and call a pretty good dance. More often the resulting dance lacks interest and variety and is likely to 
cause more dancer "breakdowns" than the caller would like. The way to avoid these problems is to 
plan ahead. Think about the dance beforehand. Write out a program plan based on the expected 
dancer ability/experience. It's easier to change from a plan that isn't quite right than it is to create a 
plan during the dance. For each tip identify the calls that will be featured, some choreographic 
"spice" and the style of delivery or programming goal. 

What follows is a program plan for a mainstream dance for a group of people who do not dance 
regularly to this caller. The left-hand column identifies the program goal and the singing call. Some 
callers are uncomfortable with planning the particular singing call before the dance. Another technique 
that works well is to choose a group of singers and make the final decision at the start of the tip or even 
as the record goes onto the turntable. The center column lists featured calls from the CALLERLAB 
program. One reason for doing this is to be sure most of the calls are included. Without a specific plan 
many callers tend to use certain calls too much and never to get to some of the calls. The right hand 
column identifies the "spice" material. These are the choreographic surprises that will increase the 
feeling of variety for the dancers. In this category it is important to know that dancers tend to notice the 
way a dance routine starts and the way it ends much more than they notice the "body" of the routine. 
The greatest sensation of variety for most dancers results from getting to the left allemande by a route 
they didn't expect. A common programming failure is to use only Square Thru 3/4 as the call to 
precede allemande left. 

POSSIBLE PROGRAMMING SCENARIOS 
1. Club dance.

• Guest caller
• Club caller

2. Class.
3. Special theme dance---party dance.
4. All singing call dance.
5. Weekend special---festival.
6. Winter resort program.
7. Programming a tip---micro programming.
8. Programming singing calls.
9. Programming choreography.
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Note: When programming singing calls-- 
• Note- the tempo
• Note- Circle left

Four ladies chain 
Grand Square 

Be sure to mix them during the evening. 
Don’t use two grand squares back to back. 

EVERY successful caller, and EVERY successful dance, follows a blueprint. 

PROGRAMMING A CLUB DANCE 
1. As a guest caller—use the programming blueprint.

• Program your music.  Music selection—hoedowns and singing calls are far more important
than many think.

• Do your best material.  Know your best material.  You want to be at your best.

2. As a club caller.
• Also use the programming blueprint.
• Programming your music is even more important.

Dancers hear you regularly. Change your music on a regular basis. Write
down the singing calls used each week.

• Change the singing calls and the hoedowns. Do some golden oldies.

3. Program through choreography.
• Setups.
• Get outs.
• At home resolutions.
• Through use of formations and arrangements.
• Feature 3 calls from the list throughout the tip. It will make every dance a little different.

WEEKEND OR FESTIVAL 
NOTE:  Don’t try to wing it! 

Write down the sessions and the program levels to be called. 
1. What times are YOU scheduled to call?
2. How long will YOU be in each hall?
3. Are you calling alone or with someone?
4. What are the program levels?

Keep the programming blueprint in mind for each session. 

FRIDAY NIGHT. 
1. Keep everything up-tempo. Sets the tone for the weekend.
2. Jot down what choreography you plan to feature.  Lay the groundwork for what you plan to

workshop on Saturday.
3. Pull your singing calls—don’t hunt for them on stage.

SATURDAY—WORKSHOP. 
1. Know what you plan to workshop.
2. Pick calls that will blend or fit well together.
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3. Recommend no more than three. 
4. Have singing call figures for all of them. 

 
SATURDAY NIGHT. 

1. Jot down what choreography you plan to feature. 
2. Decide which workshop figures to include in the dance.   Choose which seemed to 

work best. This is a dance, don’t make it a workshop. 
3. Pull your singing calls. Be prepared. Do your best songs.   Leave a good impression. 

 
SUNDAY MORNING. 

1. Keep it fun. 
2. Maybe an all-singing call dance. 
3. Follow programming blueprint with your music. 
4. Pull your records. 
5. Keep the choreography light and fun. 

 
If you follow a blueprint, your weekend will be successful, year after year. 
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PROGRAMMING BLUEPRINT – BASED ON A SEVEN TIP EVENT 

 
TIP 1 TRUST / ENTHUSIASM / SET THE MOOD 

 
TIP 2 WORKSHOP CHOREO - GET THEM THINKING 

 
TIP 3 SHOWTIME – USE YOR 9 -10 STUFF 

 
TIP 4 TWO SINGING CALLS OR FUN CREATIVE STUFF 

 
TIP 5 GOOD FLOWING STRESS FREE MATERIAL – JUST DANCE ‘EM 

 
TIP 6 GOOD FLOWING STRESS FREE MATERIAL / SHOW TUNE 

 
TIP 7 TWO SINGING CALLS AND/OR SHORT PATTER 
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The Poor Teacher Tells 

The Fair Teacher Explains 

The Good Teacher Demonstrates 

The Great Teacher Inspires 
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TEACHING 
Teaching dancers, particularly new dancers, is one of the most challenging and yet, rewarding aspects 
of the caller's job. Like leadership, teaching "goes with the territory". Whether or not a caller ever 
conducts a beginners' class (and we hope all callers do), s/he will often be in a teaching position. It 
may be answering a dancer's question about the proper execution of a figure, teaching a quarterly 
selection or doing a workshop. Therefore, a caller needs to have knowledge of how people learn, 
what we teach and how to teach - i.e. techniques and tricks of the trade. Furthermore, a good 
teacher needs to have an in depth knowledge of the subject to be taught and the ability to 
communicate that knowledge. 

For most people, learning occurs in a number of different ways. Some can observe a square dance 
movement and do it almost immediately. Others may have to read the explanation of the movement. 
The teacher must be sensitive to the needs of the students and make the best possible use of all the 
processes by which people learn. 

If people are to learn from observation, then what they are observing must be done correctly without 
distracting flourishes and at a speed that permits critical viewing. Thus, while demonstrations square 
can be a very effective teaching tool, they need to be planned and rehearsed. Participating dancers 
need to be cautioned to dance correctly with proper styling, flow and courtesies. The observing 
students should be coached on what to look for and how the various parts of the dance flow 
together. New dancers will learn some of the gimmicks and poor dancing all too soon without 
having a square of angels demonstrate in class. 

Some people learn best by reading. The teacher needs to make sure the students have proper reading 
material such as definitions of calls, styling etc. Much of this material is available through 
CALLERLAB. It is not enough simply to have the students read. The teacher should reinforcement 
through other means and periodically should check understanding and retention through some sort 
of feedback or practical application. 

Although listening is, perhaps, the least effective process by which people learn, many do learn that 
way. In most teaching situations we tend to overuse the lecture, and often the words of the lecturer 
go into the student's notebook without ever having passed through the student's head. In teaching 
dancers to dance, we must first teach them to listen. Then we must choose carefully the words we 
use to describe the dance movements. Picture words, comparisons and emphatic commands are 
more apt to hold the students' attention than a droning presentation of strange material. We must 
remember that new dancers, in particular, are learning not only a new motor skill but also a new 
language. 

It is generally agreed that the most effective learning process is through experience and repetition. 
As a matter of fact, the behaviorist learning theory says that we do not directly observe learning but, 
instead, observe a change in behavior as a result of experience. Learning is defined in those terms: 
change in behavior as a result of experience. People learn more quickly when they are involved and 
when they are doing what the teacher has been talking about. If that experience is successful and 
satisfying, then learning speed increases and retention improves. 

Not all people learn at the same speed. Assuming that they do can lead to failure. Some need only a 
few repetitions, while others may need many, including, at times, extra help outside of a structured 
class. If one teaches to the fast learners, s/he may lose the slow ones. If s/he teaches to the slow 
learners, the fast ones may become bored and quit. That is one of the greatest challenges for a 
teacher and sometimes requires tough decisions.  Also, one class may not learn at the same speed as 
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another for any number of complicated reasons, and no class learns at the same speed each night that 
it convenes. Too many things can interfere with the learning process. Teachers should never assume 
that because something has been "taught" it has been "learned" by the students. That assumption 
has to be checked carefully by requiring the students to demonstrate. In all cases, however, students 
should not be allowed to practice errors. 

One often hears about the "building block" approach to teaching. The process is called transfer and 
simply means moving from the simple to the complex, from the known to the unknown. Thus, if a 
dancer knows Right and Left Grand, it should not be difficult to teach Weave the Ring. Sometimes 
one's experience outside of square dancing can also provide a positive stepping stone; e.g. the 
geometric patterns of a square might be readily understood by a draftsman. On the other hand, not 
all transfer is positive. Sometimes a former experience gets in the way of learning something new. 
We find this when left-handed people have difficulty with our predominately right-handed 
movements. 

Most new dancers come to a square dance class with feelings of inadequacy, shyness and fear of 
failure. They have to be made to feel wanted, worthy and at ease. They need to be motivated. It is 
not enough to say, "Square dancing is fun." The teacher must find ways to prove it from the 
beginning. It is an accepted principle that learning depends a great deal upon motivation. The better 
job we do of motivating our students, the more likely they are to learn. Success is a great motivator. 
People enjoy doing what they do well. Therefore the teacher needs to give the students successful 
experiences by keeping their attention, asking them to do those things that are within their 
capabilities and rewarding them with positive feed-back such as "well-done", "nice job" etc. 

When teaching new dancers to square dance, it is not enough to teach only the various square dance 
basics. If they are to be complete, competent dancers, they need to know courtesy, styling, 
smoothness, customs and traditions, proper dress, club responsibilities and much more. Often these 
subjects can be covered at a sit-down session when dancers may be tired and not in a frame of mind 
to learn more steps. The partner also can play an important role in addressing such subjects as 
proper dress. 

Good teaching requires a great deal of preparation. The teacher must prepare to be sure s/he has the 
necessary knowledge for the task ahead. Detailed but flexible lesson plans are a must with definite 
goals established for each night, each week and each season. Facilities must be prepared. Lighting, 
heat, dance surface, sound, access to drinking water, lavatories etc can all affect the outcome of a 
class. If "angels" are going to help with the class, they need to be prepared so that they dance 
properly, do not try to assume the teaching role and dance with but not for the class members. Of 
course, the students need to be prepared. They need to have their questions answered, "What am I 
getting into?" They need some motivation. 

There is much written material on teaching techniques and tricks of the trade. One who is about to 
teach people to square dance should avail him/herself of this material as well as anything useful s/he 
can research from fellow callers and teachers. The perfect way to teach a Square Thru probably has 
not yet been discovered. You may find it, so don't be afraid to try new things. The various types of 
circles (single, facing, tandem etc) are basic tools for teaching square dance movements. Almost all 
of the movements on the CALLERLAB Mainstream list can be done in a two-couple set-up. The 
National Association for Public Continuing and Adult Education has published "Tested Techniques 
for Teachers of Adults". Many are pertinent to the teacher of square dancers, and the list can be 
found in the syllabus appendix. 
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In your teaching- accentuate the positive - keep it light - and know when to quit. Remember that 
people enjoy doing that which they do well. Well-taught, competent dancers enjoy dancing more and 
stay in the activity longer. 

TEACHING TECHNIQUES 

PREPARATION 
• Program
• Hall (Floor, sound, etc.)
• Help (Door, refreshments, angels, taw.)
• Class information.

You are wasting time if you give numerous verbal announcements. (Basic 
books, lists, class times, dates, etc.) 

PRESENTATION 
• Leave your troubles outside the hall.
• Review (give them time to warm up).
• Mark program as necessary from review.
• A two-hour session represents only 1 1/2 hours of dancing and instruction time. Don't waste your student’s time.
• Know your material (trouble spots).
• Short sequences (don't clutter).
• Don't teach material because YOU need it.
• Don't waste time showing off.
• Control your breaks and your ego
• Control your floor time. (15 to 20 min. max)
• Don’t reward tardiness or absenteeism at the expense of the class.
• Give individual help between tips.
• Observe floor for "overload."
• Treat every failure as if you caused it.  (You probably did.)
• Think like a beginner.
• Maintain class attention at all times. (You are the teacher.)
• Self-control. (If you can't control yourself, how can you control a class?)
• Reward with sincere praise.
• Don’t scold individuals.
• Try not to embarrass anyone.
• Humor helps, but laugh at yourself, or with them.  Never at them.
• Don't allow a problem student to hurt the class
• Don't use phrases like "when you are a dancer.”  They are dancers after their first step on the floor.   Also, don’t say,

“grab that lady." (Remember that gentlemen don't grab ladies.)
• Remember the objective is to teach them to dance, not just to provide more people and revenue for a club.
• Your appearance is the example they will follow.
• Let them laugh.
• Don't teach something you will have to "unteach" later.
• Don't teach material that they will never use after graduation.
• Teach etiquette and philosophy. (You have a responsibility to the square dancing activity.)
• Don't allow bad dancing habits to be introduced by your helpers.
POST-MORTEM 
• Are there any students to be contacted, who were not present?
• Did any student leave abruptly?
• How many dropouts did YOU cause tonight?
• Make a note of where you can improve on a performance.
• Ask your partner if there were any complaints.   Did she/he notice anything in your performance that could use

improvement?
• Are there any individual problems? (Alcohol, personal hygiene, etc.?)
• Objectively evaluate your performance.
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Teaching Adults to Square Dance 
By Herb Egender 

With a new square dance season close at hand and classes starting soon, it is an appropriate time to think again 
about teaching, or more importantly - effective teaching. During my research in preparation for a session on 
teaching at a forthcoming callers' school, I ran across a publication of the National Assoc.  for  Public 
Continuing and Adult Education. That organization has compiled information from many years of a 
newsletter dealing with teaching adults and has published "Tested Techniques for Teaching of Adults". There 
are a number of salient points that apply to those who teach adults to square dance. 

The publication states that there are three ways in which adult students are different: 1) they bring to the 
learning situation a greater background of life experience; 2) research shows that the ability of older adults to 
learn does not change with the years, but they may not learn as rapidly as they once did; and 3) most adult 
students are in the class because they chose to be there, not because they have to be. 

Several guiding principles were included in the publication: 

• The student is more likely to learn a piece of information or master a particular skill if he knows
"what's in it for him".

• The student needs to know what he really wants from the course.
• Both adults and children bring their emotions with them to class.
• Activity on the part of the student is essential to learning.
• The experience and knowledge a student brings with him should be used to help him learn.
• A learning experience that is interesting, vivid and intense is remembered longest.
• Some capsule clues to working with adults:

o Short units of work give them a happy feeling of mastery and success that brings them back
for more.

o Important points should be repeated frequently. (Is a commercial run just one time on TV?)
o Remember the importance of frequent, short breaks for older adults; they tend to tire more

easily.
o In learning new skills or information, older adults often have to break old, rigid patterns of

thought or attitude.
o Adults often have feelings of insecurity and fear of competition with younger people in the

class. Praise often. Minimize errors. Avoid sarcasm or ridicule. Be positive.
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SMOOTH DANCING AND BODY FLOW 
 
 

Smoothness in square dancing is difficult to define because it is a subjective, personal sensation. There is no 
such thing as perfectly smooth. One dancing experience may be smoother than another or less smooth but the 
experience may be different for some of the dancers than for others. Within these limits there is general 
agreement that there are two key conditions. The first is that the movement must be physically comfortable 
allowing the dancers to move in natural ways. The other condition, since this is dancing, is that the action 
should allow the dancers to match their steps to the beat of the music. From these conditions comes the 
definition of smooth dancing  as DANCE ACTION  WHICH ALLOWS THE DANCERS TO MOVE 
COMFORTABLY, WITHOUT ABRUPT CHANGES OF DIRECTION OR EXCESSIVE STOPS AND 
WITH STEPS THAT MATCH THE BEAT OF THE MUSIC. A square dance caller's selection of dance 
material and delivery of the calls should always be directed toward providing that experience for the dancers. 

 
TIMING: This is the subject of another chapter of this document. The definition given in that chapter is that 
TIMING is the relationship between Key Words of the square dance command and the dancing action, 
measured in beats of music. There are three parts to timing; Command time, Lead time and Execution time. 
The goal of timing is to allow the dancer to start moving with the first beat of a musical phrase and then to 
move smoothly and without interruption until the dancing action has been completed. For more information 
on this topic refer to the TIMING chapter of this syllabus. 

 
TEMPO: This word refers to the speed of the music and is expressed in number of beats per minute. The 
generally accepted tempo used for contemporary dancing today is somewhere between 124 and 128 beats per 
minute. The dancers' sensation of speed is affected both by the timing and the tempo and there is further 
discussion of this topic also in the TIMING and Music chapters of this document. 

 
BODY POSITION: All square dance action, when reduced to the most basic elements, is movement of two 
bodies in relationship to each other. The movement may be a passing action or a turning action with or 
without hand contact. (In the case of swing the contact is body contact, not just hands.) The position of the 
bodies at the start of the action is an important contributor to the sensation of smoothness. Another factor 
affecting the sensation of smoothness is the way the bodies move in completing the action of the call. The 
technical term for the study of body movement is Kinesiology and there is a later section of this chapter with 
that heading. 

 
In order to assure that the dance action feels smooth the caller must choose material so that the dancers are 
positioned at the completion of one call so that the transition to the next action does not require an abrupt 
change in direction. This requirement depends on several things such as the space available for making the 
transition and the type of movement, whether straight line or rotational. As an example consider the sequence 
Heads Star Thru, Square Thru 3/4, Centers In, Cast Off 3/4. At the end of the 3/4 Square Thru the head men 
are offset from the side ladies a full body width to their left. In order to do the centers in action both must 
move sideways to their right. The body position requires an adjustment. Even an Allemande Left following 
the Square Thru 3/4 requires an adjustment but in this situation the adjustment is a right rotation to put left 
hands together rather than a sideways offset. 

 
HAND AVAILABILITY: In the past callers were taught that alternating use of hands (or shoulder passing) 
would assure smoothness in square dancing. However, some of the calls now in common use violate this 
principle and yet feel quite comfortable. Consider, for instance, Star Thru, Right and Left Thru. If alternating 
use of hands was necessary, this sequence could not feel comfortable, yet it does. An interpretation of the rule 
helps us to understand. The hand that is to be used next must be AVAILABLE at the completion of the 
preceding action in order for the action to feel smooth. In these examples the man's right hand at the 
completion of the Star Thru is exactly where it is needed to start the Right and Left Thru. Yet following a full 
Square Thru that brings the heads to face the sides, the left hand has just been used to "pull by, leaving it 
behind the dancers and NOT available for an Allemande Left. A similar analysis of the sequence Pass Thru, 
Trade By will illustrate that body position is the controlling factor in smoothness rather than alternate shoulder 
passes. That sequence calls for two consecutive right shoulder passes yet no one finds them awkward. The call 
Weave the Ring illustrates that alternate right and left pass may also be comfortable so we must conclude that 
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more than just alternation must be considered when studying why a square dance call sequence is, or is not, 
smooth. 

 
ANTICIPATION: The dancers' anticipations may also affect the smoothness of the dancing patterns. 
Dancer anticipation is usually prompted in one of three ways. 

 
ENCOURAGED ANTICIPATION: A caller's rhyming word patterns sometimes encourage the 
dancers to anticipate a particular call. For instance, "Forward up and back you reel, Pass Thru now 
Wheel and Deal." This is leading patter and is added specifically to alert the dancers and to prepare 
them for a particular upcoming call. Callers should also notice, however, that this kind of encouraged 
dancer anticipation may sometimes have a downside (see below.) 

 
CONDITIONED ANTICIPATION: Most callers tend to repeat certain call combinations, and 
therefore most dancers have been conditioned to expect that some calls will always follow certain 
other calls. If, from zero or normal ocean waves, the caller says "Swing Thru, boys _ _ _ _ _," most 
dancers would probably anticipate that the caller will want the boys to Run.  Similarly, from parallel 
#1 right hand waves, (boys facing in, girls facing out) the call Walk and Dodge is almost always 
followed by Partner Trade. Experienced dancers know these things and callers who wish to use 
unexpected sequences must adjust their delivery to improve the smoothness. 

 
INSTINCTIVE ANTICIPATION: The existing momentum of the dancers will often create an 
instinctive tendency (anticipation) to continue a given body action in the same direction (see 
Kinesiology below.) This means that most dancers expect a forward-moving action to continue in a 
forward direction.  It is also why facing dancers usually anticipate that the next call will require them 
to work with the dancers they face. This explains why in the series Pass to the Center, Partner Trade 
some dancers try to do the Partner Trade with their opposites instead of their partners. Good calling 
requires the ability to foresee such anticipations. 

 
EXECUTION ACCURACY: The sensation of smoothness is subjective. Dancing action that feels quite 
comfortable to one person may be uncomfortable for another.  One explanation for this difference in the 
sensation of smoothness is the accuracy with which the action is accomplished. There are several factors that 
affect accuracy. 

 
FAMILIARITY WITH CALLS: People who are very familiar with the calls are likely to proceed 
precisely and predictably. People who are less familiar with the calls may do the action differently. 
Body position and timing are critical factors in evaluating smoothness. Differences in the rate of 
execution and the precision of movement are reasons why, even at the same dance, the sensation of 
smoothness may differ from one person to the next. 

 
TRAINING: The way in which the action is done may differ depending on how the dancers were 
taught or on local variations. If dancers are not all taught to do the action the same way there may be 
conflicts when they dance together. One obvious example from current dancing is the effect that the 
"waist swing" Do Sa Do or Hungarian Swing has on those who do not do this variation. 

 
SPACE AVAILABLE FOR THE ACTION: If dancers are "squeezed" into a tight area of action, 
they cannot dance smoothly. For example, if the formation is a Double Pass Thru or 8-Chain and the 
caller calls Flutterwheel or a Ladies Chain, the action is very tight and "squeezing" occurs. If you have 
a crowded floor, it is generally not a good idea to use Tidal Waves or Tidal Two-Faced Lines etc. 

 
KINESIOLOGY: This term refers to the study of body movement and includes consideration of the 
anatomy of people and how their physical characteristics affect the way they move. In the square dance activity 
this issue concerns us in several ways. 

 
BODY MOVEMENT: Body position has been discussed above as a factor in the sensation of 
smoothness. The reason position is important is that each action requires movement from one 
position to another. To make such moves comfortably requires that people remain balanced and that 
they are able to manage their momentum.  Momentum refers to the tendency of a body in motion to 
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continue that motion in the same direction. When a call sequence requires a change of direction, 
enough time (beats of music or steps) must be allowed as well as enough space to permit that change 
to happen without making people lose their balance. 

 
As noted above in the section on body position, the movement of square dancers is either turning or 
moving past one another. When moving past without a turning action the momentum is a concern 
only when stopping the motion. If a turn is required, the momentum is controlled either by the 
interaction between dancers (see Counter dancing below) or by the individual dancer's shift of weight 
and turning forces on the feet. Very sharp changes of direction (90o or more in one or two steps) 
require strong turning forces and feel less smooth than direction changes that are more gradual. 

 
Another aspect of body movement that is important in square dancing is called "overflow".  The 
emphasis on motion continuing in the same direction sometimes leads callers to use patterns that 
keep people turning too much. Any time that a turn between two people goes more than 3/4 or 270o 

there is risk that people will become disoriented.  It is particularly important that the movement of all 
8 people be checked. Some call sequences are very smooth and comfortable for some of the people 
but involve extended turning for the others. The classic example of this problem is the sequence 
Heads Lead Right, Veer Left, Couples Circulate, Wheel & Deal, Veer Left, Couples Circulate. For the 
heads this is a 540o rotation and the side men will need track shoes if they are to keep up. 

 
BODY RELATIONSHIPS: The term "counter dancing" is sometimes used to refer to the 
interaction between dancers whether they are in contact with each other or just nearby. The most 
important aspect of counter dancing is the need for dancers turning around each other to counter 
balance each other. The arm or hand contact between turning dancers is not just a touch. This 
contact must provide a firm pressure at the pivot point of the turn to allow the dancers to counteract 
the centrifugal force that tends to pull them away from each other. Turns will be much less 
comfortable if all the centrifugal force must be taken in the feet. 

 
Another aspect of counter dancing is that inactive dancers should be aware of the path of the active dancers and 
adjust their position to "help" the actives. A good illustration of this action is the sequence Head Couples Pass 
Thru, Go around One to a line. To help the heads, the sides should move forward as the heads separate 
around them and then move apart and back to make room for the heads to come between the sides in forming 
the line. Properly done this is a circular motion that anticipates the forward motion that is likely for the newly 
formed line. 

 

SUMMARY: Callers must understand that smooth dancing requires more than not using the same hand twice 
in a row. They should also be aware of all of the factors identified in this chapter. It is true of smoothness as it 
is with other aspects of square dancing that there are exceptions to all the rules. The dance is a total experience 
that involves the dance patterns, the timing, the sensation of smoothness, the intellectual excitement and many 
other factors. The total program may include unsmooth dancing experiences in pursuit of other types of 
square dancing enjoyment. The competent caller knows when the rules are broken and does so only when the 
total program goals require it. Certainly, most of a square dance evening should be smooth flowing, 
comfortable dance patterns that move without hesitations or scrambling and do not require abrupt direction 
changes. 
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SMOOTH DANCING AND BODY FLOW 
Paul Bristow 

 
The other element that affects the perception of smooth dancing is the body flow. This may be described as 
the movement of two bodies in relationship to each other. They may be using a passing or turning action (with 
or without body contact). Body flow relates to the position of the body at the beginning of the call, the 
movement of the body during the call and the position of the body at the end of the call. A caller should select 
his choreography in a manner that will allow the dancers to move smoothly from one figure to the next 
without having to adjust their body position. This is true with all calls whether the movement is in a straight 
line or rotating. Other factors that come into play are: 

 
1. HAND AVAILABILITY: We have always been taught in the past that alternating hands will insure 
proper body flow. However, this is not always the case in today’s choreography because some sequences 
violate this rule and still feel smooth. For example: from a Thar Star - Slip the Clutch, Allemande Left;  Box 
the Gnat, Right and Left Thru. Actually it is more important to consider the AVAILABILITY of the hand 
rather than just alternating them. Body position is also important but you cannot rely on alternating shoulder 
passes only. The position of the body must also be thought of, for example: Pass Thru, Trade By. 

 
2. DANCER ANTICIPATION: Dancer anticipation also affects the smoothness of the dancing and 
can be broken down into three categories: 

 
a. Encouraged Anticipation: Caller’s rhyming patterns may sometimes encourage dancers to 

anticipate the next call. For example:  Forward Up and Back You Reel, Pass thru, Wheel and Deal.  This may 
be utilized to give the dancers a tip as to what is to be expected. There is a negative side to this such as: 

b. Conditioned Anticipation: If a caller uses and the dancers are used to hearing - forward 
up and back you reel, pass thru, wheel and deal - then if the caller should call another figure, other than wheel 
and deal, the dancers will hesitate and find this uncomfortable and un-smooth, even though it may flow nicely 
and be quite smooth. 

c. Instinctive Anticipation: The forward or rotating motion of the dancer’s body will 
instinctively cause them to anticipate a following call to be in the same direction. This is also the reason that 
dancers who are moving in a forward direction will anticipate the next figure to be with someone they are 
facing. 

 
3. AWKWARD MOVEMENTS: Some calls that are currently on our dancing lists are un-smooth 
within themselves and do not lend to smooth dancing. Fortunately all of the figures on the current basic, 
mainstream and plus lists are smooth flowing. 

 
4. AWKWARD SEQUENCES:  Many callers use sequences that do not allow either some or all of the 
dancers to move smoothly from one to the other, for example: 1) bend the line, Flutterwheel or couples 
circulate, cast off 3/4 or do sa do the corner, allemande left. Use of these types of sequences should be 
avoided at all costs. This requires that the caller have a firm and complete understanding of the figure’s starting 
and ending formation and the body movement of all the dancers. 

 
5. OVERFLOW: Overflow is described as a motion that has the dancers turning too much in one 
direction. It is generally considered that any turn between two people that is more than 3/4 or 270 degrees 
lends itself to overflow. Here it is very important that the caller be aware of the movement of all eight dancers 
while a movement or sequence can be smooth for some of the dancers and overflow for others at the same 
time. 

 
When you consider combinations of calls you will discover that some "work" better than others as a direct 
consequence of Body Flow. As well as having the potential to disrupt the smooth feel or not it is also possible 
for effective use of Body Flow to assist dancers through an otherwise tricky if not difficult sequence. This 
leads to there being three types of body flow; for want of a better name I would describe these as: 

1) Disruptive 
2) Neutral 
3) Effective 
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Disruptive Body Flow has already been discussed and is exactly the same as Bad Body Flow. 
 
Neutral Body Flow is one aspect of Good Body Flow, it is any combination of calls that does not feel 
awkward or "disruptive" but at the same time does nothing to assist the smooth execution of the subsequent 
call. 

 
Effective Body Flow is the other aspect of good body flow; it is any combination of calls that while being 
comfortable also provides an active assistance to the dancers to execute the next call or choreographic 
sequence. This can be extremely valuable in helping dancers to achieve the unusual and thereby ensuring 
dancer success. 

 
GENERAL 

Beware of overflow; a three-quarter turn in any one direction is sufficient. 
If dancers have difficulty with your choreography check first for bad body flow. 
Some “awkward combinations” are acceptable in as much that they assist dancers (especially newer 

dancers) 
Some awkward combinations have grown to be accepted through common usage. 
Be prepared to question body flow, no matter who calls it! In particular check singing call figures, both for 

body flow and timing. Remember, good body flow is often quite subjective. 
Most difficult of all to appreciate are the effects of habit, anticipation and common practice - on the body 

flow. In many cases, acceptable and therefore good Body Flow is not logical - keep your dancing 
shoes handy and your caller’s eyes and ears open at all times regarding this subject. 

Recognize and use the valuable effect of Body Flow, when you can, to assist dancers and ensure that they 
succeed - especially where the choreography is "unusual" (NB the "unusual" nature of choreography 
will vary from group to group, dependent upon their level of ability). 

 
SUMMARY 
Square Dancing is an activity that involves various dance patterns, timing, the perception of smoothness and 
many other factors. There are times when the smoothness may be ignored to achieve another dancing 
experience. An experienced caller will learn when and how much of this can be utilized without being 
detrimental to the overall dance experience. The breaking of the smooth dancing rules should only be done to 
accomplish a specific goal and may not be overd one. The majority of the dance should be composed of 
smooth dancing and good timing. 
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ETHICS 

MEANING OF ETHICS 
The dictionary defines ethics as: Ethics or a system of ethics has to do with standards of conduct 
and moral judgment, particularly the standards of conduct of a given profession or group. Ethical 
behavior is behavior that is fair, just, straightforward, and aboveboard. Ethics or ethical behavior 
might be looked upon as the foundation of professionalism. 

 
WHY ARE ETHICS IMPORTANT 
We need a code of ethics to remind us of appropriate behavior in a variety of situations and 
circumstances. Without a code of ethics, to which members of our profession subscribe, the square 
dance activity we love conceivably could become a "Dog-eat-dog" situation with caller pitted against 
caller, caller against dancer, and dancer against dancer, where self-serving behavior could be the 
norm. Of course, this is a pessimistic view, and the good people in square dancing would not let it 
happen. Never-the-less, a code of ethics or guidelines for ethical behavior helps point us all in the 
right direction. Also, if our code of ethics is a matter of public record, and callers and dancers know 
what is expected, many potential problems can be avoided, and complaints can be handled before 
they become serious. Communication and thoughtfulness concerning the effect of one’s behavior on 
others are keys to problem avoidance and solution. One standard for evaluating our actions can be 
offered. If we would not be comfortable reading about our actions in the local newspaper, we need 
to take a closer look at them. 

 
CALLERS FEELINGS ABOUT ETHICS 
Several years ago a committee was appointed in CALLERLAB to develop a yardstick by which 
callers could be measured for accreditation. After a lot of brainstorming, the committee developed a 
list of attributes thought to be necessary for successful callers. Callers throughout the activity were 
given a questionnaire and asked to rate these attributes. After evaluating the answers the committee 
agreed that there was only one area where everyone agreed. That was that, "Above all, a caller should 
be ethical in professional and personal matters affecting square dancing". 

 
APPLICATION OF THE CALLERLAB CODE OF ETHICS 
Not only CALLERLAB, but also most callers’ associations have a code of ethics. Members of those 
organizations subscribe to the codes, usually as prerequisite to membership. Codes of ethics should 
be live documents, not something to read once and put in a dead file someplace. A copy of the 
CALLERLAB Code of Ethics can be found in the appendix to this syllabus. ECTA also subscribes 
to this same code of ethics. The sections that follow are examples showing how each article of the 
Code of Ethics might apply to real situations that callers encounter. 

 
OBLIGATION TO DANCERS 
Teach properly and thoroughly. Use the CALLERLAB approved definitions, timing and styling. When 
calling, stay within the advertised program. Never blame the dancers for your mistakes. Do not 
ridicule or embarrass the dancers. Remember your job is to help each and every dancer on the floor 
to have a good time. 

 
OBLIGATION TO CLUB ORGANIZATIONS 
Encourage leadership development and strong club organization.  Help, advise, guide, but do not try to dictate. 
If yours is a caller-run program, use the democratic approach and involve club members as much as 
possible.  Local clubs are the foundation of our square dance activity. 
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OBLIGATION TO THE PROFESSION 
Set the example in your personal and professional life. This includes such things as paying your debts on 
time, avoiding excessive use of stimulants, and avoiding any behavior which might discredit the 
profession. It means speaking well of the profession and those involved in it. It includes being 
prepared for your assignments at all times and helping the newer callers. 

OBLIGATION TO THE ACTIVITY AS A WHOLE 
Many years ago, Dorothy Shaw, Lloyd "Pappy" Shaw’s wife, gave this yardstick for measuring one’s 
actions. "Is what I am about to do in the best interests of square dancing?" It is a good measuring 
tool.  Set the example in your dancing, dress, speech and behavior so that those that observe you get 
a positive picture of the square dance activity. The spotlight which you enjoy while calling on stage 
can also illuminate imperfections. Be sure you are prepared for the glare. 

OBLIGATION TO CONTINUE TO WORK FOR PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
Attending clinics, seminars, and schools and studying current literature should be on every caller’s 
self-improvement program. Professional growth is not limited to the technical aspects of calling. 
Certainly it should include study and growth in teaching, leadership and meaningful participation in 
the organizations of square dancing. 

OBLIGATION TO ALL ASSOCIATIONS DEALING WITH THE ACTIVITY 
If you do not agree with what an organization is doing, do not bad mouth it. Join it and work for 
change in a positive way or, at least, criticize constructively. Do not become involved in "us-versus- 
them" kinds of arguments that sometimes occur between callers and dancers´ organizations. Assume 
that any square dance organization, by the very fact that it exists, basically is interested in working for 
the activity, even if it uses methods you may disagree with. 

CONDUCTING YOURSELF AT DANCES IN A RESPONSIBLE MANNER 
What you do reflects upon members of the profession. Be prepared for the program you are to 
conduct. Dress properly. Use appropriate language. Dance properly if you dance. Call what you are 
supposed to call and give it your best effort regardless of the size of the crowd. Smile. Enjoy 
yourself - your enjoyment will be reflected by the dancers. Mingle and let people know callers are 
human too. 

HONOR ALL CONTRACTS 
A contract should be considered carefully before it is signed, and then should be regarded as a very 
serious commitment. Double-booking on purpose in an attempt to get the better of two deals is 
unethical. Obviously, it should be avoided. If double-booking occurs accidentally, the first contract 
should be honored unless completely satisfactory arrangements can be made with both parties who 
hold the contracts. If you are unable to fulfill a contract because of a true emergency or other reason 
the other party to the contract would consider valid, be sure that satisfactory arrangements are made 
for a replacement or postponement. If you miss a dance and a replacement cannot be arranged, be 
prepared at least to make it up without pay. 

SUMMARY 
As you can see these guidelines are very general in nature and cannot possibly cover every possible 
situation that may arise. It is the caller’s responsibility to use these as a guide and apply them to the 
situations that arise in an effort to ensure that a positive reflection is made of the profession and the 
activity. These guidelines are not something that callers should have to read before leaving for each 
dance.  They should be a part of his/her normal behavior at all times. 
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LEADERSHIP 
Unfortunately, there are far too many stories of square dance clubs folding. While the reasons for 
the failures are many and complicated, lack of leadership plays a major role in almost every case. Our 
square dance world needs more, dedicated, effective leaders. 

There is no question that leadership is an important subject. It was placed in the essential category 
for the CALLERLAB curriculum for good reason. Those who train callers and conduct seminars for 
other square dance leaders and potential leaders constantly seek ways to make the subject glamorous 
and inviting. It's not easy. Callers seem to get much more excited about formation management and 
sight calling and many others consider a leadership training session "old hat". A young caller once 
explained to one of the staff members that he had not attended a leadership training session because 
he had been a boy scout. While being a boy scout may be a good starting point, it does not prepare 
one to be a leader in the square dance world. The attitude of that young caller exemplifies the 
problem we face in training future leaders. It is a problem we have to solve for the good of the 
activity. 

The leadership role for the caller, and to some extent, for the partner is inevitable. Once one picks 
up the microphone and starts telling people what to do and how to do it, s/he is leading. From that 
moment, people look to the microphone holder for guidance, and are acutely aware of how s/he 
dresses, speak, acts and dances. It is for this reason that leadership by example is so important. 
Regardless of what a caller may verbalize, his/her actions say, "Do as I do, not as I say". Caller/lead-
ers must practice what they preach. 

Those who find themselves in leadership positions often have little preparation or warning - 
sometimes it is almost by default when nobody else will take the job. Callers are often surprised at 
the new and added responsibilities they have assumed. What is a leader? There are many definitions, 
but basically a leader is one who organizes the efforts of a group toward the attainment of a common 
goal. Leadership should be viewed as an active role, not a pomp-and-circumstances, figurehead sort 
of position. There has been much written on desired qualifications of a leader, and that material is 
recommended reading for anyone who aspires to be an effective leader. Recognizing that leaders 
come from all sorts of backgrounds and in all sizes, shapes, colors etc, one should make the most of 
his/her one-of-a-kind personality and not try to be all things to all people. 

The effective square dance leader must recognize and play a number of different roles, from teacher 
and confidant to commander and disciplinarian. The trick, of course, is to know when to play what 
role.  This is not to suggest that leadership consists of play-acting.  Phoniness and lack of sincerity in 
a leader are quickly perceived, and his/her effectiveness is destroyed. A sincere interest in and liking 
for the people s/he works with will permit the leader to assume the various roles naturally and 
honestly. Also, the role of the partner cannot be overlooked, for s/he often can provide a much- 
needed component. 

The square dance leader has many responsibilities. In meeting the challenge of carrying out these 
responsibilities, the leader should ask, "Is what I am about to do in the best interests of square 
dancing?' First of all, an effective leader needs to "have his/her act together" before trying to lead 
others. S/he needs to evaluate his/her own qualifications, time availability, motivations and goals. 
The leadership role should not be entered into with the idea that it is all fame and glory. Then, 
serious consideration must be given to the effect added leadership responsibilities may have on those 
closest to him/her. Is the partner interested and supportive? If the partner prefers a different role, 
can a mutually agreeable accommodation be worked out? We cannot define for others what their 
role must be, but we can emphasize the importance of a harmonious situation.   In the world of 
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square dance leadership we are, in fact, our brother's keeper. We do have a responsibility to our 
peers. We show this by sharing knowledge, by cheering for their successes, by speaking kindly of 
them and by refusing to repeat disparaging rumors. The responsibility of the leader to the dancers 
should be obvious, but it sometimes is clear that it is not. Caller/leaders should keep in mind that 
they hold their positions because dancers support them. It is important to avoid any hint of a "we- 
they" attitude and instead, to emphasize mutually supportive and cooperative relationship. 
Encompassing all of these, perhaps, is the caller/leader's responsibility to the activity as a whole.  It is 
a wonderful activity, handed down over many years through the dedicated efforts of many previous 
leaders.  Effective leadership is essential for its long-term health and growth. 

Of course leadership is not without its risks. It is much easier to sit back and criticize than to take a 
leadership role, and leaders are targets of many barbs.  It is impossible to please everyone all the time. 
A sense of dedication, a sense of humor and sometimes a thick skin are a necessary part of the 
successful leader's qualities. Nor is the leadership role without its rewards.  Frustrated though it may 
be at times, that role can bring great satisfaction when goals are reached, a job is well done, or 
appreciation is shown by everything from applause to that gift from the group on a special occasion. 

The development of effective square dance leaders is vital to the health and growth of our square 
dance activity and is the responsibility of those who teach dancers and/or train callers. Being an 
effective leader is not easy. It takes work and dedication. Callers inevitably find themselves in 
leadership roles. They need to accept these roles with humility and the resolve to do the best job 
possible for the good of square dancing. 
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HISTORY AND HERITAGE 

BACKGROUND 

Dancing probably began as an imitative act, i.e., early man initiating some of the ritualistic dances of 
the animals. Historically, dance seems to have reached its low point during the days of the classical 
Greece. Then it was looked upon as an ignoble activity. Aristotle was supposed to have said, "No 
citizen should pursue these arts (music and dance) so far that he approaches professional status," and 
relegated such activities to slaves, freedmen and foreigners. The great Roman, Cicero, said, "Nobody 
dances unless he is drunk or unbalanced mentally." Italy saw the return of dancing during the 15th 
century, but France may be said to be the Mother of the modern art. Many of our dance terms show 
this French connection, including the call dos-a-dos, which means back-to-back. 

EVOLUTION 

ENGLISH HERITAGE 
Unquestionably, the English ancestor of our modern square dance was the great Morris dance. It 
was an exhibition dance done by trained teams of Morris dancers - six men (women did not 
participate) in two rows of three. Later on, in the 17th century, country dances became all the rage in 
England. Many were long ways or line dances, and some believe that the contra got its name either 
from a mispronunciation of "country" or from the fact that the dances were done in two, opposing 
lines. At the same time, people did "rounds for as many as will", some of which resembled the 
choral dances often danced in the naves of English churches. 

FRENCH DEVELOPMENT 
The French adopted and modified the English country dance and called it the Contredanse Anglais. 
They also produced the form of dance known as the Quadrille (a term which originally referred to a 
card game). It is the Quadrille that most people point to as the grand-daddy of our modern square 
dance. However, history shows that "Dull Sir John" and "Faine I Would" were square dance 
routines popular in England over 300 years ago. The French also developed the Contredanse 
Francais or Cotillion, a dance done in a square formation with eight dancers. 

EARLY DANCE MASTERS 
The vital link to this past was the dancing masters that came to the new land called America with the 
first settlers and brought with them the dances of their homeland. One of the earliest records (and 
there are not many) of these dances is contained in the works of Hohn Playford, a musician and 
dancing master. His book, "The English Dancing Master - Plaine and Easy Rules for the Dancing of 
Country Dances, with Tunes to Each Dance" was published in seventeen editions between 1650 and 
1728 and contained 918 dances. Meanwhile, couple dancing was keeping pace. The French had a 
round dance called the Branle, and there was the Gavotte and the Minuet. It was that most daring of 
all dances, waltz, that created quite a stir when it was introduced, for it permitted the gentleman to 
hold his partner in close embrace as they moved about the floor. That position, which we now call 
closed dance position, was known for many years as the waltz position. 

EARLY AMERICAN FORMS 
As the pioneers moved westward, the dances went with them. Many of the dances were lost or 
forgotten, but many were preserved, particularly in the southern Appalachians. There the running set 
established itself as one of the deep taproots of our western square dance.  The running set even had 
a caller -- America’s only unique contribution to the square dance.   In the first part of the 20th 
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century, American dancing suffered a great decline. Quadrilles and contras died. People two- 
stepped the waltz and forgot the polka and the schottische. A rowdy form of dancing called the 
"barn dance" set precedent square dancers long have fought to overcome. It took a great 
industrialist and superintendent from a small school in Colorado to lift the great American folk 
activity out of the doldrums. 

HENRY FORD 
Mr. Henry Ford used to vacation at the Wayside Inn in Sudbury, Massachusetts. There he became 
interested in the dance program conducted by a dancing master named Benjamin Lovett. The 
program included the gavotte, mazurkas, the schottische, the minuet, the Virginia Reel, and other 
squares and rounds. Mr. Ford tried to hire Mr. Lovett, who declined, pointing out that he had a firm 
contract with the Inn. This posed no problem for multi-millionaire Ford, who simply bought the 
Inn and Mr. Lovett´s contract and took Mr. Lovett back to Detroit with him. In the Detroit area, 
Mr. Ford established a broad program for teaching squares and rounds, including radio broadcasts 
and programs for schools. He built a beautiful dance hall in Greenfield Village and named it Lovett 
Hall. It is still in use. In 1926 Mr. Ford and Mr. Lovett published a book which provided inspiration 
and material for many people who had wanted such a reference. That book was entitled "Good 
Morning". One of the people who pounced on and devoured the book was a young school 
superintendent in Colorado Springs, Colorado, named Lloyd Shaw. 

LLOYD "PAPPY" SHAW 
Lloyd "Pappy" Shaw realized that Ford’s book supplied only a part of the information on the 
American dance, and that the rest of it was under his nose in the small towns and farming and 
mining communities of his own West. He went to work painstakingly interviewing old-timers, 
collecting dances and music, researching. In 1939 he published the first really definitive work on 
western square dancing - "Cowboy Dances". Later he published a round dance book. He trained 
teams of dancers in his Cheyenne Mountain School and took them around the country exhibiting and 
teaching. In the summer, he conducted classes for new leaders, and western square dancing began to 
grow like wildfire. Of course, in those days, one did not ask if there would be rounds. It was taken 
for granted that one would do the Varsouvianna, a schottische, the Black Hawk Waltz, and perhaps, 
Blue Pacific Waltz. There might be a cue word here and there for the new people, but no cuer. 
Dancers knew the dances, just as they knew the figures of many of the square dance calls such as 
Birdie in the Cage, Lady ´Round The Lady and Dive for the Oyster. 

A BRIEF LIST 0F HISTORICAL LANDMARKS 

Early English: Morris Dancing 
17th Century England:  Circle dances (often performed in churches)

17/18th Century France: Quadrilles, Cotillion etc.
18/19th Century USA: Running Sets - Appalachian Square Dance
N.B. At this stage the true dance form denigrated to an over simplistic bawdy affair known as the 
Barn Dance which in reality bore little resemblance to either Traditional or Modern Square Dancing. 
1921:  Henry Ford publishes “Good Morning”, based upon research carried out by Benjamin Lovett. 
The first modern compendium of traditional dances. 
1939: Lloyd Shaw publishes “Cowboy Dances”, which is still regarded as one of the very best 
collection of Traditional dances. 
Late 1940s: Ed Gilmore (among others) promote four couple (as opposed to visiting couple) dances 
- the foundation of Modern American Square Dancing. 
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1940s/1950s: Electronics and recordings improve thus enabling square dances to be held for almost 
limitless numbers. 
1950s/1960s:  Plethora of new calls. 
1960s: Les Gotcher pioneers patter and call teaching techniques. Sets in Order and the Gold 
Ribbon Committee developed 50 basics and 75 Extended Basic Lists. 
Mid 1970s:  CALLERLAB Lists introduced, followed by Standardized Definitions etc. 
1970s/1980s The Quarterly Selection program provides a regulated measure of new, experimental 
and even traditional calls - resulting in further significant changes to the programs. 

MODERN SQUARE DANCING 

CHOREOGRAPHY TRANSITION 
Square dancing began its transition from the traditional, visiting couple type of dancing into all-four- 
couple-working kind of dancing in the late 1940s and early 1950s. One of the first to use this type of 
dance pattern was Ed Gilmore who traveled widely and conducted some of the earliest training 
programs for callers. Callers discovered they could move everyone at the same time and create more 
interest. 

ELECTRONICS AND RECORDINGS 
Meanwhile, the development of the electronic amplifier aided the transition, since it permitted the 
caller to manage large crowds. It was no longer necessary to shout, use a megaphone, or have a caller 
in each square. The improved public address equipment allowed the caller to be heard well enough 
so that the dance routine could be invented as it was called. No longer was the dancer expected to 
know the dance pattern that went with a particular tune as was common in traditional dancing. 

Square dance records, particularly, the small, easy to manage 45 RPM discs, eliminated the need for 
live music, with all its attendant problems and allowed much greater musical variety and flexibility. 
The modern square dance activity owes much to the record companies who put out first, the 10" and 
12" records that ran a 78 RPM and then an abundant supply of good music for square dancing on 
the much more easily handled 45 RPM 7" records. Some of the pioneering labels have been around 
since the 1950s. These include Sets In Order, MacGregor and Blue Star. Dozens of other labels 
have been added since then and without all of them modern square dancing could not have spread 
throughout the world as it has. 

NEW CALLS 
In the late 1950s what had been a slow trickle of new call ideas and names began to turn in a flood. 
Square Thru (which had been danced without a name in contras for a couple of centuries) was given 
a name and introduced in 1957. Other new movements were created and named in quick succession 
and the nature of square dancing was changed. Soon we were teaching 16 calls in classes, then 20, 
and then 32, and then --you know the rest of the story. 

NEW CALLS PROGRAMMING 
In the early 1960s another caller who traveled widely, Les Gotcher, began to use a programming 
technique that became very widespread. With a seemingly endless flood of new calls being created, 
callers found that by teaching new calls in several tips during an evening dance, the effect of 
experience differences between dancers could be limited. Since the calls were new to everyone the 
less experienced dancers had nearly equal chance to dance them successfully. 
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THE STANDARD LISTS 
Eventually dancers became frustrated because they could never stop trying to learn the new calls. 
Attempts were made to develop a standard list. The national magazine, Sets In Order, with the help 
of a Gold Ribbon Committee, developed a list of 50 calls that everyone should know. Soon it 
became clear that some new calls, not on the 50 Basic list, were gaining wide acceptance and a 
supplemental list of 25 more calls was developed. The creators of these lists had hoped to provide a 
stable, unchanging body of calls that could serve as an entry point for new dancers but the square 
dance activity would not stand still. Newer calls kept winning favor from dancers and callers and 
could not be left off of any standard list. 
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THE HISTORY OF CALLERLAB 
In the years immediately following World War II one leader emerged - Dr. Lloyd Shaw of Colorado 
Springs. Dr. Shaw attracted hundreds of callers to his summer seminars and set the future direction 
of square dancing. In 1971, seeing a need for unified caller-leadership, Bob Osgood brought together 
eleven members of the Square Dance Hall of Fame to form CALLERLAB. 

 
Their initial goals included: 

 
Put the Dance back into square dancing 
Establish standardization for calls. 
Provide adequate training for callers. 

 
The original group grew to the 23 callers who became the first Board of Governors and convened 
the first CALLERLAB Convention in 1974. One of the strongest challenges facing this new 
organization was to stem the flood of new calls that had brought frustration to dancers and callers 
alike. The result was the Mainstream list of calls, established in 1975 and accepted throughout the 
world. 

 
The following narrative history of the development of CALLERLAB was written by Lee Helsel, 
Arnie Kronenberger, Bob Osgood and Bob Van Antwerp. 

 
THE START OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF CALLER LEADERSHIP 

In tracing the "why" and "how" of the beginnings of an international caller-leadership organization, 
we need to go back to the start of the period of contemporary western square dancing. Square dance 
history includes the names of prewar pioneers. All of them were performing callers. Few, if any, 
would have been considered "leaders". There is, however, one exception -- one name that stands out. 
He was a leader. 

 
That man was Dr. Lloyd Shaw. He researched the western square dance and introduced it to his high 
school students and others in his community in the 1930's. His first wide-spread recognition came in 
the mid '30's with the publication of his book Cowboy Dances and with the start of cross-country tours 
with his Cheyenne Mountain Dancers. All this, just a few years before America's entry into WW2, lit 
the fire that would eventually propel square dancing (as a household term) into neighborhoods across 
the country. Shaw's methods and philosophy would make square dancing accessible to all. 

 
Prior to this, in rural communities across America, people enjoyed this form of dancing as an 
occasional activity. While there were a few itinerant callers who could handle a whole evening's 
program, much of the calling was done by individuals who might know only one or two calls. There 
were a limited number of books with calls available but less than a handful explained how the 
calling was to be done. The dances themselves were uncomplicated when compared to today's square 
dancing and, without sound amplification, the calls also were simple. 

 
During the war, service personnel and defense workers moved from one area to another and, if a 
square dance was available, anyone who knew how to call, would likely share in the program. It was 
during this period that many of the post-war dancers and callers had their first taste of square 
dancing, but the role of developing leadership would fall to Lloyd Shaw. 

 
Shaw's early cross-country tours and his book created great interest among school teachers and 
others. It wasn't long before he began receiving requests to set up a master class and teach callers. 
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Summer classes started in Colorado Springs a year or two before the war, but had to be suspended 
during the emergency. In 1946 they began again and the following year Shaw also revived his tours 
and the big boom of square dancing was under way. Requests to attend the week-long callers' 
sessions were overwhelming. The available dancing space in the small cafeteria of the Cheyenne 
Mountain School would only permit 96 registrants and, taking great care to ensure that a wide variety 
of geographic areas were represented, each class filled rapidly. 

 
Curiosity along with a desire to collect written dance material may have been the initial reason many 
enrolled, but what Shaw taught went far beyond calling. Among other things, callers learned how to 
work with people, how to be leaders and how to ensure that the wholesome qualities of the activity 
would be preserved and protected. The opportunity to call for evaluation and the learning of more 
dances was just part of the curriculum. The "caller's tripod", based on the essentials of clarity, rhythm 
and command, was a launching pad. The importance of "dance" to an individual with movement-to- 
music and comfortable dance styling showed the participants that Lloyd Shaw aimed to develop 
leaders who could carry the torch into the second half of the 20th century. 

 
When each class ended, these "students" returned to their home areas, started classes, became leaders 
themselves and soon began teaching others to call. To the best of their ability they passed along what 
they had learned. 

 
Shaw continued to hold twice-yearly summer master classes into the mid-1950's, and from each class 
came new leaders who went out and taught dancer classes, formed callers schools, and helped create 
callers associations in an effort to carry on leadership training. At first, essentially those who had 
trained directly under Shaw trained others. Eventually those who were training new callers were 
several generations removed from Shaw. The cloak of leadership had been passed from a single 
individual to many. 

 
With the steady growth of the square dance activity, individual areas came up with their own 
guidelines and some created their own codes of ethics. For a time, there was little coordination other 
than that collected and published by Sets In Order. This magazine, originally inspired by Lloyd Shaw, 
broadcast much of the Shaw philosophy, carried articles by the leaders of the day, took the lists of 
basics from square dance centers around the country, combined them, interpreted their styling to 
come up with a coordinated list and, in general, became a representative "voice of caller leadership". 

 
On this framework individual callers and the various areas went their own way, but there was an 
ever-growing urgency for callers to work more closely together for the advancement of the activity. A 
need for some sort of consolidated leadership became more and more apparent through the 1950's 
and in August, 1960, a group of caller-leaders from several different areas met in Glenwood Springs, 
Colorado, to search for solutions to the escalating need of unifying terminology and styling, to create 
a universal moral code for callers and to offer needed leadership for the activity. Ed Gilmore, Bruce 
Johnson, Jim Brooks, Don Armstrong, Frank Lane, Bob Osgood, and their wives attended the 
several days of meetings. 

 
In July 1964, Square Dancing Magazine (formerly Sets in Order) working with Southern California callers, 
Ed Gilmore, Lee Helsel, Bruce Johnson, Arnie Kronenberger, Bob Osgood, Bob Page, Bob Ruff and 
Bob VanAntwerp, and in conjunction with the extension division of The University of California at 
Los Angeles, presented a two-day on-campus caller-leadership conference utilizing a combined 
university and caller faculty which attracted callers from across North America. The success of this 
conference prompted a second session the following year. 

 
As a result of leadership guidance in these ventures and because of the continuing growth of caller- 
interest, it became increasingly apparent that a close association of callers was long overdue. It was 
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further felt that experienced, proven individuals working together could form and realize such a type 
of leadership. 

 
During this time Square Dancing Magazine continued to reach out to more and more caller-leaders. 
Articles by top leaders disseminated on-going square dance leadership information. How-to articles 
were shared and callers around the world had an increasing influence on each other. Codes of ethics 
were published and adopted by various associations as were consolidated lists of the basics along 
with styling notes. Even though it reflected a true composite, all of this was done in an independent, 
somewhat detached manner. There still was a need for the existing leadership to work closely 
together. 

 
THE START OF CALLERLAB 

In 1961 Sets in Order inaugurated the Square Dance Hall of Fame as a means of honoring leaders who 
had left their mark on the world of square dancing. Over the following decade a number of 
outstanding individuals were added to the list. Anyone looking at these names would recognize them 
as representing the ultimate composite of square dance leadership of the time. Any single one of 
these men might not alone be able to capture the respect of all callers, but, with all Hall of Famers 
working together, they presented a "body of knowledge" that a great percentage of callers could 
respect and follow. Their backgrounds and accomplishments formed an impressive foundation for 
square dance caller-leadership. 

 
"Body of Knowledge" is the keystone of any profession. It must be unique to the field and is the 
basis (or bible) on which a profession is formed. The "Unique Body of Knowledge" is that which 
distinguishes one profession from another and therefore one activity from another. 

 
Plans for a meeting of the members of the Hall of Fame were begun in 1970 with a founding 
committee made up of Lee Helsel, Arnie Kronenberger, Bob Osgood and Bob VanAntwerp. 
Summaries from the past ventures were studied and, following a lengthy preparation period, eight 
major discussion topics regarding the nature and needs of the activity were prepared as a partial 
charter framework for the potential new organization. These were the topics: 

 
Let's put the dance back into square dancing. 
An accepted form of standardization is vital to the growth and continuation of this activity. 
Caller-teacher leadership training is the responsibility of the callers and teachers. 
Professional standards for callers and teachers need to be established and maintained. 
Today's square dancing is due for a reappraisal. 
The combination of the various parts of the square dance activity (squares, rounds, circle mixers, 

quadrilles, contras and related forms) should be encouraged. 
The selfish exploitation of square dancing should be vigorously discouraged. 
The over-organization of dancer-leader groups can pose a problem to the future progress of the 

activity. 
 

Invitations were mailed to fifteen members of the Square Dance Hall of Fame to attend a meeting in 
February 1971, as guests of The Sets in Order American Square Dance Society, to take part in an 
"Honors Banquet" and to discuss the "State of the Square Dance Nation". 

 
Eleven of the invitees were able to attend: Marshall Flippo, Ed Gilmore, Lee Helsel, Bruce Johnson, 
Arnie Kronenberger, Frank Lane, Joe Lewis, Bob Osgood, Bob Page, Dave Taylor and Bob 
VanAntwerp. When the meeting, held at the Asilomar Conference Grounds in California concluded, 
the group enthusiastically and unanimously signed the eight point charter and began planning for the 
future. 
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It was decided that initial growth of the organization would be on a gradual basis and that each 
person selected for membership would be personally invited to attend one of the meetings and, 
having attended, would be included as a member. 

 
This was the start of CALLERLAB. 

 
A second meeting was held in July of that same year. Don Armstrong and Earl Johnston were 
included as new members at that session. The total membership had now reached thirteen. 

 
Meeting number three was held in February, 1972, with Jerry Haag, Jerry Helt and Jim Mayo present 
as new members. The fourth of the Asilomar meetings was held in July, 1972, when Al Brundage and 
Manning Smith became members. By this time the total membership had reached eighteen. At this 
meeting it was decided to enlarge the group while still retaining the personal invitation method of 
increasing the size of membership. The February, 1973, meeting included seven new members: Stan 
Burdick, Cal Golden, C.O. Guest, Jack Lasry, Johnny LeClair, Melton Luttrell and Bill Peters. This 
session concentrated on plans for the 1974 CALLERLAB Convention. 

 
By this time the total "founding" and "charter" membership had reached twenty-five and this body 
was designated the CALLERLAB Board of Governors. Jim Mayo was elected the Association's first 
Chairman of the Board. 

 
In those formative years the group named itself "CALLERLAB -- the International Association of 
Square Dance Callers" and started DIRECTION, as its official publication. Arnie Kronenberger 
served the early sessions as chairman pro tem; Bob Osgood served as executive secretary. It was 
decided that during these early stages CALLERLAB would conduct business under the "wing" of 
The Sets in Order American Square Dance Society, and that CALLERLAB's home office and staff 
would be provided by SIOASDS, without cost to CALLERLAB. 

 
A description of the formation of CALLERLAB would be incomplete if it didn't recognize the 
contribution and pivotal role played by Bob Osgood. His unique position as editor of Sets in Order 
(Square Dancing) Magazine and his broad contacts with the callers, teachers, and leaders in the square 
dance field, linked with his strong, enthusiastic leadership allowed him to truly become the moving 
force behind the birth of CALLERLAB. Bob was an innovator and a superior leader, and without his 
tireless drive and skill to organize the effort, there would not be a CALLERLAB today. 

In the time period, 1971, '72, and ‘73 the members organized the structure of CALLERLAB, 

e.g.: the concept of a Board of Governors 
Need for members to attend yearly meetings at regular intervals 
need for communications between the Board and the members 
the concept of an Executive Secretary 
The concept of professional standards and the adherence thereto 
The concept of incorporation to protect liability and for tax purposes 
the concept of disciplining members (later modified) 
organization followed generally that of the American Medical Association (concept suggested by 

organizing member, Lee Helsel, who had been working in the health field). 
 

Committees were started from the first meeting and within a year, a Code of Ethical Behavior had 
been created. The Sets In Order Basics and Extended lists of basics were endorsed by CALLERLAB 
as being representative of the movements currently danced in the activity. These made up the first 
CALLERLAB basic movement lists. 
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With the help of a professional artist, the CALLERLAB logo, DIRECTION 
newsletter heading and other artwork was created, approved by the members 
and put into use. The legal firm of Paul, Hastings, Janofsky and Walker 
prepared by-laws and papers of incorporation for CALLERLAB. 

The gradual growth, the in-depth planning of goals and the strength of its 
leadership propelled CALLERLAB securely into its next big step, its 
convention in 1974. The groundwork would be tested; its membership would be 
quadrupled and the "baby" would be ready to stamp its mark on the future of 
caller-leadership. 

With intensity of purpose, CALLERLAB extended its horizons and set out to 
provide a framework that would result in callers working closely together. By so 
doing, they would accomplish goals that none of them could accomplish by 
working alone. 
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BUSINESS SIDE OF CALLING 

INTRODUCTION 
Square dance calling is a business. Perhaps in the past and for many even now, many callers became 
involved in the business purely for the fun of it and gave little thought to the business side of the 
activity. For most these days, being paid is at least a part of the incentive for making the investment 
in time and money that is required. Many callers come into the business with very little knowledge of 
the costs that will be incurred and many have the mistaken idea that they can make a lot of money 
calling. Therefore it is important that callers be knowledgeable in small business practices and that 
they learn to treat their calling as a business. It is also important that callers have a realistic 
expectation about the profit potential of calling. Failure to abide by the tax rules can bring severe 
consequences and poor business practices can ruin the career even of a talented caller. There are 
several areas that should be considered. These are: 

SALES/MARKETING 
POSITIONING THE PRODUCT 
PRICING 

PURCHASING 
ACCOUNTING 

TAXES & RECORDS 
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT 
MAINTENANCE 
PERSONNEL 
MANAGEMENT 

PERSONAL ISSUES 
 

SALES/MARKETING 
The caller is both the principal product and chief salesperson. Some of the selling activities are 
obvious - preparing advertising, negotiating dates and rates, promoting classes, etc. - but some are 
less obvious. The overall presentation of the caller includes many factors. One of these is 
appearance. Are the clothes clean and neat? Does the caller look professional? Is the language 
correct - not only avoiding offensive words but also using correct grammar? The off-stage 
interaction of the caller with the dancers in between tips and before the dance starts or at the after- 
party are important selling opportunities. In these situations the other member of the sales staff, the 
caller’s partner, is usually an important contributor to the success of the selling effort. As sales 
manager the caller will find it important to keep the morale high throughout the whole team. Any 
demonstration of square dancing to the non-dancing public is a marketing activity and both callers 
and dancers represent square dancing in such situations. 

 
POSITIONING THE PRODUCT 
Long ago, square dancing was a single product. In the modern square dance activity there are several 
different products available and callers must consider which parts of the market they will serve. In 
isolated areas with low population density there may not be much choice, but in metropolitan areas 
square dancing takes many forms. These range all the way from non-dancer parties to weekend 
festivals and include, club workshops, entry-level programs, open weekend dances, advanced 
programs (Plus, Advanced, etc.) square dance vacation weeks or weekends and square dance group 
travel. Each of these products places different requirements on the caller. Often the decision about 
which parts of the activity to work in is made without much thought of planning. A more effective 
approach may include assessment of the advantages and costs of each and then a conscious decision 
about what best fits the caller’s interests, schedule, family commitments and talents.  In these areas it 
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is important that the whole sales force agree on what product is being promoted. This is another 
way of saying that caller and partner should both seek the same goals for the caller. 

 
PRICING 
Another obvious aspect of the marketing of a square dance caller is how to price the services. There 
are many options available and some principles from the general field of business may apply. Some 
callers charge a percentage of the total admissions with (or without) a minimum. Others feel that a 
firm fixed rate is the best way. Still another possibility is a share of the net after expenses. If the 
caller is running the program - renting the hall, providing the refreshments and pocketing the income 
- there is still the question of what should the admission charge be. Many things must be included in 
the pricing calculation to reach a sound decision. Some of these are travel costs, equipment costs 
and depreciation, clothing costs, preparation time, training costs (caller schools and seminars), office 
supplies, etc. 

 
PURCHASING 
The purchasing department in a caller’s business is more important than it might seem. Callers 
spend substantial amounts of money on the purchase of clothes, records and equipment. For these 
obvious things, there may be few choices and little opportunity to negotiate prices. However, most 
callers use up automobiles much faster than most people, and some skill in buying both save money 
and provide a vehicle better suited to the use it will get.  Another area in which buying skill is useful 
is the purchase of airline tickets. There are many options available and leaving the purchase in the 
hands of a travel agent may result in much higher cost than necessary. Callers who run their own 
programs also rent halls and may become involved with special insurance.  These too are areas which 
a knowledgeable buyer has a substantial advantage. 

 
ACCOUNTING 
Accountants and tax advisors can be hired and can usually save enough to pay for their services in 
addition to providing peace of mind. Nevertheless, callers should know enough about keeping 
records, what depreciation is and how expenses are apportioned to be able to know how their 
business is doing. Callers may want to know how much they have to charge for the weekend dances 
involving overnight travel to make the net income (after expenses) equal the lower paying nearby 
dates they might take instead. Good records and knowing how to use them make this kind of 
analysis possible. 

 
TAXES & RECORDS 
Tax authorities require that adequate records be kept. At a minimum this means complete, detailed 
records of both income and expenses. The expense records are easier to define. A receipt for 
everything that is spent, including things paid for by check, is adequate. Whether something less 
than this "adequate" record will get by is a matter of judgment. 

 
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT 
Callers might easily think this department has no place in their business. After all, this is not a "high- 
tech" industry. It is, however, a developing activity and change is constant. There is a steady flow of 
new information available. Every year we have not only new calls but new information about timing, 
programming, smoothness, choreographic routines, degree of difficulty and a whole host of other 
aspects of the square dance calling job. At the very least the R&D department must read and stay 
up-to-date on what's happening in the activity. Many of the best callers are involved in the actual 
research and even publish in magazines and the CALLERLAB Guidelines publication. Every good 
caller does research in a limited way at every dance by paying attention to the effects of what they do 
and thinking about how to improve those effects. 
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MAINTENANCE 
The maintenance department is another that has both an obvious and a less obvious application to 
the calling business. The obvious part has to do with maintaining the equipment, records, clothes 
and vehicle. These should be maintained in the best possible condition because failure, particularly 
of the equipment of the vehicle can prevent a dance from happening. Preventive maintenance is best 
of course and it is reasonable to expect callers to have spare needles with them and spare 
microphones, and perhaps even speakers, quickly available. The less obvious maintenance job is 
keeping the principle product (themselves) in good condition. The nature of the job is, for most 
callers, very fatiguing. They are likely to be tired and that can make driving dangerous. Fatigue may 
also make a person more susceptible to illness. Callers should acknowledge the possible effect of 
fatigue and take steps to stay as rested as possible. They might also give some attention to the fatigue 
state of the support staff. Caller’s partners are often important contributors to the work of the 
business and they too should be well maintained. 

 
MANAGEMENT 
A business manager is responsible for advance planning. Deciding the future of the company - what 
products will be offered, what the company goals should be and how to keep the firm on the path 
toward these goals. The square dance caller faces all of these questions too. From time to time it is 
important to step back and look at where you, as a caller are headed. It is easy to "go with the flow" 
taking whatever jobs are offered and charging as much as the traffic will bear. In the longer run a 
calling career will benefit from a plan that identifies what involvement - both what type of dates and 
how many - the caller wants in the future. Perhaps a change of tactics now will make that 
achievement more likely. The changes that might be made are investment in different equipment, a 
training program, accepting some lower paying jobs now because the potential for growth is better. 
These are management decisions. 

 
Another area that could properly be considered management is concern for the future of the square 
dancing activity. Every caller has an obligation to leave square dancing at least as healthy as it was 
when the caller arrived on the scene. Sometimes that obligation requires that a date not be taken or 
that a promotional event be supported. These are things that may not promote the caller’s individual 
interest but they are essential for the long term health of square dancing. Callers must always keep in 
mind that without a square dance activity both the applause and the profit (if any) will go away. 

 
Parallels between a “normal’ business and a square dance calling business: 

 
Sales/Marketing Functions 

• Positioning the Product 

• Pricing the Product 

Purchasing Department 

• Equipment 

• Records 

• Clothing 

Accounting Department 

• Taxes/Bookkeeping 

• Record Keeping 

Research and Development 
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• Note Services

• Reference Library

• Clinics and Schools

Maintenance 

• Equipment

• Self/Voice

Personnel 

• Club Officers

• Other Callers

Management 

• Personal Issues

• Fiscal Affairs
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SELF-IMPROVEMENT TECHNIQUES 

GENERAL 
In order to grow in any activity or profession, one must learn to evaluate one's performance and to 
honestly appraise one's capabilities. Square dance calling is just like any other highly skilled job. You 
must constantly be updating your skills. You must work to correct your weaknesses and enhance 
your strengths. Callers' schools and clinics are one way of improving your base of knowledge but are 
not the only way towards becoming a more proficient caller. Perhaps the most important thing to 
learn from this college is that your work has just started. You will need to work hard to keep up with 
the changes in the activity and to improve your skills (and thus your marketability) in your chosen 
field of calling. 

REFERENCE MATERIAL 
Certainly there are some Reference materials that ALL callers should have. These include the Caller 
Teacher Manual and the various references available through the CALLERLAB office. Most callers 
will also want to obtain some technical books on other aspects of calling such as the ones on sight 
calling, singing call techniques and mental image calling (Out of Sight). Of course, this syllabus is also 
a must as a ready reference work and one which can help guide you to growth in your chosen field. 
Membership in CALLERLAB and in ECTA or other local caller associations is another excellent way 
for callers to keep abreast of the latest developments and to learn about new ways to improve and 
upgrade their calling skills. 

INDIVIDUAL TECHNIQUES 
There are many individual things a caller can do to improve his or her calling abilities. These include 
items such as the homework assignments given in this course and the completion of the Call Analysis 
sheets. The use of checkers and diagramming to verify the workability of selected choreographic 
routines is recommended. It is important to be able to visualize choreography as it develops, and 
callers should become aware of the various formations and arrangements available to add 
choreographic interest to many routines. After the written and mental exercises have been completed 
in private, then the caller is ready to try his material on live dancers. Don't be surprised when the 
dancers accomplish what has been called. That is what is supposed to happen. 

RECORDERS 
Cassette recorders record what you do and say as a caller. It may not sound like you but it is what the 
dancers hear. Video recorders are even better since they will reveal any poor posture habits you have 
developed and show any idiosyncrasies you may have. After you have recorded your practice, 
however, the next most important thing is to dance to your own calling and see how you like it. Was 
it smooth? Was it well-timed? Was it "Stop and Go"? Did it work out correctly choreographically? 
Would you like to dance to you? 

CALLER NOTE SERVICES 
There are several caller note services available to callers and they vary in quality and usability. While 
we will not recommend one over another, we can offer some guidelines for their use. Do not pick up 
a monthly note service and call the material directly to your dancers. Misprints and typos do occur 
and it is you who will be embarrassed. Use a note service for ideas and then see what the 
choreographic value will be to your programs. Recognize that some note services are geared to the 
dance programs beyond Mainstream and/or Plus. 
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CLINICS & COLLEGES 
Join a local callers' association and attend as many local square dance calling clinics as possible. If 
there are clinics on leadership - attend by all means. The same can be said for attending another 
callers' college. Frequently the recommendation is to attend a college at least once every five years 
and more often in your earlier years of calling. As your skills improve, you may find that you are 
teaching other callers or teaching dancers how to become callers. At that time, it is important to go 
to a reputable caller-coach school to learn how to teach and critique other callers. 

GAMES THAT SHARPEN YOUR SKILL 
One popular game is called "Who's on first?" It essentially has one caller give a command and the 
next caller has to state what the formation and arrangement is as a result of that call. Then s/he will 
give another command and the game continues. Whenever there is a lack of agreement, the leader 
must stop the game and verify the accuracy so that all see what is happening. Another variation of 
this to improve the callers' mental image ability is to have the leader give three calls from a particular 
starting formation and arrangement and then each person goes to his or her spot on the command 
"GO". However, the dancers only go directly to the ending spot and do not dance the routine that 
has been called. This too requires a strong leader so that the game doesn't get out of hand. Generally 
this works best at a caller association meeting. If you are selected as the leader, however, make sure 
you plan the routines and make sure you know the ending FA of the FASR. 

APPRAISAL 
Honest appraisal by you of your abilities and by your partner of your progress and performance will 
help you focus on your needs for further study. This college is but one of your formal training 
sessions. It is but the start of your on-going training. Listen to your partner. S/he is your staunchest 
ally and s/he is trying to help you. 
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SQUARE DANCE PARTIES 
Square Dance Parties (often called party nights for non-dancers) offer the square dance caller the 
opportunity to reach more people than any other type of dance. They offer the opportunity to SELL 
square dancing. Some would have you believe that Square Dance Parties (SDP) are different from 
other types of square dancing. First and foremost, SDPs are dances and it is up to the caller to make 
sure to keep it simple and fun for the non-dancers who are in attendance. 

WHAT CALLS TO USE 
If the caller is to do a good job of selling square dancing, it is important to use simple material that all 
people can do easily and not try to show the audience how much YOU know. If you don't already 
have the booklet published by CALLERLAB on the Community Dance Program (CDP) get a copy 
and study the list of moves used in that program. There are 22 moves and they offer a very wide 
range of choreographic opportunities. We have placed an appendix in the back of this syllabus and 
one section is on SDP material. Study it to see how simple the routines are. 

HOW MUCH TEACHING 
The main thrust of a SDP must be to entertain the audience by having them actually do the dancing. 
In order to do this effectively, the caller must keep the explanations short and simple. Don't worry 
too much about the same sort of styling that is used in club dancing - that can come later if the 
dancers wish to go on. It might be necessary to demonstrate the correct way to swing or to use a 
particular arm turn, but generally words alone should be sufficient to teach them what you want them 
to do. 

Words such as CIRCLE, PROMENADE (WALK), FORWARD, BACK, ALLEMANDE LEFT, 
RIGHT AND LEFT GRAND, are often known by non-dancers. You should not make assumptions 
as to what they know but keep the explanations short. The first time the dancers get up is critical to 
let them see how easy it is and how much fun they are having. 

Teach DO SA DO - but don't worry if they place their arms folded across their chest. Many may 
remember that this is what they were taught in schools. Teach a SWING with the emphasis on where 
you place the girl after the swing. Don't sweat out the styling of the swing. It helps if they all go in 
the same rotational pattern, however, since this makes it easier for the girls when changing partners. 

HOW TO GET STARTED 
There is no single, best way is to get the dancers up the first time. Some recommend the grand circle 
to teach the fundamental calls such as DO SA DO, SWING, CIRCLE LEFT and RIGHT, 
PROMENADE, ALLEMANDE LEFT and RIGHT and LEFT GRAND. Of course, you must also 
teach PARTNER and CORNER so that the dancers have the opportunity to dance with other 
people. It is probably a good idea to make the partner changes in such a way as to get the dancers 
back with their original partners before the end of the first tip. It is also okay to use the grand circle 
for the start of the second tip as well and it becomes optional whether the dancers form squares with 
their original partners or with a different person as their partner. Both techniques work well and have 
been used by many callers over the years with great success. 

Whatever is done, however, should not be done so as to imitate the first night of class. Keep the 
choreography simple, keep the variety in the music, keep a smile in your voice and let the dancers 
have a good time. Many times, it is the caller who is the outsider among a group of friends with a 
common bond. When this is the situation, it is imperative that the caller stay out of the way of the 
group having a good time. The caller should be the catalyst and enabler not the adversary. The 
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inexperienced dancer doesn't want extensive variety. The inexperienced dancer wants to be able to 
do the things the caller has taught and to be able to succeed. The same routine may be used several 
times in a given evening's program, but with different music 

HOW LONG AND HOW MUCH? 
Here again, there is no single right solution. Some callers will not exceed two hours for a dance while 
others may extend this time to three. It is important for the caller to know, in advance, what the 
sponsors of the event have in mind. Part of this is to set a reasonable fee for your services and make 
a determination of a difference in charges if drinking is permitted. If there will be drinking, the caller 
will have to work harder and some callers double their prices if drinking is present. When the fees are 
established, don't be too eager to set a price immediately. There are many stories of how a caller 
received greater compensation by waiting a few minutes to find out what the sponsor had in mind. 
Many times the sponsor has no idea and just got your name from someone and really doesn't know 
what to do and is looking to the caller for guidance and help. Be honest but don't try to gouge. In 
some metropolitan areas, the fees for a SDP are greater than club dates; there are many successful 
callers who limit their calling to SDP and make a good living with this approach. 

Recognize that there will be times when you are asked to do a SDP for a PTA or a Church Benefit, 
etc. and the fee structure may change for that night. When doing that, however, don't sell yourself 
short and don't undercharge them. A fee from $75 to $250 or more is not uncommon in many areas. 

If you are good at doing SDP and the dancers have a good time, you will have been a very positive 
influence on the activity and your talent will be in demand. As your skills grow in SDP, they will also 
grow for teaching and club calling. Soon, you will face the dilemma of having to say NO. Be 
business-like in your dealings with the sponsors and be realistic with your time for square dancing 
and family. Work out an agreement with your partner that is mutually satisfying for all concerned. 

KISS 
Keep It Simple Square dance caller. Teach as little as possible. Keep the routines as simple as 
possible. Let the dancers win at all times. SDP are a great way of introducing people to the fun and 
friendliness of square dancing. Recognize this as an opportunity to do well while doing good. 
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SHOWMANSHIP 
Showmanship is more than just visual effectiveness on stage. 

 
Showman:  A person having flair for the dramatic or visual effectiveness. 

 
Style:  The way in which something is said or done, as distinguished from its substance. 

 
Preparation: 

 
A. Prior to the dance. 

a. Let officers know you are in town, and arrive at the dance on time. 
b. Personal appearance-demeanor-presence-confidence. 

 
B. At the dance. One nighters-classes-festivals-shared programs. 

a. Off stage. 
1. Entering a hall.  Establish rapport with dancers. 
2. Between tips. Continue to gain rapport with dancers. 

 
b. On stage. 

1. Use of stage and equipment. 
2. Choreo:  Gimmicks-experimentals-get outs.  Set the tone early. 
3. Singing call adaptations. Type of music and use of emphasis words. 

 
c. After the dance. 

1. Leave them wanting more. 
2. Attend, or contribute to, after party activities, if applicable. 

 
C. Developing style-showmanship – creating a public image. 

a. Evaluate one’s own potential – be consistent with your own personality and 
style. 

b. Evaluate others and their styles.  When working with others, make every effort 
to include everyone in the “show.” 

c. Be genuine and unique. 
 

D. Conclusion. 
a. A showman is one that makes the easy look difficult. 
b. An artist is one that can make the difficult look easy. 

 
One of the best pieces of advice given to a new caller is “It’s not what you call but how you call it!” 
I.e. presentation, if good enough it can considerably augment the material which you are using. 
Remember while you are performing you should also be entertaining. People will expect some sort 
of show; essentially there are three main areas of showmanship: 

 
 
1) MUSICAL SHOWMANSHIP - Develop an individual style and approach to music both in 

selection and use. Look at how you might enhance an otherwise ordinary singing call to make it 
more exciting or at the least more interesting. Chapter 2 gives more detailed information on the 
elements of Music and how these may be used as showmanship tools. 
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2) CHOREOGRAPHIC SHOWMANSHIP - Use of choreographic styles and get outs that 
impress can add to your presentation. There are a large number of gimmick ideas which you 
may wish to consider but remember too many gimmicks will almost certainly damage the show. 
A few (two or three) presented sparingly can augment and enhance your presentation. Chapter 4 
gives more information on the use of gimmicks and choreographic presentation. 

 
3) THEATRICAL SHOWMANSHIP - This includes your stage persona i.e. what or who you 

become on stage. A wise cracking humorist or a crooning heart throb, a source of wisdom and 
enigma or the best friend anyone ever had - you may feel inclined to take ideas from another 
caller but be careful that you do not become a carbon copy. There is only a small subtle but 
none the less, very important difference between a showman and a show-off; know when to stop 
- a showman will succeed, a show-off will be shunned and avoided. 

 
Never underestimate the importance of developing your skill in all areas of showmanship. No 
matter how well you do something - you could always do it better! However, be careful to recognize 
when you have reached the point beyond which any further effort would produce a 
disproportionately low improvement and might result in diminishing your overall performance; do 
try to "guild the lily". 

 
Also in this category is your general appearance. How you clothe yourself etc. You should always 
pay attention to the way you appear. CALLERLAB has a recommended Dress Code, be familiar 
with what it suggests and why. There are possibly a few callers who can get away with a slovenly or 
outrageous appearance but the majority of dancers will find this unacceptable. Theatrical 
showmanship also extends to your off stage and after party personality, ensure that these are socially 
acceptable and do not serve to let you down, be sensitive to peoples’ needs and above all their own 
perception of their own importance, make sure you treat them as human beings and avoid the 
“Superstar - I am too important, to take the time to talk to you” - Big-Head” trap. 

 
In general terms showmanship and presentation are what will very often determine the degree of 
success that you achieve - or fail to achieve. I have heard many times the comment that a certain 
caller has everything - except for the ability to present the material effectively. Consider entertainers, 
professional showmen - especially those that appeal to you personally - analyze what they do and see 
how you might alter your show to make it more attractive and entertaining. 

 
 

OFF STAGE PERSONA 
Theatrical showmanship also extends to your off stage and after party personality, ensure that these 
are socially acceptable and do not serve to let you down, be sensitive to peoples’ needs and above all 
their own perception of their own importance, make sure you treat them as human beings. 

 
Be polite and courteous when you leave the stage 
Be sensitive to what people say and how they feel 
Take the time to talk to people - use their first name (try reading the badge!) 
NEVER use the wrong name! 
People like to be remembered 

 
A GOOD SHOWMAN will appear to remember, recognize and value the presence of each dancer 

 
"AFTER PARTY" PERSONA 

If asked, be prepared to join in the "After-party" 
Prepare yourself in advance - have something ready 
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Pick your material carefully so as not to offend 
Do not dominate the show - give way to any natural "Comic / Raconteur / Musician etc. 
If it is a more social rather than a formal function remember to mix and mingle - if possible take 

time to speak to everyone 
If it is a smaller group - don't out-stay your welcome 
Your willingness to join in and socialize, at an after party, will often be counted as one of your 

best characteristics 

BE CAREFUL! - do not do anything to damage your personal integrity, your conduct at an after 
party will be scrutinized by those attending and if you were to become involved with anything of a 
questionable nature it will return to haunt you! 

APPEARANCE 
Also in this category is your general appearance. How you clothe yourself etc. You should always 
pay attention to the way you appear. CALLERLAB has a recommended Dress Code, be familiar 
with what it suggests and why. There are possibly a few callers who can get away with a slovenly or 
outrageous appearance but the majority of dancers will find this unacceptable. In most cases a 
"professional" image is associated with a "smart", "well groomed" appearance. 

CONCLUSION 
This is a very individual and personal judgment but be very sensitive to what people say and feel. 
Build up a list of what TO DO and what NOT TO DO. Compliments fade fairly fast; insults injure 
infinitely and are never forgotten and rarely forgiven. 
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MASTER OF CEREMONIES (MC) 

INTRODUCTION 
In addition to a wide range of specialized skills, every caller also needs to have a working knowledge 
of the basic duties performed by a Master or Mistress of Ceremonies. At most dances, square dance 
callers typically serve as their own MC. In addition, every caller - sooner or later - will find it 
necessary to perform as an MC at dances where another caller has been engaged to call the program, 
or where a number of callers are scheduled to share the calling responsibilities. Knowing how to 
function effectively as an MC is considered to be an unavoidable part of every caller’s job description 
and it is therefore it is important that every caller be aware of what this entails. 

 
GENERAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF AN MC 
In many ways the MC is the person in charge of the dance. Even at dances where he/she does no 
actual calling, the MC conducts the program, maintains the schedule, handles emergencies and, in 
general, sees to it that the dance proceeds in a professional and orderly fashion. The MC, in other 
words, serves as a combination ringmaster and stage manager. The MC is typically responsible for 
getting the squares on the floor and for introducing the programmed callers and round dance cuers. 
Oftentimes, the MC is provided with a predetermined program, but there are also many occasions 
when the MC is responsible for personally planning the program, i.e. for scheduling the callers, for 
establishing the times for refreshment breaks and announcements, and so on.  If a dance begins with 
a Grand March, the MC is usually the one who must organize and conduct it and, in many cases, the 
MC must introduce visiting dignitaries, club officers, committee people, association officials, etc., and 
the MC is frequently the one who makes announcements, who tells about upcoming dances, who 
acknowledges birthdays and anniversaries, etc. These are important duties and every caller who 
accepts an MC assignment must know how to accomplish them effectively. 

 
PREPAREDNESS AND THE NEED FOR FLEXIBILITY 
An MC should arrive at the dance early enough to make certain that the public address equipment is 
fully operational, that there are enough microphones to go around, and that copies of the program 
listing the caller’s and cuers´ schedules, the length of time allowed for each tip, the times of the 
announcement/refreshment breaks, and so on, are available for all who might need them. If other 
on-stage amenities are to be provided (water, coffee, cups, etc.), the MC might also want to make 
sure that they too are available. 

 
It is the MC’s responsibility to verify that each scheduled caller and cuer is physically present in the 
hall, and that each one knows exactly what is expected. An MC must always be prepared to handle 
"no-show" situations and be ready to make on-the-spot substitutions or fill-in assignments as 
necessary. An MC must also be prepared to answer any questions that a member of the staff - or a 
member of the audience - may have about the dance. Before the dance begins is also the best time 
for an MC to make certain that each caller’s patter record is available and that the MC knows each 
caller’s preferred patter record turntable speed. It is also a good time to insure that there will be no 
duplication of singing calls. 

 
An MC must learn to expect the unexpected. Changes in calling schedules, hall assignments and 
other program elements are bound to occur and an MC must be able to cope with them quickly and 
decisively. Unpredicted emergencies such as accidents, coronaries, equipment breakdowns, power 
outages and the like may also occur and the MC is usually the one who is expected to deal with them. 
The MC should know the location of first aid supplies and telephones and know how to contact 
doctors, nurses, hospitals or paramedic services. 
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MAKING INTRODUCTIONS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS 
The most visible part of an MC’s job occurs when he/she introduces those who are to share the 
event’s calling and cueing honors, as well as any other dignitaries who may be present in the hall. 
Part of an MC’s responsibility may include deciding exactly when in the program such introductions 
are to be made. This is seldom a problem when introducing callers and cuers. Obviously, the best 
time to introduce staff is immediately prior to their first working assignments. The best time to 
introduce visitors however, is not so easily determined. Such introductions are sometimes made at 
the conclusion of a Grand March or after the squares have been set up for the first time. This can 
sometimes pose a problem. Dancers generally find it extremely tiresome if they are made to stand in 
their squares while listening to a long series of speeches. It may be wiser for the MC to schedule 
such introductions before the dancers have been called on the floor or possible during a refreshment 
break. 

 
Introductions should be meaningful and informative, they should also be brief. Before coming to 
the dance, the MC should have discovered as much as possible about the professional credits of each 
programmed staff member and should be well rehearsed in the comments that he/she plans to make 
about each one. Placing pertinent information on 3X5 cue cards can sometimes be very useful. In 
cases where the MC was unable to obtain such information before the dance, he/she should briefly 
interview each staff member when they arrive at the hall - before the dance begins - in order to 
acquire the necessary information. 

 
To open the proceedings, it is sometimes a good idea for the MC to introduce him or herself and to 
make a few brief introductory remarks. This sets the tone for the evening and may serve to let the 
dancers know that they can expect to have a good time. An MC’s opening remarks should be light 
and breezy and the MC should project a friendly and enthusiastic demeanor. A touch of humor may 
be appropriate but should not be overdone. Opening remarks should not exceed 30 or 40 seconds. 

 
When introducing visitors, it is often enough merely to say their names, acknowledge their presence 
and identify their titles or positions (Association President, Committee Chairperson, etc.) Other 
introductions, however, may be a bit more detailed and this too may be a case where an MC might 
find it necessary to engage in some additional pre-dance research to discover what needs to said 
about a particular person. When introducing other caller, an MC will usually tell the audience where 
the caller comes from, what offices he/she may hold in CALLERLAB, ECTA or other associations, 
the length of time in the business, and so on. Caller/Cuer introductions should always be positive 
and laudatory; there should be no put-downs, even if such remarks are intended to be interpreted as 
friendly kidding or light-hearted joshing. An MC must always remember that a positive introduction 
may often motivate a positive performance. 

 
It is interesting to note that, since round dance cuers are usually perceived as a working pair, they are 
almost always introduced as a couple, i.e. "Tom and Mary Smith" or "Jane and Harry Jones". Callers, 
on the other hand, work solo and it is sometimes easy for an MC to forget that callers also have 
working partners and that square protocol requires that a caller’s partner be introduced if he/she is 
present in the hall. 

 
It is especially important for an MC to learn how to pronounce correctly the names of each person 
that he/she is required to introduce. Names like Smith or Jones pose no problems, but other names 
are easily mispronounced and this can be very annoying - not only to the person being introduced, 
but also to his or her friends in the audience who are quick to recognize when a name is 
mispronounced. If there is even the slightest question about the pronunciation of a particular name, 
the MC should make it a point, before the dance, to check with the individual in order to verify the 
correct pronunciation. 
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Announcements and acknowledgments are another important responsibility of a square dance MC. 
At most dances, a specified time is usually set aside for making announcements, for acknowledging 
birthdays and anniversaries, and for welcoming special guests and visitors. In most cases, these 
chores fall to the MC. Sometimes, however, announcements are traditionally made by the club 
president or some other designated club officer. In such cases, it is often a good idea for the MC to 
assist the club officer by demonstrating how to hold the microphone, by showing them where to 
stand, and by making whatever adjustments to the P.A. set may be necessary. 

 
SUMMARY 
It is easy to see that the job of MC is much more than just announcing the names of the staff callers 
and cuers. There is much more that goes into successfully mastering and program. Callers who are 
task with the MC duties for a dance must be able and willing to undertake all of the tasks listed here 
and must always remember that the MC is not the "Star of the Show" but rather the one that keeps 
the dance going smoothly towards and successful conclusion. An often repeated quote notes that an 
MC is "......the lubricant upon which the program slides." 

 
In addition to making introductions and announcements, the MC - more than anyone else - controls 
the pace and progress of the dance. The MC is the one who must decide when to speed up the 
proceedings - or when to slow them down - and the MC must also know not only when such 
adjustments are necessary, but how to make them. Obviously, the programmed callers and cuers 
have the most to do with the success of a dance. The function of the MC, on the other hand, is to 
make their jobs as easy as possible. 
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PROMOTION/COMMUNICATION 

PROMOTING THE SQUARE DANCE ACTIVITY 

Promoting the square dance activity is a responsibility of every caller. This is the time for callers to 
tell people what is good about our activity. Callers may easily take dancing for granted assuming that 
everyone knows, as they do, how much fun it is. There are several selling points and ways of 
promoting the activity to non-dancers. 

 
SELLING POINTS 
We could talk about square dancing being a fun activity and it is. Well, what is there about square 
dancing that makes it fun? Some dancers say that they enjoy the music. Others enjoy dancing to the 
beat of the music. Some like dancing fast and others not so fast. Some dancers like to dress up in 
western attire. Others enjoy the exercise they get from square dancing. Many dancers say that they 
feel better since they started square dancing. Still others like it because of the many new friends they 
have met. Sociability is one of the most potent appeals of square dancing. 

 
SELLING TECHNIQUES 
There are many ways to let non-dancers know about square dancing. Some of these are: 

 
DEMONSTRATIONS 
Most of the selling points for square dancing can be presented through demonstrations for the non- 
dancing public. These are most effective, however, when the CALLER controls how the activity is 
presented. Dancers should "demonstrate" that they are having fun and dancing to the beat of the 
music. Both the caller and the dancers should be neatly dressed. It also may help the spectators if 
the dancers wear color coordinated outfits so the return to partners can be appreciated. Callers 
should work with their dancers so that they can execute the figures smoothly. Extra twirling and 
swinging may make the on-lookers decide that they could never learn. 

 
Calling demonstrations is a special situation. Choose dance patterns that guarantee dancer success. 
Avoid complicated routines. The spectators can't follow them anyway and the dancers may have 
trouble. Choose music the audience might recognize. Use the calls they may have heard of - Dos a 
Dos, Stars, Allemande, etc. The audience understanding of what is going on can be improved if the 
caller will explain square dancing to them. Take a few minutes to tell the spectators what a square is 
and show them a few formations to watch for. Tell them that while partners may be separated 
during the dance they will always return to each other at the end. 

 
Recruiting at demonstrations is improved if dancers mingle with the crowd handing out flyers telling 
"When, What, Where and How Much (cost)" about classes. A sign up sheet for class prospects is 
important so they can be contacted when classes start. An effective technique is to try to match up 
dancers with recruits for contact and maybe even pick-up for the first night. All of these ideas work 
only if someone remembers to do them. The caller is the key to planning and remembering these 
ideas. 

 
MEDIA - NEWSPAPERS, TELEVISION & RADIO 
Nearly everything in the world is promoted through newspapers, television and/or radio. Square 
dancing may also be sold this way. Often such promotion is done by a square dance club of an 
association of clubs but callers should be able to serve as a resource for dancers who undertake such 
promotions. 
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Local newspapers may be willing to print announcements about the start of classes. Callers or 
dancers with the talent for writing stories may be able to get regular articles published about square 
dancing. Articles are more likely to get printed is they contain names of local people. Newspapers 
know that names sell papers. 

 
Television and radio have been used effectively to promote square dancing. Local cable channels will 
sometimes make public service announcements about classes or special dances on the community 
news slots. If a group is fortunate enough to be allowed to show square dancing on television, all the 
rules listed above for demonstrations apply here as well. 

 
FLYERS 
Another way to promote square dancing is with flyers. These may be distributed in stores or other 
local businesses. A store manager who is approached carefully (or is a square dancer) may allow sales 
clerks to put flyers in customers´ sacks as they are leaving. Flyers may also be distributed house to 
house or in parking lots. These can also be handed out at demonstrations. 

 
PARTY PROMOTIONS 
Everybody loves a party. When trying to introduce non-dancers to the joys of square dancing some 
groups have had success inviting them to a "Western Party". There is no need to explain in advance 
that one of the things that people do at a western party is to square dance. A caller can offer to 
provide a party for non-dancing groups. 

 
SUMMARY 
Not everyone that is reached by one of these promotional techniques will become a dancer. Every 
positive experience that people have with square dancing makes the recruiting job easier for 
everyone. 

 
COMMUNICATION IN THE SQUARE DANCE ACTIVITY 

Communication, in the world of square dancing, comes in many forms. The most obvious is the 
directions that callers give to dancers. Another aspect of communication is that which takes place 
between callers and dancers "off-mike". Some parts of this include promotional communication 
such as talking with dancers between tips, communication related to the caller’s role as a leader in the 
square dance community and business communication including contractual agreements. 

 
DEFINITION 
Communication is a three part process. To have effective communication you must have (1) a 
sender of the message, (2) someone receiving the message and (3) a response from the receiver 
showing that the message was understood. 

 
FORMS OF COMMUNICATION 
Within the definition there are several reasons for communication in the square dance world. These 
fall into three major categories; promotion, leadership and business. 

 
PROMOTIONAL COMMUNICATION 
The most obvious promotional communications are advertisements. Many callers place advertising 
in square dance publications or prepare flyers advertising dances they are promoting. Often these are 
poorly prepared and sometimes include embarrassing misspelling. All callers should recognize the 
importance of printed material and are encouraged to seek help if they cannot prepare such copy 
themselves.  The three parts of the definition of communication must also be recognized.  When 
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preparing copy callers should keep the target audience (receivers) in mind. Consider what will appeal 
to the audience - it may not be what the caller believes is important. 

 
A second category of promotional communication is the behavior of the caller between tips. Some 
callers find it difficult to talk with dancers. They are more comfortable staying on stage. This 
behavior is communication! It tells the dancers that they are unimportant. Even though it may be 
difficult to do, callers should be aware of the importance of communicating with dancers 
individually. The break between tips is an important opportunity to sell. Wasting it is a mistake. 
Such communication doesn’t require the caller to talk a lot. Most dancers are happy to tell a caller 
about themselves if the caller appears interested. All that is usually required is for the caller to 
approach a person or small group with an open question like "Hi, how are you?” The caller can then 
fill the other side of communication by being the listener (receiver). 

 
LEADERSHIP COMMUNICATION 
What does it take to be a good leader/communicator? The first and foremost thing is to be a good 
listener which means to really listen and hear what others are saying. Some would say "Yeah, I hear 
you. But nobody ever listens to what I say." Communication is a two way street. No one can be the 
sender (talker) all the time. Everyone must also be the receiver (listener) at times. The person who 
talks all the time without listening to what others have to say is not communicating. It is not even 
enough to just listen to what they are saying; the receiver must also hear the message and understand 
what is said. Even hearing isn’t enough. Communication requires the receiver to give some type of 
response to confirm the receipt. 

 
GUIDANCE 
Dancers expect to seek advice and guidance from callers. Often this type of communication takes 
place in meetings. Sometimes it needs a delicate approach because the caller cannot seem to be 
siding with one group or the other. Sometimes the caller’s experience and judgment can be shared 
informally. Whatever the forum, whenever a caller is trying to influence the direction of a group the 
three parts of the communication process are important. In such situations the listening often comes 
first. The wise leader hears what all sides have to contribute before trying to contribute to the 
process. 

 
PROBLEM SOLVING 
Callers may find themselves in problem solving situations. The club has a problem and the easiest 
person to blame it on is the caller. The lucky ones are invited to a Committee meeting to discuss the 
issues.  Sometimes the caller must participate from a distance.  Whatever the situation, the first step 
is to listen to the whole problem before any response or reply. If people are very emotional with a 
particular problem, allow some time to pass so they may be calmer when trying to talk over the 
problem. Emotions can cloud thinking and the decision making processes. Decisions based on 
sound judgment are better than those based on emotions. Make sure everyone involved has heard all 
the facts before trying to come to a decision. 

 
Even the best decisions lose value if they are not supported by those involved. An important reason 
for allowing everyone to present their views before a decision is reached is to encourage support for 
the decision. Those who have contributed to the solving of a problem are more likely to support the 
solution than those who feel no one heard how they felt. Often an important role for the caller in 
club problem solving situations is that of communication helper. Another value in this approach is 
that the caller may hear someone else expressing the position the caller favors. When that happens, 
the caller can support that person’s point of view - giving full credit for the idea - and thus avoid 
having to ask for support for an idea that came from outside the group. 



BUSINESS COMMUNICATION 
Contracting is another important form of communications in the world of square dancing. Some 
callers might ask why a contract is so important. They might say, "Isn’t my word good enough to 
close a deal? Why do I need a written contract?" Clubs change officers and officers move away. A 
written contract can avoid misunderstandings by providing both parties with a record of the 
important information. CALLERLAB has a confirmation Agreement form available for purchase 
that includes a place for all the important information. 

Most contract problems occur when a change must be made. Failure to observe all the parts of the 
communications process in such situations can lead to serious problems. Mistakes do happen and 
illness or family tragedy can prevent a caller from fulfilling contractual obligations. At such times 
prompt and caring communication can make a great difference in the outcome. A caller who must 
cancel or change an agreement must initiate communication with the club immediately! The most 
effective approach is to explain the situation, ask for release from the obligation and offer to assist 
the club in finding a replacement that they regard as satisfactory. The caller should then offer to 
confirm the changed agreement with all parties. 
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Relationship Calling Jump Start * Compliments of Fairfield, IA 

Memorial Day Super School 
Whatever method you choose for symmetrical patter calling, dancers are never more than 2 calls away 

from their Corner! In fact, when calling, you can only do two things: 

1. Call something that keeps a group of four intact.

2. Call something that moves someone out of a group of four.

Since there are only two possibilities, you might as well Pay Attention! 

 You will learn how Paying Attention helps you capitalize upon the fact that dancers are never

more than 2 calls away from their Corner.

The two options are the heart of Modern Western Square Dance (MWSD) choreography, and the 

interplay between them is the heartbeat. Think of movement between groups of four as the pulse: 

option 1 is like the rest or pause while option 2 is like the thump!  

 You will learn how to bring life and luster to your choreography by Paying Attention to the

heartbeat and using both options at a comfortable rhythm.

The next section presents The Group and begins to show you what to Pay Attention to. 

The Group 

 Regardless of Formation or Arrangement, a Group is a collection of four dancers composed
of a Head Boy, Head Girl, Side Boy, and Side Girl, which is positioned on one side of the
square: left side, right side, near side, or far side.

 As the caller, you tend to look at one group at a time. The choice of which group to observe is
completely up to you. The group being observed at any given moment is called the “Focus
Group.”

 Regardless of Formation, the Square can always be separated into two non-intersecting
groups.

APPENDIX A
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Key Dancers 
Key dancers are used to assist in identifying a group’s type, which is based on relationship. As in other 

sight calling techniques, key dancers are also used to assist with resolution. 

 Use a minimum of 2 adjacent couples to help with Sequencei determination.

 Men generally choose couples #4 and #1 as key dancers.

 Pivot (Dancer) is man #1.

 Pivot (Dancer)’s Corner is lady #4.

 Couple #1 is the primary key couple and is to the right of couple #4 when
dancers are IN Sequence – also known as the ‘Right Side Couple’.

 Couple #4 is the secondary key couple and is to the left of couple #1 when
dancers are IN Sequence – also known as the ‘Left Side Couple’.

 Women may elect to use the same key dancers, with these significant changes.

 Pivot (Dancer) is lady #4.

 Pivot (Dancer)’s corner is man #1.

 Couple #4 is the primary key couple and is to the left of couple #1 when
dancers are IN Sequence.

 Couple #1 is the secondary key couple and is to the right of couple #4 when
dancers are IN Sequence.
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The Corner Group 
A Corner Box is commonly created from the squared set with the call, Heads/Sides Square Thru. 

This specific setupii is known as a Corner Box. Here are some 
important facts about the Corner Box. 

 One couple is paired with Original Partners, One
Couple is unpaired (with Original Partners).

 The paired couple is on the outside of the normal
8-Chain Thru formation. The unpaired couple is on the
inside.

 F: The formation is an 8-Chain Thru formation.

 A: All are in a Normal Couple arrangement.

 S: Both Boys and Girls are in-sequence (meaning
numbers ascend 1-2-3-4 counter-clockwise around the
square).

 R: Corner Relationships. Everyone is facing his or her
Corner.

 The Group Type is a Corner Group.

Key Point: Group Type is determined by Relationship. Therefore, Group Type is either: Corner, 
Right Hand Lady, Partner or Opposite Lady.    

All Groups have a type, which is based upon Relationship. 

In the Corner Box shown above, examine the relationships between boys and girls within the 
group and find the relationship that is the same for both couples.  You have two choices. 

Potential Couple Pairing Relationship 

C
h

o
ic

e 
1 Side Boy with Side Girl Partner 

Head Boy with Head Girl Opposite 

C
h

o
ic

e 
2 Side Boy with Head Girl Corner 

Head Boy with Side Girl Corner 

Choice 2 relationships are the same – Corner. Therefore, this Group is a Corner Group. 

As long as group members stay together, the group remains a Corner Group regardless of any temporary 
pairings. There is always the potential to pair one and only one couple with Original Partners. 

JerryStoryaol.com
Sticky Note
Maybe should say "by doing a ladies chain"
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Corner Group Examples 

Each diagram in the figure on the left is an 
example of a Corner Group. The members 
of this group can be paired with Corners. 
It makes no difference whether or not 
they actually are paired with Corners. The 
potential to pair with Corners is the 
important thing. Note also, in this case, 
that Sides have the potential to pair with 
Original Partners, but Heads do not have 
that potential. 

Two-Question Resolution for the Corner Group 

Knowing that you are working with a Corner Group is a tremendous advantage over other resolution 

methods that ignore the existing relationship. Include the Pivot in your Focus Group, and you need only 

ask two questions. The answers are found in visual cues. 

Visual Cues 

 One Pair Can Be (or is) Paired With Original Partner

 Corners are Present Within the Group

Two Questions 

1. Is only one pair of original partners present within the Group?

2. Is the Corner present within the Group?

When the answer is yes to both questions, you know you are working with a Corner Group: 

Pair up the original partners – they are members of the Corner Group – and maneuver 

them to the outside of a Normal 8-Chain Thru formation while keeping group 

membership intact. 

The result is a Corner Box, from which you can call Left Allemande1. 

You should be able to maneuver dancers within a group of four – keeping that group of four together. If 

you have difficulty doing this, work on this skill until it becomes second nature! 

1 Consider hand availability. 

JerryStoryaol.com
Sticky Note
Should this be "Clues"?
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Moving Dancers Between Groups 

Dancers may move from one side of the square to the other, or around the square’s perimeter. 

Both choices allow for a couple to leave one Group and join another. The dancers joining a new group 

meet the relative opposites of the dancers they left behind! In other words, movement between Groups 

is a way to ensure that the Boys can interact with all the Girls in the square. It also allows a couple to 

cover more square real estate, which adds interest and gives the dancers a sense of freedom rather than 

a feeling of being caged in one place. 

Side to Side Traffic Pattern 
The Chicken Plucker is a great example of side-to-side movement, and it is easy to employ. 

From a Corner Box (CB): 

Right & Left Thru, Dive Thru, Centers Pass Thru, 

Right & Left Thru, Dive Thru, Centers Pass Thru 

The figure shows the side-side-side movement of the unpaired Head couples during the first half of the 

Chicken Plucker.  

 Head Couples change Groups with the call, Centers Pass Thru.

 Notice that Head Couples leave one Side Couple behind and join a new Group containing the

opposite Side Couple.

The next half of the Chicken Plucker brings the traveling couple back to their starting position. You can 

call Left Allemande and repeat the routine for the Sides. Dancers get the feeling of interaction with 

everyone in the square, and the travelling couple dances through all four sides of the square.  

 Call with proper timing! One call must flow smoothly into the next. Be certain dancers do not

come to a complete stop between calls!

 Use your voice to create excitement.

Your voice should convey confidence and command at the very least. Avoid ending phrases with upward 

inflections that might convey a question in the minds of the dancers. You want to be sure they are not 

wondering if you know what you are doing, but rather acknowledge with their actions that you told 

them what you want. With each success, dancers will deepen their trust in you and want to see what 

next you have in store for them. 

The 1
st
 half of Chicken Plucker leaves Corners separated from one another after #4 Centers Pass Thru. Yet, they are indeed within 2 calls of 

being reunited. Consider [Pass Thru, Trade By]. Can you see only 1 call that will bring Corners into the same Group of four? 

JerryStoryaol.com
Sticky Note
Should say "Looking at the above diagrams" 
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Perimeter Traffic Pattern 
You might hear some callers refer to a well-worn routine called Invert & Rotate, which is a good 

description of changing Groups around the outside (or perimeter) of the square. 

From a Corner Box (CB): 

Star Thru, Pass Thru, Bend the Line, Star Thru 

 The Pivot and Corner move to a new group of four with the call, Bend the Line.

 Notice that the Side Girl leaves her Partner behind while the Head Boy leaves his Opposite

behind. Each meets the relative opposite of the dancer left behind in the old Group. In the new

Group, the Girl meets her Opposite and the Boy meets his Original Partner!

The Focus Group changes on #4 Bend the Line – both in the minds of the dancers, who perceive that 

they have someone new to interact with, and also for you. You seal the deal with #5, Star Thru. Now, 

there seems to be no question that original travelling dancers are interacting in a new Group of four. 

 #5 Star Thru ends in a Corner Box (CB)

 Roles have reversed for Heads and Sides. Heads now play the role of the paired couple, while

Sides play the role of the unpaired couple.

 Position is also inverted – Heads began on the inside and are now on the outside; Sides began on

the outside and are now on the inside.

 The routine, when called from a CB is an example of a Technical Zero. You can continue as if you

had never called, Star Thru, Pass Thru, Bend the Line, Star Thru, and for the purposes of resolution,

nothing has changed!

This routine creates an orientation change. Prior to the Invert & Rotate dancers were facing side-walls 

and poised to pluck chickens from left to right. Now they are facing head-walls and poised to scatter 

feathers near & far.  

This Invert & Rotate routine is a powerful tool to allow for changes in orientation without damaging the 

resolution condition (or state) of the square.  

 Call with proper timing – keep the dancers moving!

JerryStoryaol.com
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Mix and Match Patterns 
Combine Chicken Plucker with Invert & Rotate and you have the beginnings of a healthy beating heart – 

choreographically speaking. These combined ideas form a solid framework from which you can later 

begin to call meaningful sequences of patter without losing your way. 

Try some of these mix and match ideas. 

1. CB: [Chicken Plucker], [Invert & Rotate], Allemande Left, Right & Left Grand, Home.

2. CB: [Invert & Rotate], [Chicken Plucker], Allemande Left, Right & Left Grand, Home.

It just so happens that Invert & Rotate acts as a Technical Zero when starting from the Half Chicken 

Plucker point as well. 

3. CB: [Half Chicken Plucker], [Invert & Rotate], [Half Chicken Plucker], Allemande Left, Home.

4. CB: [Invert & Rotate], [Half Chicken Plucker], [Invert & Rotate], [Half Chicken Plucker], Allemande Left, Promenade.

Change the starting box to be that of the square’s position after calling the first Half Chicken Plucker, 

and you can leave a Half Chicken Plucker out of your sequence. 

5. Squared Set (SS): HDS/SDS Square Thru 2, [Invert & Rotate], [Half Chicken Plucker], Allemande Left, Home.

Create Variety with Equivalents 

The Chicken Plucker routine as presented above is the original routine, but Chicken Plucker is more 

about the idea of moving one couple across the square to a new group than it is about the actual 

original routine. An Equivalent Module is a short series of calls that performs the same function as 

another call or short series of calls. Here are some variations on the idea of moving one couple across 

the square to a new group. 

Half Chicken Plucker Equivalents: 

1. Right & Left Thru, Pass Thru, Trade By

2. Square Thru 3, Trade By

3. Right & Left Thru, Veer Left, Couples Circulate, Chain Down the Line, Flutterwheel & Sweep 1/4

4. Star Thru, Slide Thru, Eight Chain 2 (or Pass Thru, Trade By)

5. Split the Outside Two – Separate Around 1 to a Line, Pass Thru, Ends Fold, Eight Chain 6

6. Right & Left Thru, Veer Left, Ferris Wheel, Centers Square Thru 3 (note: Left Hand Free)

Of course, there are many, many more. For the Invert & Rotate, using equivalents for calls within the 

module can also add variety and interest. 

1. {Swing Thru, Spin the Top, Right & Left Thru}, Pass Thru, Bend the Line, Star Thru

2. {Touch 1/4, Scoot Back, Boys Run}, Pass Thru, Bend the Line, Star Thru

3. {{Square Thru 2}}, Bend the Line, Star Thru

4. {{{Right & Left Thru, Veer Left, Girls Trade, Out-Facers [Leaders] Wheel Around}}}, {Slide Thru}

5. {Touch 1/4, Scoot Back, Boys Run}, Pass Thru, Bend the Line, {Touch 1/4, Scoot Back, Boys Run}

JerryStoryaol.com
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Calling Themes within a Group 
To theme is to feature a particular call within a series of calls. Call analysisiii pays off here by preparing 

you to present that featured call from different positions with appropriate preceding calls and 

continuations.  

Example Theme for the call, Run: 

Set up: Heads Touch 1/4, Head Boys Run [CB] 
Theme Module: [CB] Slide Thru, [CL]iv Pass the Ocean, Girls Run, Boys Cross Run, Chain Down the Line [CL] 
 

After calling this theme, you are ready to move dancers to a new Group and repeat the theme, or call 

another short theme. Prepare to move a couple across the square using the Half Chicken Plucker by 

recreating the Corner Box. 

Mini-module to maneuver paired couple to the outside: [CL] Flutterwheel & Sweep 1/4 [CB] 

Half Chicken Plucker: [CL] Right & Left Thru, Dive Thru, Centers Pass Thru [Half Plucked Chicken Box] 

Repeat the theme here, and finish with the final Half Chicken Plucker. 

Slide Thru, Pass the Ocean, Girls Run, Boys Cross Run, Chain Down the Line 

Flutterwheel & Sweep 1/4 [Half Plucked Chicken Box] 

Right & Left Thru, Dive Thru, Centers Pass Thru [CB] … Left Allemande! 

Plucking a Theme 

 

Practice with the following exercise. 
 
The basic idea is to call a theme on one side of the 
square, then move one couple to the other side 
and repeat the same thing or another similar short 
theme. Finish by moving the travelling couple back 
to the original group, and resolve. 

 

Exercise 1: Calling Themes with Chicken Plucker 

Step Action 

1 Set up a Corner Box 

2 Call a theme within that single Corner Group as shown in the example above. 

3 Ensure that original partners within the group are paired, and recreate the Corner Box. 

4 Use a Half Chicken Plucker to move the unpaired couple to a new group.  

5 Repeat the theme in the new group using the same module, or a different short module 
that reflects the theme. 

6 Ensure that original partners within the group are paired, and maneuver them to the 
outside of a Normal 8-Chain Thru formation 

7 Use a Half Chicken Plucker to move the unpaired couple across the square and restore the 
original Corner Box. Call Left Allemande! 
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Start to Pay Attention 

As you call to a Group of four, begin to look for pairings. Reinforce in your mind the dancers who are 

original partners and whether the Pivot and his or her Corner are in the same Group.  

The Run Theme example above could have been worked out ahead of time with flow modules. Some or 

all of it could have been called on the fly. For example, suppose your theme is a memorized flow 

module. Once called on one side of the square, you are ready to move someone to a new Group. Who 

shall it be?  

If you are paying attention and can pair up the Group’s original partners. You can easily move the other 

couple across the square with Half a Chicken Plucker.  In our previous example, the little preparation 

module, Flutterwheel & Sweep 1/4, was used to restore the Corner Box. It amounts to simple maneuvering 

and is something easily done on the fly.  

Revisit the Two-Question Resolution for the Corner Box, ask yourself: 

 Can I pair one and only one couple of Original Partners? 

 Answer, Yes. Do so. 

 Is my Pivot’s Corner part of this Group? 

 Answer, Yes, of Course. Nothing has changed. 

Nothing was called that allowed membership of the Focus Group to change, so the answers to both 

questions must be a resounding, “Yes.”  

 Maneuver the paired couple to the outside of a Normal 8-Chain Thru formation to create a 

Corner Box. 

 The Corner Box is the starting position for chicken business. In our example, the Flutterwheel & Sweep 1/4 

mini-module recreates the CB and happens to flow nicely following Chain Down the Line.  

Exercise 2: Paying Attention While Calling Themes with Chicken Plucker 

Step Action 

1 Set up a Corner Box and note what the paired couple looks like. Who are they? Note also 
that the Pivot and Corner are facing one another. 

2 Call a theme within that single group as shown in the example above. 

3 Ensure that original partners within the group are paired, and recreate the Corner Box. 
Reinforce the identities of the Pivot and Corner in your mind. 

4 Use a Half Chicken Plucker to move the unpaired couple to a new group.  

5 Repeat the theme in the new group using the same module, or a different short module 
that reflects the theme. 

6 Ensure that original partners within the group are paired. Change your Focus Group if you 
need to in order to identify the original partners. Maneuver them to the outside of a 
Normal 8-Chain Thru formation. 

7 Use a Half Chicken Plucker to move the unpaired couple across the square and restore the 
original Corner Box. Call Left Allemande! 

 

Once travelers leave a Corner Group and move across the square, what do you pay attention to?  

JerryStoryaol.com
Sticky Note
(one paired couple with corner present)

JerryStoryaol.com
Sticky Note
(look at the other box or wave)
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The Right Hand Lady Group 
A Right Hand Lady Group is the Mysterious Twin of the Corner Group.. 

 One and only one couple of Original Partners can be paired. (Just like in the Corner Group)

 Corners are absent within the Group.

This specific setup is known as a Right Hand Lady Box [RB]. 
Here are some important facts about the RH Lady Box. 

 One couple is paired with Original Partners, One
Couple is unpaired (with Original Partners).

 The paired couple is on the inside of the normal
8-Chain Thru formation. The unpaired couple is on the
outside.

 F: The formation is an 8-Chain Thru formation.

 A: All are in a Normal Couple arrangement.

 S: Both Boys and Girls are in-sequence (meaning
numbers ascend 1-2-3-4 counter-clockwise around the
square).

 R: RH Lady Relationships. Each Boy is facing his or RH
Lady.

 The Group Type is a Right Hand Lady Group.

Key Point: Corner and Right Hand Lady Groups are the only groups that contain only 1 pair 
of original partners!  Therefore, if only one couple can be paired within the Group, Group Type is 
either: Corner, or Right Hand Lady. If a Corner is present, the Group is a Corner Group If no 
Corner is present, the Group is a Right Hand Lady Group. 

In the Right Hand Lady Box shown above, examine the relationships between boys and girls 
within the group and find the relationship that is the same for both couples.  You have two 
choices. 

Potential Couple Pairing Relationship 

C
h

o
ic

e 
1 Side Boy with Side Girl Partner 

Head Boy with Head Girl Opposite 

C
h

o
ic

e 
2 Side Boy with Head Girl Right Hand Lady 

Head Boy with Side Girl Right Hand Lady 

Choice 2 relationships are the same – Right Hand Lady. Therefore, this Group is a Right Hand 
Lady Group.  

Two Questions: 

 Is only one pair of original partners within the Group? – YES.

 Is the Corner present within the Group? – NO!
Result = Right Hand Lady Group 

JerryStoryaol.com
Sticky Note
maybe should say by calling ladies chain or equivalent 
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Across the Street from the Corner 

After calling Heads Square Thru 2 from the Squared Set, dancers arrive in the specific setup shown 

below. 

 
 
 
Right Hand Lady Box Out-of-Sequence [RBO] 
Group Type = Right Hand Lady 

 This formation is deceptively similar to the Corner Box – which 
is why the RH Lady Group is the Mysterious Twin to the Corner 
Group. The difference is that the unpaired couples have 
changed places – transforming the Corner Box into the Right 
Hand Lady Box Out-of-Sequence [RBO]. 

 
Many callers still call this box the Across the Street Box. They 
imagine the street as an invisible line running through the flagpole 
center of the square that separates the two groups of four from 
one another. 

This RBO is the position in which dancers find themselves after dancing a Half Chicken Plucker started 

from a Corner Box. You know that to change the position back to a Corner Box, you can pluck the other 

half of the chicken! [RBO] Right & Left Thru, Dive Thru, Centers Pass Thru [CB] 

Common sense tells you that if one couple travels across the square (or street), that same couple or the 

one they left behind must cross the square (or street) in order to reunite the original Group. Therefore, 

if you are paying attention you can pair up original partners and move a couple to a new group. The 

resulting Group must be the other twin! If you start with Right Hand Ladies, you will come to Corners. If 

you start with Corners, you will go to Right Hand Ladies. 

 Important Point: If you can’t see the paired couple you want, look in the other Group! 

Symmetry guarantees that whatever you do on one side is effectively replicated on the other. So, start 

with what you know.  It’s all right to take your eyes off the Pivot.  

1.) Match up the couple you recognize as original partners.  

2.) Place them on the inside of a Normal 8-Chain Thru formation. 

3.) Bring Corners together. 

 
 
Paired Couples On the Inside, Corners are 
apart – in other words, No Corners are 
Present within the Group. 

Bring Corners Together with:  
 

Pass Thru, Trade By. 

Result = Corner Box 
 
 
Paired Couple will be on the Outside, and everyone will be facing 
Corners. 

 

 When working with a Corner Group, you can easily resolve the square. Create a Corner Box by 

maneuvering the paired couple to the outside of a Normal 8-Chain Thru formation.  

 When working with a Right Hand Lady Group, you can easily resolve the square. Create a Right Hand 

Lady Box by maneuvering the paired couple to the inside of a Normal 8-Chain Thru formation, then call 

Pass Thru, Trade By (or equivalent) to bring Corners together. 
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Calling Themes with Invert & Rotate 
Invert & Rotate can be used while theming as well. 

Set up: Heads Touch 1/4, Head Boys Run [CB] 
Theme Module: [CB] Slide Thru, [CL] Pass the Ocean, Girls Run, Boys Cross Run, Chain Down the Line [CL] 

For this case, you can use the same mini-module, or one of your own, to reform the Corner Box2. 

Flutterwheel & Sweep 1/4 [CB] 

Move Pivot and Corner to a new Group with Invert & Rotate. 

Star Thru, Pass Thru, Bend the Line, {Slide Thru} [NEW-CB] 

Repeat the theme in this Group. Perhaps substitute an equivalent for the first “Slide Thru” to avoid calling 

it twice in a row. Also, the equivalent can enhance the theme. 

[CB] {Touch 1/4, Scoot Back, Boys Run} [CL] Pass the Ocean, Girls Run, Boys Cross Run, Chain Down the Line [CL] 

Call a get-out that reflects the theme. 

[CL] Half-Sashay, Touch 1/4, Boys Run, Left Allemande! Right & Left Grande, Home. 

Exercise 3: Calling Themes with Invert & Rotate 

Step Action 

1 Set up a Corner Box 

2 Call a theme within that single group as shown in the example above. 

3 Ensure that original partners within the group are paired, and recreate the Corner Box. 

4 Use Invert & Rotate to move the unpaired couple to a new group. 

5 Repeat the theme in the new group using the same module, or a different short module 
that reflects the theme. 

6 Ensure that original partners within the new group are paired. Note the role reversal of your 
dancers. If Sides were paired in the original group, Heads are now paired in the new group.  

7 Maneuver paired original partners to the outside of a Normal 8-Chain Thru formation 
establishing a new Corner Box. Call a get-out. 

Continue to Pay Attention 

As you call to a Group of four and look for pairings, continue to reinforce in your mind the dancers who 
are original partners. Realize these facts for the Corner Group: 

 The Pivot and his or her Corner are always composed of one Head and one Side dancer. 

 Whenever original partners are paired within some kind of facing-couple formation,
Corners face one another.

 Whenever original partners face one another in some kind of facing-couple formation,
Corners are paired together.

 Whenever original partners are together, Corners are apart.
Whenever original partners are apart, Corners are together.

2
Although we are recreating the CB to keep things simple and somewhat consistent, you get a gold star if you noticed the Invert & Rotate, as 

presented so far, forms a Corner Line [CL] after the first Star Thru. Our theme module ends in a [CL], so we could omit the 1
st

 Star Thru in the 
I&R and go from there. [End of Theme] Pass Thru, Bend the Line, Star Thru. 
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Stating the Obvious & not so Obvious  

The Invert & Rotate routine moves dancers from one Corner Box to another Corner Box. The resulting 

Corner Box is an inverted Corner Box with respect to the roles dancers play – paired-couple vs. unpaired-

couple – and their position – inside vs. outside of the Corner Box.  

 The magic really happens when a pair of Corners moves from one Corner Group to a new group. 

The rest is all maneuvering. 

The fact that the originating Group is a Corner Group dictates that a pair of Corners must be the 

travelers if the destination Group should be a new Corner Group. This makes perfect sense if you think 

about it.  

 When a dancer leaves the Opposite behind in the originating group, that dancer meets the 

Partner in the destination group.  

 When a dancer leaves the Partner behind in the originating group, that dancer meets the 

Opposite in the destination group.  

Why? It all stems from the squared set where relationships are initially determined. 

 

A man’s Corner will never be across from his Partner or his Opposite as long as the square remains symmetrical. Dancers will 

always be in-order (1, 2, 3, 4) when examined around the perimeter. When their counter-clockwise order is 1-2-3-4, they are in-

sequence. When their clockwise order is 1-2-3-4, they are out-of-sequence. Another way to look at it is that when counter-clockwise 

order descends (4-3-2-1), they are out-of-sequence. Any other order is not symmetrical.  

It is the action of moving a pair of Corners to a new group that creates the inversion effect. 

 
 

Since the result, when moving a pair of Corners out of a Corner Group into a new group is always a 

Corner Group, you can resolve by placing the new paired couple on the outside of a Normal 8-Chain 

Thru, which is a Corner Box. Watch your Pivot.  If the Pivot leave the Opposite behind, you know the 

dancer waiting is the Pivot’s Partner. The Pivot is part of the paired couple. The Pivot belongs on the 

outside. Otherwise, the pivot belongs on the inside with the dancer waiting in the new group. 
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Inversion through the Middle 

How you get there is not as important as whom you take with you. 

You have learned that the Invert & Rotate routine creates an inversion by moving a pair of Corners out 

of one Corner Group and into another. Any time you move a pair of Corners from one Corner Group to a 

new Group the result is a new Corner Group – despite how that movement takes place. In other words, 

you are not limited to perimeter movement. You can move them through the middle, like a Chicken 

Plucker does. 

 Pair up Corners and move them across the square with a Chicken Plucker type of action. 

 

Use the two-question resolution as a check:  

1. Can one and only one couple be paired in this group?  

2. Is the Corner present in this group? 

The answer is yes on both counts. 

Now, resolve in the new Corner Group. 

 The Traveling Boy arrives in the group to face his Partner. He belongs with her on the outside of 

a Normal 8-Chain Thru. 

 The Traveling Girl arrives in the group to face her Opposite. She belongs with him on the inside of 

a Normal 8-Chain Thru. 

[After #7: Centers Pass Thru] Left Touch 1/4, Split Circulate, Girls Run, Slide Thru [CB] 

Exercise 4: Calling Themes with Free Form Inversion 

Step Action 

1 Set up a Corner Box 

2 Call a theme within that single group as shown in the example above. 

3 Ensure that Corners within the group are paired, and move them to a new Group, using 
either perimeter or through the middle movement. 

4 Create a Corner Box in the new group.  

5 Repeat the theme in the new group using the same module, or a different short module 
that reflects the theme. 

6 Ensure that Corners within the group are paired, and move them to a new Group, using the 
alternate choice from step 3 {perimeter or through the middle movement.} 

7 Repeat the theme in the new group using the same module, or a different short module 
that reflects the theme. 

8 Ensure that Corners within the group are paired, and move them to a new Group, using 
either perimeter or through the middle movement. 

9 Resolve in the new group. 
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Changing Group Type around the Perimeter 

Todo: Explain how Group Types will change when we start from a Corner Group and leave our Corners 

behind when moving to a new group. One or the Other Group Types (Corner  RH Lady). 

Groupies  
Todo: Explain what Groupies are. Within a Corner Group, Groupies are a pair of Corners – two sets a 

groupies are within a group. Moving with Groupies to a New Group creates the Inversion Effect. 
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__________ Todo: Consider for Later _________ 

Corner Lines 
Within the Corner Group, four different Normal Facing Lines can be constructed. 

 
 

a. Corner Line (CL) All paired with Corner and all are in-sequence. 

b. Corner Line Out of Sequence (CLO) All paired with Corner and all are out-of-sequence. 

c. Left Unpaired Line (Dixie Style Line) Unpaired couple on the left end of the line. 

d. Left Paired Line (Wheel & Deal Line) Paired couple on the left end of the line. 

 

Use what you know to identify each case. Identify the original partners within the group. 

The pair of original partners are facing one another in the ‘a’ and ‘b’ lines. Notice that in the ‘b’ case, a 

Slide Thru would create a Corner Box. The original partners are on the outside, and the unpaired dancers 

are on the inside. The original partners are actually paired in the ‘c’ and ‘d’ lines.  

A small set of getouts can be memorized for each of the above cases, which you can call the instant you 

recognize that you will be creating a particular line.  

Corner Line Getouts (CL) 
1. Square Thru … but on the 4th hand, Left Allemande! 

2. Flutterwheel, Sweep 1/4, Left Allemande! 

3. Touch 1/4, Girls Run, Box the Gnat … Change Hands, Left Allemande! 

4. Pass the Ocean, Girls Trade, Recycle, Left Allemande! 

Corner Line Out of Sequence Getouts (CLO) 
1. Slide Thru, Left Allemande! 

2. Dixie Style to an Ocean Wave, Boys Cross Fold, Left Allemande! 

3. Pass Thru, Ends Fold, Box the Gnat … Change Hands, Left Allemande! 

4. Centers Pass Thru, Centers Fold, New Centers Pass Thru, Left Allemande! 

Left Unpaired Line Getouts 
1. Dixie Style to a … Left Allemande! 

2. Pass the Ocean, All 8 Circulate TWICE, Recycle ONCE, Left Allemande! 

3. Right & Left Thru, Flutterwheel, Reverse Flutterwheel, Sweep 1/4, Left Allemande! 

4. Pass Thru, Wheel & Deal, Centers Veer Right, Centers Veer Left, All Veer Left,  

Ferris Wheel, Centers Veer Left, Centers Veer Right, All … Left Allemande! 

Left Paired Line Getouts 
1. Pass Thru, Wheel & Deal, Centers Pass Thru, Left Allemande! 

2. Right & Left Thru, Dixie Style to a … Left Allemande! 

3. Pass the Ocean, Girls Trade, Swing Thru, Spin the Top, Slide Thru, Left Allemande! 

4. Right & Left Thru … Turn the Girls a Quarter More, Girls Connect and Trade, Girls Run Left, Left Allemande! 
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EXERCISE 2: Repeat Exercise 1 and resolve by calling an appropriate getout or by maneuvering the pair 

of original partners to the outside of a Normal 8-Chain Thru Formation before calling Left Allemande. 

Moving Out of a Group to a New Group 
Keeping a Group intact is one option available to you as a caller. The other option is to call something 

that moves someone out of one group into another. Knowing who it is you are moving from your 

current Group to the new group absolutely tells you the Type of the Destination Group. 

We will begin by moving two dancers from one Corner Group to another Group. We have two options. 

We can move two dancers around the perimeter of the square, or through the middle. 

Moving Around the Perimeter 
Start by paying attention. Before moving out of your current Group to another, decide who it is that will 

move. For now, when working in the Corner Group, move to a new Group with Corners. In other words, 

match your pivot with his or her Corner and move them to the new Group.  

A common way to do this is to start with a Corner Line and call, Pass Thru, Bend the Line. 

<todo> more to follow 
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Moving Through the Middle 

“One Pair” Group Types 

Identifying Corner Group Type 

Identifying Right Hand Lady Group Type 

Working with Inversions 

I don’t see my paired couple 

Group Transition Rule 

Resolving the Right Hand Lady Group 

Goal: Move Dancers through 3 Quadrants 

The Getout 

Corner Group Snapshots 

Right Hand Lady Group Snapshots 

Backwards Thinking 

What’s the Point? 

Group Overlap Rule 

Transitions with Group Overlap 

Inversions with Group Overlap 

Group Conversion Rule 

“All or Nothing” Group Types 

Identifying the Partner Group 
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Identifying the Opposite Lady Group 

Resolving the Partner Group 

Call Analysis 
You should be intimately familiar with each call you intend to use. If you are calling Mainstream, that 

means all of the Mainstream calls. The CALLERLAB Call Analysis Sheet is a good place to start when 

getting to know those calls. At a minimum you should be able to instantly recite starting and ending 

formations for each call you use.  

Pay attention to successful callers to whom you like to dance. What sequences are they using most 

often? What feels best to you? When beginning, stick with the standard applications. Mark highlights on 

your analysis sheets and avoid trying to reinvent the wheel. Just because a call can be used in an unusual 

extended way does not necessarily mean that it should be used in that way. Understand the options and 

make appropriate choices. 

When you are trying to call to a group and keep its membership intact, avoid calls that allow members 

to exit the group: Circulates, Spin Chain Thru, etc. To make use of such calls in an efficient and confident 

manner, develop and memorize a module that allows use of the call that allows members to exit the 

starting group yet ends with original members together in the ending group.  

Getting Back to Familiar Territory 

What’s Next? 

Appendix 

Goal: Keep Dancers Moving 
It is important to keep dancers moving with continuity – continuous motion from one call to the next. 

For various reasons many callers do not do this. There is a time to pause and allow weaker dancers to 

catch up, yet aspire to keep dancers in motion without allowing them to come to a complete stop 

before the next call is delivered. Therefore, calls should always be delivered before the current call is 

completed. 

Brief Discussion on Presentation Style 

Presentation style can have a lot to do with the dancers’ perception of what is taking place, whether the 

caller is highly skilled or needs to go back to caller school. There are many aspects of presentation style. 

We very briefly touch upon a handful here. 

Vocal Inflection 

Vary the inflection, and avoid monotone delivery. To project confidence and command, use downward 

inflection for the ends of phrases and calls. Avoid ending a phrase or call with an upward inflection, 

which can translate to a question in the minds of the dancers. You want to convey a command – not a 
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question – to the dancers for each and every action. There is no need to be overbearing about it, just 

convey to the dancers that you know where you are going with it all, and that they will be pleased if 

they go along for the ride. 

Brief Word on Timing 

Deliver each call before the current call is complete. Ideally, this should be about 2 beats ahead of the 

next call. The dancers perceive smoother execution if you are delivering calls so that they move on a 

down beat. 

You should be able to identify the downbeat of a hoedown. They can all be counted “One, Two, Three, 

Four”. The “One, Two, Three, Four,” is where you would naturally clap on the beat, and where the 

dancers should be moving their feet in time with the beat. This is the downbeat.  

Cueing 

A caller can cue, which is to deliver only the calls with reasonable timing allowing the music to drive 

dancers forward. There is a lack of patter here – meaning fill in words that have nothing to do with the 

execution of the calls being delivered. Although helping words may be included when necessary, callers 

that cue often do so without any sort of rhythmic delivery. With careful emphasis on syllables in 

between downbeats, a rhythmic quality can be added. 

Cueing has the advantage of delivering only the bare-bones essence of the choreography. As such, it can 

be effective when the material is tricky, or when you need dancers focus and absolutely do not want 

them distracted by fill in phrases that have nothing to do with the actual choreography. 

When poorly executed, Cueing runs the risk of becoming boring or monotone. Worst case scenario – 

you are liable to lull dancers into a hypnotic state that has nothing to do with paying attention to you! 

Cueing 

Unlike cueing, chanting is rhythmic delivery by definition, and it often includes fill in words that have 

nothing to do with the actual choreography. This obviously runs the risk of confusing dancers while 

demanding that they pick out the important parts of all that chatter. Still, with proper emphasis –using 

more precise diction and higher volume for calls as opposed to deemphasizing fill in patter – it is an 

effective means of delivery. 

Chanting is something akin to a military cadence. 

“I don’t know but it’s been said,  

We gotta hike twenty miles or we don’t get fed.” 

Brief Word on Flow 

Strive to call with reasonably good body flow. If something feels good to the dancers, figure it flows 

reasonably well. If you give a dancer momentum, try to continue it or perhaps gently redirect it. If 

momentum is abruptly reversed, that is generally considered poor body flow.  

Avoid overflow, which may be summarized as continuous turning motion for more than one complete 

circle.  
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Wind in the Face 

Use of Memorized Modules 

Maneuvering Modules 

Normal Box Ladies Chain Equivalent: 

1. Slide Thru, (Pass Thru, Bend the Line), (Pass Thru, Wheel & Deal), Double Pass Thru, Leaders Partner Trade 

2. RL Thru, Veer Left, Girls Trade, Couples Circulate, Bend the Line, (Pass Thru, Wheel & Deal), Double Pass Thru, 

Leaders Partner Trade 

                                                             
i
 The term “Sequence” refers to the numerical order of dancers when examined in a counter clockwise direction as  applied to both Boys and 

Girls. If the order ascends (1-2-3-4) the dancers are said to be IN Sequence. 
ii FASR is CALLERLAB’s term for a “specific setup” of the square, which includes a description of its Formation, Arrangement, Sequence State, 

and Relationship. 
iii See CALLERLAB’s Call Analysis Sheet 
iv [CL] = Corner Line, which is a Facing Line of Normal Couples, Each Paired with Corners, and All IN Sequence.  



Compliments of Fairfield, IA

Memorial Day Super School

Relationships 
Corner – Opposite -- Right Hand Lady -- Partner 

Corner Line Get Ins 

Promenade Don’t Stop – Boys Roll Back – Promenade Corner 

Heads Wheel Around 

Heads Separate ‘Round One To A Line 

Corner Line Get Outs

Pass Thru - Tag The Line – Clover Leaf – R+LG 

Box The Gnat – Square Thru Two – R+LG 

Opposite Lady Line Get Ins 

4 Ladies Chain – Heads Promenade Half - Lead Right - Veer Left – 

Bend The Line 

From a Zero Line – Pass The Ocean – Circulate – Recycle – Sweep ¼ 

Opposite Lady Line Get Outs 

Star Thru – Square Thru On The 3rd Hand 8 Chain 3 – LA 

Pass The Ocean – Circulate – Swing Thru – Recycle – R+LG

Right Hand Lady Line Get Ins 

Promenade Don’t Stop – Girls Roll Back – Promenade Right Hand 

Lady – Heads Wheel Around 

Heads Square Thru 2 – Slide Thru – Right And Left Thru

Right Hand Lady Line Get Outs 

Square Thru 4 – Right To Your Partner Pull By – LA 

Pass The Ocean – Swing Thru – Recycle – Turn Thru – Trade By – LA 

APPENDIX B



Partner Line Get Ins 

Heads Lead Right Circle To A Line 

4 Ladies Chain ¾ -- 4 Ladies Chain Across – Heads Separate ‘Round 

One To A Line 

Partner Line Get Outs 

Pass The Ocean – Split Circulate Twice R&LG

Centers Square Thru 4 – Ends LA – Everyone R&LG 

Understand the “R” in FASR 

YES, relationships have been forgotten about and ignored for years.  

Ever since extemporaneous sight calling, coupled with sight resolution, 

became the “WEAPON” of choice for most everyone, “relationships” 

have tended to take a back seat.  This is too bad since all the good stuff 

and all the choreographic control is contained within relationships. 

By understanding relationships Sequence becomes elementary.  There 

will be no need, hunting and pecking, wasting time trying to pair up 

someone for a sight resolution.  There will be no need to sight the square 

back to a Zero Box or Zero Line to present a get out.   

There are 4 and only 4 Primary relationships.  After EVERY call the 

dancers are in one of these 4 relationships.  Once callers are trained 

HOW to LOOK and EXECUTE from these stations, sight calling is 

finally put into it’s proper perspective (10 % “isolated” sight, which we 

now like to refer to as “Recognized Calling”, that moves the dancers 

from one relationship to another and controls the theme).   Everything 

else is controlled modules that present a theme or purpose for the things 

we call.  This includes, but not limited to, the “SET UP” the “THEME” 

and the “RESOLUTION”.   

RECAP 

Understanding Relationships!  Using Modules!  Less Sight Resolution! 



CALLERLAB BASIC PROGRAM 
September 1, 2018 

Basic Program – Part 1 
1. Circle Left / Circle Right
2. Forward and Back
3. Dosado / Dosado to a Wave
4. Swing
5. Promenade Family

a. Couples (Full, 1/2, 3/4)
b. Single File Promenade
c. Wrong Way Promenade
d. Star Promenade

6. Allemande Left
7. Arm Turns
8. Right and Left Grand Family

a. Right and Left Grand
b. Weave the Ring
c. Wrong Way Grand

9. Left-Hand Star / Right-Hand Star
10. Pass Thru
11. Half Sashay Family

a. Half Sashay
b. Rollaway
c. Ladies In, Men Sashay

12. Turn Back Family
a. U-Turn Back
b. Backtrack

13. Separate
a. Around 1 or 2 to a Line
b. Around 1 or 2 and come into the middle

14. Split Two
15. Courtesy Turn
16. Ladies Chain Family

a. Two Ladies Chain (Reg. & 3/4)
b. Four Ladies Chain(Reg. & 3/4)
c. Chain Down the Line

17. Do Paso
18. Lead Right
19. Veer Left / Veer Right
[16.c. Chain Down the Line] 
20. Bend the Line
21. Circulate Family

a. (Named Dancers) Circulate
b. Couples Circulate
c. All Eight Circulate
d. Single File Circulate
e. Split/Box Circulate

22. Right and Left Thru
23. Grand Square
24. Star Thru
25. Double Pass Thru
26. First Couple Go Left/Right,

Next Couple Go Left/Right
27. California Twirl
28. Walk Around the Corner
29. See Saw

30. Square Thru (1, 2, 3, 4) /
Left Square Thru (1, 2, 3, 4)

31. Circle to a Line
32. Dive Thru

Basic Program - Part 2 
33. Wheel Around
34. Box the Gnat
[8.c. Wrong Way Grand] 
35. Trade Family

a. Trade
b. Partner Trade
c. Couples Trade

36. Ocean Wave Family
a. Step to a Wave
b. Balance

[21.c. All Eight Circulate] 
37. Alamo Style
38. Swing Thru / Left Swing Thru
39. Run / Cross Run
40. Pass the Ocean
41. Extend
42. Wheel and Deal
43. Zoom
44. Flutterwheel / Reverse Flutterwheel
45. Sweep a Quarter
46. Trade By
47. Touch 1/4
[21.d. Single File Circulate] 
[21.e. Split/Box Circulate] 
48. Ferris Wheel

Suggested Teaching Order. Calls in italics 
may be deferred until later in the teaching 
sequence.  Recommended placement of some of 
these calls has been indicated with [square 
brackets]. 

CALLERLAB recommends that the BASIC 
Programs, calls 1–48, be taught in not less 
than 44 hours. CALLERLAB also 
recommends that calls be taught from more 
than a single position (formation and 
arrangement) and that styling and timing be 
included as part of the teaching program. 

APPENDIX C



CALLERLAB MAINSTREAM PROGRAM 
March 6, 2019 

1. Cloverleaf
2. Turn Thru
3. Eight Chain Thru /

Eight Chain 1, 2, 3, etc.
4. Pass to the Center
5. Thar Family

a. Allemande Thar
b. Allemande Left to an

Allemande Thar

c. Wrong Way Thar

6. Slip the Clutch
7. Shoot the Star /

Shoot the Star Full Around
8. Single Hinge / Couples Hinge

9. Centers In
10. Cast Off 3/4
11. Spin the Top

12. Walk and Dodge
13. Slide Thru
14. Fold / Cross Fold

15. Dixie Style to an Ocean Wave
16. Spin Chain Thru
17. Tag the Line Family

a. Tag the Line
(In / Out / Left / Right)

b. Fraction (1/4, 1/2, 3/4) Tag

18. Scoot Back
19. Recycle (From a Wave Only)

Callers are reminded to limit their calls to the advertised program. Calls 
from a list other than advertised should not be used unless they are walked 
through or workshopped first. 

Suggested Teaching Order. Calls in italics may be deferred until later in the 
teaching sequence. 

CALLERLAB recommends that MAINSTREAM Program, calls 1–19, be taught in not 
less than 15 hours. CALLERLAB also recommends that calls be taught from more 
than a single position (formation and arrangement) and that styling and timing be 
included as part of the teaching program.  

NOTE TO DANCE PROGRAMMERS 
There is NO program called the Mainstream/Plus Program. No dancer is required to 
know Plus calls to attend a Mainstream open dance. Please advertise dance programs 
as Mainstream or Plus, NOT Mainstream/Plus. 

These lists are furnished through the courtesy of CALLERLAB and your local 
CALLERLAB callers. 



NAMES & PICTOGRAMS OF SELECTED FORMATION ARRANGEMENTS 
Approved April, 2006 

Page 1 of 7 

Facing Lines Lines Facing Out Right-Hand 
Columns 

Left-Hand 
Columns 

Why 1980 Facing Lines: 
 Pass Thru 

(1980)  
Facing Lines: 

Touch 1/4 

Facing Lines: 
Left Touch 1/4 

0 
Normal Couples 

1/2 
Half Sashayed 

Couples 

1 
Boys On Left 

2 
Girls On Left 

3 
Normal Couple On 

Left 

4 
Half Sashayed 
Couple on Left 
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Eight Chain 
Thru 

Trade By Double Pass 
Thru 

Completed 
Double Pass 

Thru 

Why 1980 1980 1980 1980 

0 
Normal 
Couples 

1/2 
Half Sashayed 

Couples 

1 
Boys Outside 

2 
Girls Outside 

3 
Normal Couple 

Outside 

4 
Half Sashayed 

Couple Outside 
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Eight 
Chain 
Thru 

(for 
reference) 

Parallel 
Right-Hand 

Waves 

Parallel  
Left-Hand 

Waves 

Parallel 
Right-Hand 
Two-Faced 

Lines 

Parallel  
Left-Hand 
Two-Faced 

Lines 

Why  
 

(1980) 
Eight Chain 

Thru: 
Step to a Wave 

Eight Chain 
Thru: 

Step to a  
Left Wave 

(1980) 
Eight Chain 

Thru: 
Swing Thru, 
Centers Run  

Eight Chain 
Thru: 

Left Swing 
Thru,  

Centers Run 

 
0 

Normal 
Couples 

      
    

    
    

    
    

    
    

 
1/2 

Half 
Sashayed 
Couples 

    
    

 

    
    

    
    

    
    

 
1 

Boys 
Outside, 

Girls Inside 

    
    

 

    
    

    
    

    
    

 
2 

Girls 
Outside, 

Boys Inside 

    
    

 

    
    

    
    

    
    

 
3 

Normal 
Couples 
Outside 

    
    

 

    
    

    
    

    
    

 
4 

Half 
Sashayed 
Couples 
Outside 
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 Right-Hand 
1/4 Tag 

Left-Hand 
1/4 Tag 

Right-Hand 
3/4 Tag 

Left-Hand 
3/4 Tag 

Why Double Pass Thru: 
Centers Step to a 

Wave   (1980)  

Double Pass Thru: 
Centers Step to a 

Left Wave 

Trade By: 
Centers Step to a 

Wave 

Trade By: 
Centers Step to a 

Left Wave 

 
0 

  
        
        

  

  
        
        

  

  
        
        

  

  
        
        

  

 
1/2 

  
        
        

  

  
        
        

  

  
        
        

  

  
        
        

  

 
1 

  
        
        

  

  
        
        

  

  
        
        

  

  
        
        

  

 
2 

  
        
        

  

  
        
        

  

  
        
        

  

  
        
        

  

 
3 

  
        
        

  

  
        
        

  

  
        
        

  

  
        
        

  

 
4 
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 Right-Hand 
Diamonds 

Left-Hand 
Diamonds 

Right-Hand 
Hourglass 

Left-Hand 
Hourglass 

Why (1980) 
Parallel R-H  

Two-Faced Lines: 
Centers Hinge 

Parallel L-H  
Two-Faced Lines:  

Centers Hinge 

Parallel R-H  
Two-Faced Lines: 

Centers Half 
Circulate 

Parallel L-H  
Two-Faced Lines: 

Centers Half 
Circulate 

 
0 

  
        

    
         

 
        

     
          

 
  
   

  
 
 

         
  

 
1/2 

 
        

    
         

  
        

    
        

           
   

         
  
  
  
 
  

 
1 

  
        

    
         

  
        

    
         

        
   
      

         
     
 
 
 
  

 
2 

         
    

         

        
         

         

          
  

         
  
  
  

         

 
3 

  
        

    
         

  
        

    
         

        
  
  
   

        

          
  
  
  

         

 
4 
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 Right-Hand Tidal Wave  Left-Hand Tidal Wave 

Why Facing Lines: Step to a Wave Facing Lines: Step to a Left-Hand Wave 

0                 

1/2                 

1                 

2                 

3                 

4                 
  

   Right-Hand Tidal Two-Faced Line  Left-Hand Tidal Two-Faced Line 

Why Parallel Right-Hand Two-Faced Lines:  
Couples Hinge 

Parallel Left-Hand Two-Faced Lines:  
Couples Hinge 

0                 

1/2                 

1                 

2                 

3                 

4                 
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Ends In  
Inverted Lines 

Ends Out 
Inverted Lines 

Why Eight Chain Thru: 
Centers In 

Eight Chain Thru: 
Centers Out 

0 

1/2 

1 

2 

3 

4 



CALLERLAB Formation Pictograms (December 14, 2010) 

1 

1. 2. 3. 4. 

Couple Facing Dancers Back-to-Back Dancers Right-Hand Mini-Wave 

5. 6. 7. 8. 

Left-Hand Mini-Wave Facing Couples Back-to-Back Couples Right-Hand Ocean Wave 

9. 10. 11. 12. 

Left-Hand Ocean Wave Right-Hand Box Circulate Left-Hand Box Circulate Right-Hand Two-Faced Line 

13. 14. 15. 16 

Left-Hand Two-Faced Line Static Square Circle Single File Promenade 

17. 18. 19. 20. 

Alamo Style Promenade Wrong Way Promenade Thar Star 

21. 22. 23. 24. 

Wrong Way Thar Facing Lines Eight Chain Thru Trade By 

25. 26. 27. 28. 

Double Pass Thru Completed Double Pass Thru Lines Facing Out Parallel Waves 

29. 30. 31. 32. 

Parallel Two-Faced Lines Right-Hand Columns Left-Hand Columns 
Three and One Lines (8 

possible) 



CALLERLAB Formation Pictograms (December 14, 2010) 

2 

33. 34. 35. 36. 

  
  

Ends In Inverted Lines Ends Out Inverted Lines In T-bone Lines Out T-bone Lines 

37. 38. 39. 40. 

    

1/4 Tag 3/4 Tag 1/4 Line Right-Hand Diamonds 

41. 42. 43. 44. 

 

 

  
Left-Hand Diamonds Right-Hand Point to Point 

Diamonds 

Right-Hand Facing 

Diamonds 

Left-Hand Facing Diamonds 

45. 46. 47. 48. 

 

  
 

Hourglass Left-Hand Z Right-Hand Z Right-Hand Stars 

49. 50. 51. 52. 

 

   

Left-Hand Stars Tidal Wave Tidal Two-Faced Line Tidal Line 

53. 54. 55. 56. 

 

  
 

Galaxy Tandem Facing Tandems Tandem Couples 

57. 58. 59. 60. 

 

   
Right-Hand 1/4 Box Siamese (Typical) Interlocking Blocks (Typical) “X” / Butterfly (Typical) 

  



CALLERLAB Formation Pictograms (December 14, 2010) 

3 

61. 62. 63. 64. 

 

 

 

 

Right-Hand 3/4 Box Phantom (Typical) Right-Hand Magic Columns Right-Hand Facing 

Hourglass 

65. 66. 67. 68. 

 

 

 
 

Funny Hourglass (8 possible) Left-Hand Magic Columns 3 By 1 Facing Diamonds “O” (Typical) 

69. 70. 71. 72. 

   

 
Both T-Bone Boxes Out T-Bone Boxes In T-Bone Boxes Offset Blocks (Typical) 

73. 74. 75. 76. 

 
  

 

Right-Hand Interlocked 

Diamonds 

Parallelogram (Typical) Triple Box (Typical) General Line (10 possible) 

77. 78. 79.  

 

  

 

General Lines (16 symmetric 

possible) 

Dixie Grand Circle Right and Left Grand Circle  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Change History since April 1980: 

Date Change Made 

8/25/07 Add General Line, General Lines. Redraw all pictograms. 

5/29/08 Add pictograms approved in 1984. 

11/4/08 #25: change name to Starting Double Pass Thru. 

11/5/08 #26: change name to Double Pass Thru. 

11/6/08 #76: change to say “10 possible”. 

8/24/09 #60: fix dancer facing direction. #76: change back to “8 possible” by mistake. 

8/25/09 Add Dixie Grand Circle and Right and Left Grand Circle (approved in 1983). 

9/28/10 #76: change to say “10 possible”. Add change history. 

12/14/10 Convert to Word. 

 



ANALYZING A CALL

Name of Call                                                                                                             

CALLERLAB Definition                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                              

From what FORMATION(S) can the call start?                                                  

                                                                                                                                  

Must any dancers be facing?  No         Yes         If yes, how many?                  

And from what ARRANGEMENT(S)?                                                                  

Is a free hand needed?  No             Both            Right            Left                     

Good preceding calls considering body flow                                                      

                                                                                                                                   

What FORMATION(S) will exist upon completion of the call?                        

                                                                                                                                   

And what ARRANGEMENT(S)?                                                                           

Will dancers be facing?  No           Yes           If yes, How many?                      

Which hand(s) will be free?  None         Both         Right         Left                  

What body flow will exist as call is completed?  Direction?  For which

dancers?                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                                 

Timing of the call - (How many steps to dance comfortably?)                 

Teaching suggestions                                                                                              
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